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INTRODUCTION

Bermuda  was  first  popularised  as  a  holiday  destination

during  the  latter  decades  of  the  Nineteenth  Century  by  North

American  travellers  wealthy  enough  to  afford  the  lengthy  sea

journeys to-and-from the archipelago (located 770 miles from Nova

Scotia, 1,000 miles from the Caribbean, and 640 miles from Cape

Hatteras, North Carolina) and the high cost of a season-long sojourn

(and who had the luxury of being able to be away from their work

for the entire winter).

Princess  Louise,  the  daughter  of  Her  Majesty,  Queen

Victoria,  raised Bermuda's profile among the privileged classes of

the United States and Canada when she wintered in Bermuda in

1883 (although her visit was actually taken as a medical precaution

following injuries she had received in Canada, where her husband

was the Governor General, and where, In her weakened state, her

doctors thought it unwise that she winter).

Many of the wealthy who chose to winter in Bermuda with
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their families during this period were attracted partly by the large

pool of unmarried young aristocrats serving in Bermuda's military

garrison and at the Royal Navy Dockyard. These often impoverished

nobles  could  provide  their  daughters  the  one  thing  that  their

fathers' money could not buy: a title (this put the early American

tourists  in competition with Bermuda's  large cohort  of  spinsters,

who had previously enjoyed sole access to these potential grooms).

Bermuda's tourism industry would change considerably over

the next century, although the colony would retain its reputation as

an  exclusive  destination  for  the  well-heeled.  Prohibition  in  the

United  States  after  the  First  World  War  would  bring  waves  of

shortstay visitors who arrived at any time of year, but increasingly

during the summer. While still affluent, these travellers were of a

different class from the pioneers, and were lured by liquor and the

summer   sun.  Winter  began  to  replace  the  summer  as  the  "off

season".

During  the  Second  World  War,  United  States  bases  were

built in Bermuda and numerous working-class American sailors and

soldiers served in, or passed through, the British colony. The war

dragged the United States out of the Great Depression, and many of

these working-class servicemen joined the burgeoning middle class
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in the post-war years, when they returned to Bermuda as visitors.

Air  service  from the United  States  had begun in  the late

1930s,  and with the appearance of  jet  airliners in the 1950s the

time and cost expended in reaching Bermuda dropped significantly.

By  the  1970s  and  1980s,  the  typical  visitors  to  Bermuda  were

middle class families, flying in for two-week summer holidays.

Many of these visitors probably presumed that tourism was

Bermuda's only industry, but the central leg of the economy from

the  American  War  of  Independence  'til  at  least  the  1950s  was

actually defence expenditure, as Bermuda replaced all of the bases

the Royal Navy had lost between the Maritimes (Nova Scotia and

New Brunswick) and the West Indies. In addition to serving as the

headquarters  (the  Admiralty  House),  dockyard,  and  base  for  the

North  America  and  West  Indies  Squadron  of  the  Royal  Navy,  a

powerful  military  establishment  was also built  up to protect  the

naval base.

The regular  army was expanding  upon a ring of  defences

that  had  originally  been  built  by  the  Bermudian  Government

between the colony's  official  settlement  in  1612 by  the  Virginia

Company (which had occupied the archipelago since its flagship, the
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"Sea  Venture",  had  been  wrecked  there  in  1609)  and  the

establishment of the naval base there in 1794.

Although  an  independent  company  of  infantry  had  been

stationed  in  Bermuda  between  1701  and  the  end  of  the  Seven

Years' War, and invalid soldiers of the Royal Garrison Battalion had

been stationed there  during the American War of  Independence

(and withdrawn and disbanded in 1784), the primary force guarding

Bermuda from 1612 'til  the  return of  regular  soldiers in 1793 (a

company of the Royal Artillery Invalid Battalion and a detachment

of the 47th Regiment of Foot) was the Militia.

All able-bodied males between 16 and 60 were required to

serve in the Militia. Although most of this force was only embodied

once  a  year  for  annual  training,  it  included  a  standing  force  of

artillerymen who manned a large number of fortified batteries built

along the South Shore, and at the East and West Ends of Bermuda.

Some of these forts were built on Crown land (also called common

or public land, which was held by the colonial government) and

some on private.

Men who served as commanders of the forts were released

from normal Militia infantry duties and commissioned as Captains,
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which made this a popular service with Bermudians who could

afford the upkeep of  a  fort.  As  there  was little  oversight  of  the

Captains (many of whom, like most other Bermudian men, spent

much of their time away at sea after 1684), some of them neglected

the forts they commanded, but others expended considerable time

as well as much of their own money upon them.

The first Captain of a fort was often its engineer, seeing to

its construction, sometimes on land he owned, and purchasing even

its canon. This was to cause thorny problems during the Nineteenth

Century  build-up  of  the  regular  army  garrison  as  the  Board  of

Ordnance attempted to gain title to all lands historically used by the

Militia for defence purposes, including private property.

The gunners of the regular Royal Artillery Invalid Battalion

who were posted to Bermuda in 1794 only manned a small number

of batteries, probably around St. George's. Their numbers dwindled

through  death,  disease  and  discharges,  with  no  reinforcements

being sent until they were finally withdrawn and replaced in 1806.

They would have composed an ever-less useful component of the

Garrison.

Most  of  Bermuda's  coastal  artillery  would  consequently
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have remained in the hands of the Militia (strictly speaking, the gun

crews - composed of volunteers - appear not to have been part of

the  Militia's  infantry  and  mounted  field  organisation,  although

volunteers would be recruited into a volunteer artillery company

from the Militia during the war against Revolutionary France), and it

was presumably upon the fading away of  that organisation after

1815  that  most  of  the  coastal  forts  built  before  the  Nineteenth

Century fell out of use.

A handful were re-utilised and rebuilt by the regular army,

which also built a number of completely new defence works. This

regular army building programme largely ignored the South Shore

of the Main Island, where coastal artillery defence evidently relied

on mobile batteries of field guns that could quickly deploy where

needed from Prospect Camp. Former colonial defence lands on the

South Shore of the Main Island were consequently sought by the

Board  of  Ordnance  and  the  War  Department  as  they  were  still

important as prepared sites for the mobile batteries. The strongest

defences were clustered at the East End, and around the City of

Hamilton and the Royal Naval Dockyard.

Bermuda is a chain of islands that sits on the southern rim of

a fifteen-mile wide volcanic caldera, with most of the rest of thatrim
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submerged and forming a barrier reef, fourteen miles from shore to

the  North,  and  within  yards  of  the  South  Shore.  The  only  safe

passage  through  this  reef  for  larger  ships  lies  at  the  eastern

extremity,  rounding  St.  David's  Island,  although  the  smaller  Hog

Fish  Channel  and  the  Chubb  Cut,  both  at  the  West  End,  were

previously used by smaller seagoing vessels. The defensive forts and

artillery  were  gathered  most  thickly  beside  these  channels,  and

near South Shore beaches on which small boats could potentially

land soldiers after passing through or over the reefs.

With the establishment of the naval  base and the regular

army garrison, the Bermuda Government lost interest in the militia,

and it faded away after 1815. Most of the colonial defences were

taken over and updated by the regular army.

During  the  course  of  the  Nineteenth  Century,  Bermuda

ceased to be simply a naval  base guarded by the army, and was

designated  as  one  of  the  four  Imperial  Fortresses  of  the  British

Empire, along with Halifax (Nova Scotia), Gibraltar, and Malta.

These locations were useful not only because they allowed

the  Royal  Navy  to  base  fleets  at  strategic  points  on  the  world's

maritime trade routes, but because they could be used to launch
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and  support  military  campaigns  anywhere  in  their  regions,  and

British  Army units  and military  stores for  use  in  such operations

were consequently built up in them.

Throughout the century, twenty-one square mile Bermuda

consequently  possessed  a  more  substantial  garrison  than  many

much  larger  colonies.  In  1859,  the  total  regular  strength  of  the

British Army was 145,000, of which 45,000 were stationed in Britain

and Ireland, 60,000 in India, and 40,000 in the rest of the British

Empire  or  in  foreign  countries  (including  34,000  infantry,  3,800

artillerymen, and 1,200 engineers).

From this last figure, Bermuda had two infantry battalions

(the 26th and the 39th Regiments of Foot), two companies of Royal

Engineers,  and two batteries of  Royal  Artillery,  plus  attachments

and detachments from a variety of supporting corps, totalling in the

region of 2,000 soldiers. This compared to 4,300 soldiers in British

North America (the Canadas and the Maritimes), 6,500 in the Cape

Colony  (South  Africa),  1,000  in  the  rest  of  Africa,  and  1,642  in

Australia.

With  a  significant  percentage  of  the  Imperial  budget  for

defence  infrastructure  also  being  lavished on  the  fortification  of
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Bermuda and the improvement of the colony's system of roads, its

harbours,  and  communications  network,  the  Royal  Engineers

contribution  to  the  Garrison,  particularly,  would  grow  over  the

following decades (up to seven companies).

Bermuda's  utility  as  a  base  from  which  to  launch  and

support  military  operations  in  the  region  had  already  been

demonstrated  during  the  American  War  of  1812,  when  the

blockade of most of the US Atlantic ports was orchestrated from

Bailey's Bay. It was also from Bermuda that a combined Royal Navy

and British Army task force launched a punitive expedition against

the Chesapeake in 1814, driving the United States Government out

of Washington DC and burning parts of the city.

Britain's  only  aim  in  that  war  had  been  to  maintain  the

existing  borders  between  British  North  America  and  the  United

States, as the US had taken advantage of Britain's absorption in a

life-or-death struggle with Napoleonic France. The US had declared

war  and  invaded  Canada,  hoping  to  quickly  take  possession  of

British North America at a time when it was correctly surmised that

Britain could not send major reinforcements without exposing her

throat to France. Victory over France in the Peninsular War in 1814

had enabled Britain  to redeploy forces against  the United States
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(including the brigade sent to Bermuda that  had carried out the

Chesapeake Campaign), and the war with her former colonies had

ended with the preservation of the pre-war borders.

A repeat of this war very nearly occurred in 1862, following

the November, 1861, Trent Affair (in which a US Naval  ship fired

upon  a  British  vessel  in  neutral  waters  and  took  prisoner  two

Confederate commissioners who had been passengers). This caused

outrage  in  Britain,  which  was  already  leaning  towards  the

Confederacy  (Bermuda,  with  traditional  ties  to  Virginia  and  the

other Southern states,  did  more than lean,  as  many Bermudians

openly supported the South. Most of the European weapons that

the  Confederates  were  able  to  purchase  were  run  through  the

Union blockades from warehouses in Bermuda), and the mood in

the United States was also for war against Britain.

This resulted in a massive build-up of forces in British North

America, initially to defend it against an anticipated attack by the

United States, but ultimately intended to take the offensive). The

North America and West Indies Squadron was reinforced and made

plans to capture New York, with Bermuda to be used as a launching

point  for  operations  on  the  Atlantic  Seaboard  similar  to  the

Chesapeake Campaign of the previous war.
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Although war between Britain and the United States did not

ultimately take place, tempers would remained raised over Britain's

tacit support of the Confederates 'til the British Government agreed

to pay $15,000,000 in compensation in 1872.

As the United States was Britain's only likely competitor in

the  region,  the  increasingly  friendly  relations  between  the  two

countries over the remainder of the Nineteenth Century lowered

the importance of  the British bases in Bermuda and Halifax.  The

latter  were  handed  over  to  the  Royal  Canadian  Navy  and  the

Canadian Militia during the first decade of the Twentieth Century,

leaving three Imperial fortresses.

The  United  States  became an  ally  during  the  First  World

War, and was permitted to open two naval facilities in 1918 for the

remainder  of  the  war.  During  the  Second World War,  when the

Royal  Air  Force  and  the  Royal  Navy's  Fleet  Air  Arm  added  air

stations to the British bases in Bermuda, the United Kingdom largely

relied on the United States to secure her interests in the region. As

part  of  this  she granted the United States  ninety-nine year  base

leases in a string of West Indian colonies in 1941, in exchange for

the loan of destroyers to the Royal Navy and Royal Canadian Navy. 
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The United States was also given similar leases in Bermuda

and  Newfoundland,  although  no  war  material  was  received  in

exchange for these. In Bermuda, the US Naval Operating Base was

built at the West End to serve flying boats and ships, and the United

States Army built Kindley Field as Bermuda's first airfield, which was

used jointly  by the United States  Army Air  Forces,  the Royal  Air

Force and the Royal Navy's Fleet Air Arm 'til the end of the war.

Following the war, the British Empire and the British Armed

Forces shrank slowly, and Britain's role in a future war under NATO

was envisaged as largely restricted to the European theatre. With

little  need  to  project  British  power  in  the  region,  given  the

continuing  alliance  with  the  United  States,  the  Royal  Air  Force

withdrew from Bermuda on the end of hostilities, and most of the

Royal Naval  Dockyard was closed in 1951. The last regular British

Army unit was withdrawn in 1957, leaving only two part-time units.

The American bases, however,  would continue to operate

'til  1995,  and  the  thousands  of  Americans  serving  in  Bermuda

played  nearly  as  important  a  role  in  Bermuda's  society  and

economy as the Royal Navy and British Army had in the Nineteenth

Century.
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The end of the Cold War led to the early withdrawal of the

US forces in 1995,  and the Royal  Navy and the Canadian  Armed

Forces bases were closed at the same time, leaving the part-time

Bermuda Regiment and naval and military cadet corps as the only

armed forces in Bermuda. The archipelago is covered, however, in

the  architectural  heritage  of  Bermuda's  bygone  days  as  a  naval,

army,  and  air  base.  Probably  nowhere  else  on  the  planet  can  a

visitor find such a density of sites, of such a variety and importance,

that spans such a long period.

Anyone  considering  a  holiday  in  Bermuda should be  fully

aware of the archipelago as a repository of history and culture, and

not  simply  as  a  shopping and water-sports destination.  Bermuda

has played varied and critically important roles in the history of the

entire  English-speaking  region  of  the  Americas,  and  learning

Bermudian history, for a citizen of the United States or Canada, is to

learn his own.

Bermuda's history as a naval and military base is particularly

appealing,  given  how much  of  the  infrastructure  of  those  bases

survives. As an example, any visit to a popular beach in Bermuda is

likely to be able to be combined with a visit to a military heritage
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site as most of these beaches were guarded by forts, many of which

still  survive  (examples  include Forts  St.  Catherine's,  Victoria,  and

Albert, and Alexandra Battery, all of which are beside or in sight of

beaches  on  the  Island  of  St.  George's,  and  Whale  Bay  Battery,

beside West Whale Bay in Southampton).  The two most popular

public beaches, (Warwick) Horseshoe Bay and (Warwick) Long Bay,

and the small coves and green parkland between them, are actually

all  contained  within  Warwick  Camp,  the  one  military  base  that

remains in use, which is the home of the Bermuda Regiment. 

The following chapters of this book contain a list of naval

and military heritage sites, by parish, with historical information on

each,  a  description  of  the  surviving  architecture  and equipment,

and instructions on how to reach them (if they are capable of being

visited).

This book is meant as a navigational aid for those who wish

to  visit  the  site  included.  It  will  be  similarly  useful  to  those

attempting simply to fix the sites on a map. It is not intended to

provide detailed historical or archaeological insight. Anyone with an

interest  in  the  subject  should  be  certain  to  read  (ideally  before

visiting Bermuda)  "Bermuda Forts,  1612-1957",  by Dr.  Edward C.

Harris. A number of other books for which this one is no substitute
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are listed in the bibliography at the back. Unfortunately, not all of

these  are  still  in  print,  but  all  can  be  found,  whether  new  or

secondhand, in local bookshops or on Amazon and other websites.
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1
ST. GEORGE'S PARISH

The  history  of  Bermuda  as  a  settled  place  began  in  St.

George's Parish, at the eastern extremity of the archipelago, and its

military history began here, too. It was here that the flagship  of the

Virginia Company, the "Sea Venture", was deliberately driven upon

rocks off  St.  Catherine's  Point (the north-eastern extremity of St.

George's Island) in 1609 to prevent her foundering in a storm, and it

was on islands within this parish that construction of the first forts

began in 1612.

It was also in St. George's that the first unit of British Army

regulars  was  posted  in  1701,  and  where  the  Royal  Navy  first

established  itself  in  1794,  leading  to  a  build  up  of  British  Army

forces tasked with the defence of the naval base. It was also in St.

George's that the largest military base in the colony was located,

the  airfield  built  by  the  United  States  Army  during  the  Second

World War that was utilised by a number of American and British

armed services until 1995, when Bermuda's history as a base (if not

its military history) drew to a close. 
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The  importance  of  the  Parish's  military  architectural

heritage was recognised in 2000 by the World Heritage Committee

of UNESCO (the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization)  which  declared  the  town  of  St.  George's  and  the

related fortifications (those in the same parish) as a World Heritage

Site  (it  is  intended  also  to  extend  that  recognition  to  all  of

Bermuda's remaining forts).

The survivors of the 1609 Sea Venture wreck included the

Admiral  of  the  company,  Sir  George  Somers,  and  the  newly

appointed Governor of the Jamestown colony in Virginia (as North

America  was  then  called  by  the  Government  of  England),  Sir

Thomas Gates.  The  ship's  Captain  was  Christopher  Newport,  and

other  notable  early  Americans  were among the passengers,  who

built two new ships, the "Deliverance" and "Patience", before most

continued to Jamestown the following year.

As the archipelago had been claimed for England, and has

remained permanently settled since (these were not the first to set

ashore, as many Mariners had visited or been wrecked there during

the  previous  century),  the  founding  of  Bermuda  as  an  English

colony (officially named the "Somers Isles", but the older Spanish
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name has resisted replacement) is reckoned from 1609, although

the Virginia Company's Royal charter would not be revised to reflect

that fact until  1612, when the first intentional settlers arrived on

the  "Plough"  to  join  the  three  men  left  behind  from  the  Sea

Venture.  With  the  1707  union  of  the  Kingdoms  of  England

(including the Principality of Wales and the Duchy of Cornwall) and

Scotland, Bermuda became a British colony.

The following descriptions  of  sites in the parish are grouped by

island, beginning with St. George's Island.

St. George's Island

St. George's Town

Given its uniqueness, age, history, and state of preservation,

visiting Bermuda without  seeing  St.  George's  Town is  rather  like

touring  Egypt  or  Mexico  without  seeing  their  pyramids.  The  Sea

Venture survivors had lived on St. George's Island, on the northern

side  of  St.  George's  Harbour,  'til  departing  for  Jamestown.  The

settlers from the Plough initially chose Smith's Island, in the South

of the harbour (and nearer to St. David's Island), as the site for their

town,  but  quickly  relocated to  the southern side of  St.  George's

Island where they founded "New London" in 1612.
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This settlement was soon renamed in honour of the patron

Saint  of  England  as  "St.  George's  Town"  (or  "The  Town  of  St.

George", usually referred to simply as "St. George's", but never as

"St. George", except by non-Bermudians who know no better). The

island received the same name, and St. David's, on the other side of

the harbour, was named for the patron saint of Wales.

The  colony  was  split  into  nine  parishes  (originally  called

"tribes")  that  are  both  political  and  religious.  The  easternmost

parish includes St. George's Town and bears the same name. It was

considered "Crown Land" (or  common land),  which in effect was

public land, although it contained parcels of private property (the

government  sold  most  of  the remaining  Crown land into private

hands in accordance with the 1758 instructions of King George III).

It included St. George's and St. David's Islands, numerous smaller

islands  scattered  about  them,  and  a  small  portion  of  the  Main

Island on the South-West of Castle Harbour, where Tucker's Town,

was established but never prospered as St. George's did.

The other eight parishes, each named for a shareholder in

the company, were subdivided into lots equating to shares in the

company (which was to result in a scandal as the islands had not
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been properly surveyed, and their total area was to prove greater

than what had been estimated before their subdivision on paper.

This left a question as to who owned the extra land, which received

an answer when it was appropriated by Governor Daniel Tucker). In

1614,  the  Virginia  Company  handed  administration  of  Bermuda

over to the Crown, which handed it in 1615 to a new company with

the same shareholders,  The London Company of The Somers Isles,

usually  shortened  to  the  "Somers  Isles  Company"  (reflecting  the

colony's other official name).

St. George's  is  usually described as the oldest continually-

occupied English town in the New World, but is more than this. The

only  Anglo-American  town with a  fair  claim of  pre-dating  it  was

Jamestown,  founded  in  1607,  along  with  a  settlement  in  New

England  that  was  to  prove  as  short-lived  as  the  failed  earlier

adventure  on  Roanoke  Island.  "Jamestown",  however  (which  no

longer  survives,  except  as  the  location  of  archaeological

excavations), was really only a rudimentary timber fort at this point,

and  St.  George's  was  consequently  the  first  town  actually

established by the English in the New World.

The  town  remained  the  political,  economic,  and  social

centre of Bermuda 'til the Nineteenth Century, by which point Royal
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Navy  hydrographers  Thomas  Hurd  and  Andrew  Evans  had

discovered a channel through the reefs (originally named "Hurd's

Channel",  but  now  called  "The  Narrows")  through  which  larger

vessels could reach the sheltered waters of the Northern Lagoon,

the Great Sound, and Hamilton Harbour from Five Fathom Hole (the

area of water that ships taking the main channel through the reefs

from the open Atlantic first enter onto, and from which they can

proceed into St. George's Harbour, or take Hurd's Channel around

St. Catherine's Point to enter the northern lagoon).

This resulted in the City of Hamilton becoming the economic

centre of Bermuda (which was entirely devoted to maritime trades

between the 1884 dissolution of the Somers Isles Company and the

early  Nineteenth  Century),  and  the  colonial  capital  was  moved

there in 1815. Although St. George's has mostly been cut off from

development since then, the advantage today is that the town is

remarkably well preserved, with most of its buildings built before

the Twentieth Century, and forty percent pre-dating the Nineteenth

Century.

The  town  contains  the  oldest  Protestant  church  (of  the

established  Church  of  England  -  no  other  denominations  were

originally  permitted  to  operate  in  the  colony,  and  the  Catholic
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Church, although its military chaplains began holding services in the

garrison chapels in the 1850s, was not permitted to conduct civil

marriages, baptisms, or funerals until the Twentieth Century) in the

New World, St. Peter's, which was founded in 1612 (although it has

been rebuilt more than once after a storm, and the oldest part of

the  current  building  dates  from  1620).  The  church  has  many

memorials  to  soldiers  and  regiments  that  served  in  the  parish

displayed on the walls inside, and some graves of naval and military

significance  in  the  graveyard  that  surrounds  it  (although  most

soldiers  who  died  in  the  parish  were  buried  in  the  Garrison

Cemetery, or in the municipal cemetery on Secretary Road).

Among  the  notable  burials  here  are  two  Governors  and

Commanders-in-Chief  of  Bermuda.  Lieutenant-Colonel  George

James  Bruere,  of  the  88th  Regiment  of  Foot,  was  Bermuda's

longest-serving governor,  and died in  office during the American

War of Independence. His grave was discovered under the church

floor  during  excavations  in  2008.  Lieutenant-Colonel  Sir  Richard

Sharples, KC, OBE, MC, of the Welsh Guards, served in the Second

World War and was awarded the Military Cross for his actions at

Boulogne. After the war, he held a number of staff appointments,

including  as  Military  Assistant  to  Field  Marshall  Bernard  Law

Montgomery  at  Supreme  Headquarters  Allied  Forces  Europe
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(SHAFE).  He retired from the army in 1953, and entered politics,

winning a Parliamentary seat in 1954.

Sharples was appointed Governor of Bermuda in 1972, and

was murdered by would-be revolutionaries while walking his dog in

the  Government  House  gardens  on  the  evening  of  the  10th  of

March, 1973. Also murdered was his Aide-de-Camp, Captain  Hugh

Ralph Lorne Sayers of the Welsh Guards, and his great Dane, Horsa.

The  two  Welsh  Guardsmen  lie  side  by  side  in  the  East  of  the

graveyard.

The State House,  was the first  purpose-built  home of  the

lower (and originally the only) house of the Bermudian parliament,

the  House  of  Assembly  (which  is  actually  the  oldest  continuous

legislative  assembly  on  the  planet  as  even  the  Westminster

Parliament  was  suspended  during  the  Protectorship  of  Oliver

Cromwell). It was completed in 1620 (the Assembly had held its first

meeting in St. Peter's earlier that year), and is also located atop a

small knoll to the East of the waterside King's Square, around which

the town is arranged.

On  the  waterside  of  the  Square,  standing  between  two

canons, is a memorial to war dead from the Bermuda Contingent of
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the Royal Garrison Artillery, a detachment of the Bermuda Militia

Artillery that served on the Western Front from 1916 'til the end of

the First World War.

Although  still  Government  property,  the  State  House has

been rented since 1815 to a Masonic Lodge for a token annual rent

of one peppercorn. The payment of this rent into the colonial purse

has  developed  into  a  large,  elaborate  ceremony  that  includes  a

military honour guard (provided by the Regular Army 'til 1957, and

by the part-time units-since 1965, the part-time  unit-since then).

This ceremony takes place on the King's Square.

Many sites within or close to the town were used by the

various departments involved with military stores and supply, or by

the Royal Navy or the British Army. At the East of the former Army

Service Corps Wharf is Bermuda's only brick building, originally built

at  exorbitant  cost  for  the  Royal  Navy.  It  currently  houses  the

Carriage House Restaurant (named for the Carriage House Museum

that  once occupied the upper floor,  displaying the various  horse

drawn vehicles  that  filled Bermuda's  roads  'til  the  legalisation of

private and commercial motor vehicles in 1948).

"Penno's  Wharf",  to  the  West  of  the  town,  is  named for
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William Lanyon Penno, a Cornishman who worked in Bermuda for

decades as an Ordnance Storekeeper (he also married in Bermuda,

where his children were born). It had previously been the property

of  the notorious  Royal  Engineer,  Major  Andrew Durnford,  whose

home,  "Durnford House", looms above Penno's Wharf (and to the

South of the junction of Duke of York Street, Rose Hill, and Water

Street) on "Style Hill".

Durnford was a controversial  figure in  Bermudian history,

and responsible for the first phases of the Imperial re-development

of  the  colony's  defences  during  the  1790s.  He  also  dabbled  in

politics  and  commerce,  becoming  the  town's  first  Mayor  and

serving on the colony's Privy Council, which originally performed the

roles  now  divided  between  the  upper  house  of  Parliament  (the

Senate)  and the Cabinet,  and investing heavily  into property.  He

died  in  1798  while  waiting  Court  Martial  for  mutiny  and

misappropriation of Government funds.

Rose  Hill,  rising  from  Style  Hill,  across  the  street  from

"Durnford  House",  was  at  various  times  the  location  of  the

Government House,  the original  Admiralty  House (between 1794

and 1810), and the home of John Bourne, the Commercia l Agent of

the Confederate States of America during the  American Civil War
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(thanks to St. George's becoming virtually a Confederate outpost for

the duration of the conflict, his northern counterpart, United States 

Consul Charles Maxwell Allen, was accosted in the street and in his

office, and found his flag pole cut down on the 3rd of July).

Other  homes on  the  western side  of  the  town also have

military connections. To the West of Penno's Wharf is "Hayward's

Wharf" (which was the eastern terminus of the bygone Bermuda

Railway, the right-of-way of which is now a walking trail),  behind

which is  a large home that had been used as a barracks for  the

Royal  Artillery in the 1820s.  On the water's  edge,  further to the

West, is a home (now a guest house) called "Red Barracks" that was

also previously used as a barracks.

Many other properties located within St. George's Town are

also  connected  with  Bermuda's  naval  and  military  history.  By

example,  the  museum  of  the  St.  George's  Historical  Society  is

located  in  the  1734  "Mitchell  House",  named  for  its  original

occupant, Militia officer William Mitchell. A  later  owner  was

former soldier George C. Wailes, who had come to Bermuda in 1883

in  the  2nd  Battalion,  84th  York  and  Lancashire  Regiment.  He

operated the "Commercial  Hotel" in the house from 1900 'til  his

death  in  1914.  His  Bermudian-born  son,  also  named  George  C.
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Wailes,  who had formerly been a Bermuda Police Constable, was

wounded at Ypres on the 17th of November, 1914, while serving as

a Corporal in C Company of the 2nd Battalion of the Lincolnshire

Regiment  (that  had  been  stationed  in  Bermuda  when  the  First

World War began). He was wounded another seven times before he

was  medically  discharged,  and  he  became  the  first  Bermudian

serviceman  to  return  home  from  the  war  in  April,  1915.  He

inherited the "Mitchell House" and mortgaged it, but lost it six years

later when it was acquired by the Society.

The  house  also  contains  the  Featherbed  Alley  Printshop
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Museum,  of  which  the  late  Town  Crier  of  St.  George's,  Major

Donald Henry "Bob" Burns,  MBE, MC, was the Curator during the

1980s and early 1990s.

Burns originally enlisted in the part-time Liverpool Scottish

at the start of the Second World War, but was soon commissioned

into  the  Queen's  Own  Cameron  Highlanders.  After  serving  at

Dunkirk during the Fall  of France, he was posted to Bermuda for

two  years  where  a  married  a  Bermudian.  After  the  war's  end,

having fought in Italy (where he was awarded the Military Cross)

and  Austria,  he  returned  to  Bermuda  where  he  served  in  the

Bermuda  Militia  Artillery  from  1953  to  1965,  and  the  Bermuda

Regiment from 1965 to  1974.  As  Town Crier  of  St.  George's,  he

travelled widely to shout Bermuda's charms, and was awarded the

Guinness World Record for the loudest human speaking voice. He

was a fixture on King's Square, where he gave public performances

every Wednesday, during the summer, that have been carried on by

his successors since his death in 1993, and a park in the town has

been named for him.

The "Tucker House", on Water Street (opposite the former

Royal Army Service Corps Wharf, now called "Somers' Wharf") will

be of interest to any student of the American War of Independence
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or  the  American  Civil  War.  This  was  the  residence  of  several

generations  of  the  Tucker  family  of  Bermuda  and  Virginia.  The

progenitor  of  the family was the Seventeenth Century Governor,

Daniel  Tucker,  famous  for  the  over-plus  scandal  whereby  he

appropriated for himself the valuable real estate that was found left

over from original estimates after the first survey was completed.

Several prominent members of this family have been named

Henry Tucker, the best known of whom was both a Member of the

House  of  Assembly  and  the  commander  of  the  Militia.  Colonel

Henry Tucker (1713-94) was sent as a Delegate for Bermuda to the

rebellious  Continental  Congress  during  the  American  War  of

Independence. While there, he orchestrated with Benjamin Franklin

the theft of a hundred barrels of gunpowder from a magazine on

the hill behind St. George's which was desperately needed by the

Americans  to  carry  on  their  struggle  (unknown  to  them,  rebel

General George Washington was at the same time drafting a letter

to the people of Bermuda requesting their aid in obtaining the same

powder).

The powder was stolen on the night of the 4th of August,

1775, from a magazine on Government Hill,  near to Government

House,  the  residence  of  Governor  and  Commander-in-Chief
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Lieutenant-Colonel  George  James  Bruere.  A  French  officer  who

stumbled upon the perpetrators was murdered and buried on the

spot. Although they acted on information provided by Bermudians,

and  possibly  were  guided  to  the  magazine  by  locals,  the  rebels

wanted to avoid the Government's wrath falling upon their allies in

the colony.  Consequently,  the men who broke into the magazine

appear to have all been Americans who had landed in Bermuda that

night. The barrels of gunpowder were rolled over Government Hill

to Tobacco Bay and rowed out to a waiting American sloop.

When the theft was discovered the following morning, the

Americans had too great a head start for Royal Naval ships to chase

them  down.  Governor  Bruere  sent  a  fast  pilot  boat  in  pursuit.

Although they did catch up with the American sloop, identifying her

as  the  Lady  Catherine  of  Virginia,  the  boat's  crew  lacked  the

numbers and weapons needed to force her return to Bermuda or to

sink her.

Governor Bruere was, in fact, related to Colonel Tucker as

his daughter, Frances, was married to one of the Colonel's sons. His

son-in-law,  also  named  Henry  Tucker,  was  the  President  of  the

Council that originally combined the roles now divided between the

Senate and the Cabinet. Two of Colonel Tucker's other sons were
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Lieutenant-Colonel  St.  George Tucker  of  the Virginia  Militia,  who

fought at the Battle of Yorktown, and  Thomas Tudor Tucker, who

was a delegate to the Continental Congress for Charleston, South

Carolina (colonised from Bermuda in 1670), and later the longest-

serving head of the United States Treasury.

Most Bermudians' sympathies were initially with the rebels,

but the colony had little hope of joining the secession as the rebels

lacked the sea power to challenge the Royal  Navy on the ocean

around Bermuda. The stress of governing Bermuda at this time has

been blamed for Bruere's death in office during the war.

The Tucker House belongs to the Bermuda National  Trust,

today, and houses a museum dedicated to this family and the roles

its members have played over the centuries. It also commemorates

Joseph Hayne Rainey, for whom the pedestrian street beside it was

named  "Barber's  Alley".  Rainey  was  a  former  slave  from  South

Carolina  who  had  become  a  successful  barber  in  Georgetown

before the American Civil War. Free blacks as well as whites found

themselves liable for conscription into Confederate service during

the  war.  To  avoid  contributing  to  the  perpetuation  of  slavery,

Rainey  and  his  family  moved to  Bermuda,  where  he  rented the

lower floor of the Tucker House and opened a barber shop. The
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family later moved to the City of Hamilton, where Rainey continued

to work as a barber at the Hamilton Hotel.

After the war, the family returned to South Carolina where

Rainey became the head of the Republican Party for his county, a

State  Senator,  a  Brigadier  General  in  the  South  Carolina  State

Militia,  and  in  1870  was  elected  the  first  black  member  of  the

House of Representatives of the United States Congress. The lower

floor  of  the  Tucker  House  is  today  occupied  by  the  town's  only

bookshop, the "Book Cellar".

Water  Street,  on  which  the  Tucker  House  is  located,  has

other naval and military connections. It once ran along the water's

edge (hence its name) until the Board of Ordnance purchased the

foreshore and built  what was to become the  Royal Army Service

Corps  Wharf  (now  the  "Somers  Wharf"  shopping  complex).  The

brick  building  housing  the  "Carriage  House"  restaurant  (at  the

eastern end of Somers Wharf) was built as a naval storehouse, and

the Duke of Clarence, later King William IV, lived on Water Street

when he was stationed in Bermuda as a Royal Navy officer.

The  "Globe  Hotel",  across  Duke  of  York  Street  (the  main

thoroughfare  of  the  town)  from  St.  Peter's  Church  has  its  own
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interesting  origin  story  involving  government  officials  and

misappropriated  funds,  but  will  be  chiefly  of  interest  to  military

historians  due  to  its  connection  with  the  American  War  of

Independence. The Confederate agent in Bermuda responsible for

purchasing military supplies for the blockade runners that delivered

them to Southern ports was based in this building, which was built

as a home, but at that point was a hotel. After suffering the assaults

previously alluded to, the US Consul in Bermuda could barely leave

his residence for fear of being accosted in the street.

The  American  Civil  War  was  a  time  of  unprecedented

prosperity in the old town as every warehouse and dock was rented

at vastly inflated prices to arms traders. As weapons flowed to the

Confederacy from St. George's, cotton bales came in the opposite

direction in payment, enabling Britain's textile mills to keep turning.

Although Bermudians had traditional  links to the Southern states

that began with the Virginia Company, their true sympathies were

to the fortunes they could earn by aligning themselves with the

Confederacy. Despite this, large numbers of Bermudians, especially

coloured  (visitors  should  be  aware  that  this  term  is  viewed  by

Bermudians  as  offensive,  and  it  is  only  used  here  as  it  is  more

accurate than the word which has replaced it: it was understood in

Bermuda,  at  that  time,  as  describing  anyone  not  entirely  of
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European  ancestry,  whereas  "black"  implies  entirely  African

ancestry  and  ignores  the  considerable  European  and  indigenous

American  ancestry  that  most  "non-white"  Bermudians  possess.

However, as is the common practice today, the term black  will be

used in this  book hereafter)  ones, actually fought for  the United

States during the war. The Globe Hotel is today a Bermuda National

Trust property,  and houses a museum devoted to the subject of

Bermuda's  involvement  in  that  war.  Previously  called  the

"Confederate  Museum",  it  has  now  been  given  the  less-divisive

name of the "Rogues and Runners" exhibit.

Most of the historic military sites in St. George's Parish of

interest to the military historian lie outside of St. George's Town. 

Ordnance Island

Facing the King's Square is the primary military heritage site

within the town, "Ordnance Island", which lies a stone's throw from

shore (but is actually part of St. George's Town). It was joined to the

Square by a bridge after the Second World War. This was originally

"Gallows  Island"  (previously  the  site  of  executions),  which  was

purchased  by  Captain  Simon  Fraser,  a  close  friend  of  Major

Durnford and the Storekeeper in Bermuda for the Board of 
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Ordnance Island, seen from Fort George.

Ordnance  (the  British  Government  organisation  which  was

originally responsible for the British Army's military supplies, for the

design, construction and maintenance of military structures, and for

control of the Royal Regiment of Artillery, the Royal Engineers, and

the Corps of Royal Sappers and Miners).

Fraser expanded the island by joining it to nearby rocks and

then sold it to the Board of Ordnance in 1812 for a tidy profit. The

Board's munitions depot (which had previously been on Hen Island)

was relocated to the former Gallows Island, giving it its new name.
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Following  its  abject  failure  to  adequately  supply  the  British

Expeditionary Force that was sent to the Crimean War, the Board of

Ordnance  was  abolished  in  1857  and  its  departments  were

absorbed  into  the  British  Army,  or  into  the  War  Department

(subsequently  the  War  Office)  which  administered  it.  This

reorganisation  would  stretch  over  the  rest  of  the  Century,

ultimately resulting in two British Army organs, the Army Ordnance

Corps and the Army Service Corps (both of which were subsequently

awarded the prefix "Royal").

In  St.  George's,  the  Army Ordnance  Corps  operated from

Ordnance  Island,  supplying  munitions  to  all  of  the  forts  and

batteries in the East End, and the Army Service Corps, which was

primarily concerned with transport, operated boats from the wharf

on Water Street.

Although the  reduction  of  the Garrison between the  two

world wars left only a single artillery battery in use, Ordnance Island

would continue to be a useful facility during the Second World War

when it was loaned to the United States Navy as a submarine base

from 1942 to 1945. After the war, it was connected to the Square

by a bridge and most of the military buildings were levelled.
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The  large  Storekeeper's  Building  at  the  East  of  the  island

remains, and has been renovated by the Corporation of St. George.

The Corporation offices (not  to be confused with the Town Hall,

which  is  on  the  King's  Square)  and  a  museum  are  now  located

there. Also on the island is a replica of the Deliverance, the larger of

the two ships built in Bermuda by the Sea Venture survivors, which

is open to the public. On the western end of Ordnance Island is a

small,  wooded park  that  has  been named in  honour  of  the  late

Town Crier, Major Donald Henry Burns. The side of the island facing

the harbour is used as a dock for ocean liners (although most of the

liners  that  now  visit  Bermuda  are  too  large  to  enter  either  St.

George's or Hamilton Harbour).

St. George's Garrison

The St. George's Garrison occupies most of the island to the

East of the town. This was originally the only base in Bermuda for

the  British  Army,  supporting  detachments  posted  to  forts  and

batteries around the colony. When the infantry relocated with the

Headquarters of the Bermuda Command to the new Prospect Camp

(sometimes referred to as "Prospect Garrison") in Devonshire in the

1850s, St. George's Garrison became primarily a Royal Artillery and

Royal Engineers station, as the defensive forts and batteries were
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clustered most thickly on the eastern ends of St. George's and St.

David's Islands, where any serious attacking force would be forced

to pass close to shore while entering through the reefs. St. George's

Town is small  enough to explore by foot,  but a bicycle of motor

vehicle would be advisable in order to visit the surrounding military

sites. Duke of York Street, as it passes out of the town to the East

becomes  "Barrack  Hill"  (rather  than  "Barrack  Hill  Road".  In

Bermuda, roads that climb hills are frequently known by the same

name. Other examples include Collector's Hill and Rose Hill). Most

of the roads in this area have military names, such as "Grenadier

Lane" and "Battery Road". The first barracks were built on Barrack

Hill under the direction of Andrew Durnford when the garrison was

re-established in the 1790s.

Continuing eastward from the top of Barrack Hill,  what is

now "Cut  Road"  leads  towards  "Town Cut"  (which has  been the

primary shipping channel into the harbour since it was widened and

deepened at the end of the Nineteenth Century, prior to which it

was suitable only for small vessels, with larger ones having to pass

between Paget Island and Smith's Island) through a residential area

where older  homes that  had  once housed the garrison's  officers

(during  the  Nineteenth  Century,  British  Army  officers  were  not

housed  in  barracks,  but  were  expected  to  rent  their  own
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accommodations,  as  well  as  to  purchase  their  own  uniforms,

swords, pistols and horses) mingle with newer ones.

Instead of carrying on towards the Town Cut, however, turn

to  the  left  at  the  top  of  Barrack  Hill,  onto  "Old  Military  Road",

where you will find the main army barracks buildings on the right

side  of  the  road,  and  the  old  headquarters  building  (which  was

heavily damaged in a storm in 2003) and the military prison down a

lane  to  the  left.  Also  on  the  right,  behind  the  main  barracks

buildings, is the field formerly used as a parade ground, on the far

side  of  which  are  the  St.  George's  Military  Cemetery  and  the
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building  that  houses  the  Bermuda  Branch  of  the  Royal  Artillery

Association,  both of  which overlook the North-East  shore.  These

can be reached from the barracks by turning right, onto Grenadier

Lane  (on  which  the  Garrison  Chapel  had  also  been  located),

although that is not the route that this guide follows.

Various military buildings in this part of the garrison have

been re-utilised since the army's withdrawal by the Bermuda Police

and the Department of Education (which placed the now-closed St.

George's  Secondary  School  in  the  main  barracks,  and  the  St.

George's Pre-School and the East End Primary School nearby). The

Garrison Chapel still exists, on the western side of Grenadier Lane,

at its intersection with Old Military Road.

Most of the military buildings to the North of this area were

bulldozed to make way for the St. George's Golf Course. There had

been married quarters on the back of  Retreat  Hill,  and  separate

Hutment Barracks, but these no longer exist. The military buildings

that  do  still  survive  in  that  area  are  four  forts:  the  Western

Redoubt; Fort Victoria; Fort Albert; and Fort St. Catherine's. On the

eastern-most  corner  of  St.  George's  Island,  to  the  South-East  of

Barrack Hill, are Alexandra Battery and Town Cut Battery.
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Fort Victoria and Fort Albert

Instead  of  turning  down  Grenadier  Lane  from  the  main

barracks, drive to the end of Old Military Road. From here, you can

turn East onto  Victoria Road,  which quickly leads to a fork, from

which you can either turn left to reach Fort Victoria or right to find

Fort Albert. Unfortunately, neither of these very interesting forts is

currently open to the public, but that will hopefully change in the

near future.

Construction of the two forts on Retreat Hill began in the

1820s, and they were named for Her Majesty  Queen Victoria  and
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her husband, Prince Albert. Both overlook Fort St. Catherine's, and

the three defended Murray's Anchorage (see "Naval Tanks", below)

and  Hurd's  Channel.  Forts  Albert  and Victoria  also  defended the

rears  of  Fort  St.  Catherine's  (from  an  overland  attack  from  the

South) and of Barrack Hill (from an overland attack from the North).

Fort Victoria is a substantial building, with strong walls surrounded

by two dry moats. As with most other forts designed to withstand

artillery fire, most of its structure is protected and camouflaged by

its  being  recessed  into  the  earth  (or  some  other  forts  had

earthworks  built  up  around  them).  Inside  the  fort  was  a  large,

bomb-proof keep that contained barracks for two-hundred soldiers.

It  was  originally  armed  with  twenty  canon  and  two  mortars,

providing fire in all directions. It was re-armed in the 1870s with a

mixture of 64-pounder and 11-inch RMLs, but was refitted with its

final armament of two 9.2-inch RBLs at the turn of the Century. One

of these disappeared a decade later, and is presumed to be one of

the two mounted at St. David's Battery in 1910.

Although the old Bermuda Militia had faded from existence

after the American War of 1812, and the House of Assembly had

resisted the pleas of the British Government to replace it for the

interceding eight decades, a new part-time reserve for the garrison

was created in 1895 when the Bermuda Militia Artillery (BMA) and
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the Bermuda Volunteer Rifle Corps (BVRC) were raised.  Although

the BVRC was raised first, the BMA was the senior of the two (both

because each took precedence in the order its parent corps of the

British  Army,  in which the artillery  is  senior  to the infantry,  and

because the Militia generally took precedence over the Volunteer

Force in Britain).

As with the Militia as it then existed in Britain, service in the

BMA was voluntary, but recruits signed on for a seven year term of

service. Although most served part-time, all could be embodied on

a full-time basis in the event of war or a state of emergency. The

Militia office for the BMA was placed in Fort Victoria, where the

unit was embodied for the first time for an annual training camp

between the 15th of June and the 12th of September, 1896.

The fort's  9.2-inch gun was not  in use during the Second

World War, but, with the US entry to the war, the United States

Army mounted two 6-inch guns to the East of the fort.

The hexagonal Fort Albert is smaller than Fort Victoria, and

sits a short distance to the East. It was originally armed with seven

smooth-bore  guns,  two  howitzers  and  two  mortars.  Unlike  Fort

Victoria, the fire of its guns was concentrated on the seaward side,
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guarding the channel as it approached St. Catherine's Point. It was

also re-armed with RMLs (in the 1860s),  but the increased range

and  rate-of-fire  of  the  new  type  of  9.2-inch  RBL  placed  at  Fort

Victoria at  the end of  the century rendered Fort  Albert's  battery

unnecessary. The fort consequently retained all of its RMLs 'til they

were moved in the 1960s to Fort St.  Catherine's, which has been

maintained as a museum.

Unlike Fort  St.  Catherine's,  Forts  Albert  and Victoria were

not opened to the public. Both forts, along with most of Retreat Hill

and  the  beach  at  St.  Catherine's  Bay  (all  of  which  are  public

property), were taken up in the 1960s by a hotel development, and

with  much  of  the  rest  of  Retreat  Hill  and  St.  Catherine's  Point

becoming part of the St. George's Golf Club. A large hotel building

(six storeys on the landward side and eight on the seaward) was

built directly in front of fort Victoria so that its 9.2-inch gun aimed

point-blank into the lobby.

As part of this development, Fort Victoria's keep was destroyed and

replaced with a swimming pool and tennis courts. Fort Albert was

re-utilised  as  an  outdoor  dancefloor,  but  suffered  little

modification.  The  property  was  leased  to  a  succession  of  hotel

chains,  including  Holiday  Inn,  Loew's,  and  Club  Med,  but  all
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struggled  to  reach  prosperity,  and  it  spent  its  last  twenty  years

sitting vacant and increasingly derelict before the hotel building was

levelled with explosives in 2008.

Something  of  an  eyesore,  its  removal  was  welcomed  by

anyone who wished to experience the site in the condition in which

it was seen by the soldiers who served at the forts. Unfortunately,

Fort Victoria itself was damaged by the explosion. The restoration

of Retreat Hill to its 1900 condition will not last long as the property

is  currently  slated  for  redevelopment  as  a  hotel  and  housing

complex. Plans had reached an advanced stage for redevelopment

by Park Hyatt, but have recently been abandoned.

That  project  would  actually  have  resulted  in  vastly  more

build-up  than  the  old  hotel  had.  While  the  loss  of  the  existing

woodland  habitat  (that  is  almost  the  only  natural  space  of

significant area left on the eastern half of St. George's Island) and

the resultant impact on wildlife would have been great,  the Park

Hyatt  plans  had  at  least  been  revised  to  prevent  any  further

modification of the two forts, or of the Western Redoubt (that sits

behind them, and also fell within the area of development).

Fort Albert was to undergo restoration and to be accessible
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by the public, although Fort Victoria was to be utilised by Park Hyatt

exclusively.  Another developer is currently being sought,  and the

respite granted to Retreat Hill will undoubtedly be short.

Western Redoubt

The escarpment beyond the town is part of the Western Redoubt.

Instead of taking Victoria Road, turn left onto  Sapper Lane

which leads to Government Hill, the road that climbs over the ridge

of  the  island  from  St.  George's  Town  to  the  North  Shore.

Immediately  to  the  left  is  a  high  stone  face  that  is  actually  an

escarpment on one side of the Western Redoubt. Also called "Fort

William",  it  was built  (evidently  on the site of  "Warwick Castle",

which had been erected for the Militia in 1613) between the 1830s
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and 1850s to watch over St. George's Harbour and Barrack Hill, and

to guard the rear of Forts Victoria (and Albert).

It became apparent while it was under construction that the

surrounding  forts  rendered  it  unnecessary  for  the  purpose  for

which it was designed, and it was never armed. Instead, a roof was

built  over  the  entire  fort,  converting  it  into  an  underground

munitions  storage  facility.  A  restaurant  (called  "The  Gunpowder

Tavern")  was housed in the redoubt  in the 1980s,  but it  has  sat

empty and increasingly derelict since then, and it is not currently

open to the public.

St. George's (Municipal) Cemetery

From  Fort  William,  turn  back  and  travel  north-north-

westward along Government Hill. This stretch of the road is more-

or-less level until you reach the turn-off to the right that had been

the  main  entranceway  leading  up  Retreat  Hill  to  the  hotel

demolished in 2008 (it also gives access to Fort Victoria).

Just beyond the hotel entrance is a turn-off to the left called

"Park Road". After passing the St. George's Golf Club, this becomes

"Secretary  Road",  and  leads  to  the  town's  municipal  graveyard,

which lies between the northern side of the road and the shore.
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This cemetery is divided into sections for each of the town's

churches.  The  War Department  purchased an  adjacent  parcel  of

land in  1868,  which  was  used  for  military  burials.  Among  other

soldiers,  this  is  the  final  resting  place  of  the  Town  Crier,  Major

Donald Henry "Bob" Burns, who received a military funeral (in the

civilian part of the cemetery) in 1993.

Three forts called  Redoubts No. 2,  3, and  4, once occupied

the knolls near the graveyard, but nothing remains of these today

(for Redoubt No. 1, see "Fort George" below).

Naval Tanks

Return to  Government Hill  and turn to the left.  The road,

here, drops towards the North Shore, twisting to the left and then

sharply to the right. At this second twist, turn off the road to the

left, and follow Anchorage Road south-westward along the shore.

From here you can look out over the northern lagoon. There

will be little to see other than the water, and any vessels that pass

upon it, as the next landfall in this direction is Cape Sable Island,

Nova Scotia. Somewhat nearer to hand is "Murray's Anchorage", a
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protected area within the reef-line which was expansive and deep

enough to serve as the Royal Navy's chief anchorage in Bermuda 'til

the naval base was relocated from St. George's to Ireland Island (a

process that began in 1809).

The anchorage is named for Vice-Admiral Sir George Murray,

the  Commander-in-Chief  of  the  Royal  Navy's  North  America  and

West Indies Station, who led his squadron to anchor there in 1794

for the first time, following the charting of the channel that leads

around St. Catherine's Point into the northern lagoon. One of the

most  critical  supplies  that  ships  required  from  naval  bases  was

water,  and  a  rain  catchment  was  built  on  the  slope  above

Anchorage Road. From this, water was fed into cisterns for supply

to the ships.

The area is  still  known as  "Naval  Tanks",  although it  was

transferred to the army in 1866, by which time the naval base had

long been at the West End of Bermuda. The army had a rifle range

in  this  area  (with  the  firing  point  and  targets  presumably  on

opposite sides of Tobacco Bay) known as the Tank Bay Rifle Range.

Tobacco Bay

Turning back to the main road, continue along for a short
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distance and you will come to a small, sheltered public beach called

Tobacco  Bay.  The  name  harkens  back  to  Bermuda's  short-lived

Seventeenth Century agricultural economy (Bermudians abandoned

farming  wholesale  upon  the  revocation  of  the  Somers  Isles

Company's Royal charter in 1684, and pursued maritime activities

almost  exclusively  until  the  Nineteenth  Century),  but  the  bay  is

more memorable to military historians for other reasons.

The Militia built a fort here in the Eighteenth Century, but

nothing survives of it now. The bay played a pivotal role in United

States  history  (or  pre-history)  when  the  hundred  barrels  of

gunpowder stolen from the St. George's magazine on the night of

the 4th of August, 1775, were rolled here and loaded aboard boats

that delivered them to an American ship that waited offshore in the

darkness.

Fort St. Catherine's

Driving  further  along  what  from  Naval  Tanks  onward  is

known  as  "Coot  Pond  Road",  you  pass  the  eponymous  brackish

pond  (converted  into  a  sheltered  cove  by  having  a  channel  cut

through from the North Shore), and then come to a crossroads.
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Continuing forward, Coot Pond Road becomes  Barry Road.

Turning right, a road climbs Retreat Hill  towards Forts Albert and

Victoria,  and turning left  you enter onto a short  road that leads

behind St. Catherine's Bay to St. Catherine's Point.

This  was  where  the  survivors  of  the  Sea  Venture  came

ashore in 1609. The road forks at its end. To the right, it rises to the

car park of Fort St. Catherine's, which towers above the beach that

lines  the  right  side  of  the  road  (the  left  fork  leads  to  a  smaller

beach, set in a cove called "Achilles Bay").

Fort St. Catherine's, as seen today, is only the last of a series
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of fortifications of the same name that have occupied the site since

the  first  was  built  there  in  1613.  Major  Durnford  replaced  the

colonial  fort  with  two  disconnected  batteries,  but  these  were

replaced in turn in the 1820s by earliest parts of the current fort,

which occupies the entirety of the point behind a dry moat that was

cut through from St. Catherine's Bay to Achilles Bay.

Along with The Keep on Ireland Island (which houses  the

Bermuda Maritime Museum), St. Catherine's is the best preserved

of  Bermuda's  forts,  and  is  undergoing  further  restoration.  Since

taking the fort over from the army, the Bermuda Government has

kept it open to the public as a museum. In the early 1980s, all of the

then-surviving forts, other than those at the Royal Naval Dockyard,

had been under the management of the Department of Tourism,

but  all  were  subsequently  transferred  to  the  Parks  Department,

except for Fort St. Catherine's because of its museum. In addition to

exhibits concerning the history of the fort and of the British Army in

Bermuda, the museum devotes some attention to a variety of other

facets  of  Bermudian history.  St.  Catherine's  was also  memorably

used as part of the set for a mishap-prone outdoor production of

"Hamlet" in the 1950s that starred Charlton Heston.
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The  fort's  final  armament  consisted  of  five  10-inch  RMLs

that were mounted in 1894. These were discarded in the 1940s by

being pushed over the walls, and lay rusting in a ring around it, but

are  now  being  recovered  for  restoration.  The  guns  that  are

currently  mounted on display in  the fort  were taken from other

forts that are not accessible to the public, include the four 10-inch

RMLs from Fort Albert and a 6-inch RBL. In the tunnels and bunkers

below,  magazines  have  also  been  restored  to  their  original

condition. Its final defence utilisation was not as a gun platform but

as the site of a US Naval facility tasked with detecting submarines

by their magnetism (Magnetic Anomaly Detection is still the primary

method used to locate submerged submarines).
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St. George's Military Cemetery

(and the Royal Artillery Association)

Returning  from

St.  Catherine's  Point to

the  intersection  with

Coot  Pond  Road,  turn

left  onto  what  is  now

called  "Barry  Road"

(presumably named for

Lieutenant-Colonel

Philip Barry,  the officer

commanding  the  Royal

Engineers  in  Bermuda

during  the  1840s,  or

alternately  it  is  a  mis-

rendering  of  Battery

Road) and continue along the coastline towards Town Cut. The road

passes  immediately  below  Fort  Albert,  then  along  the  flank  of

Retreat Hill.

Where the land on the right side of the road drops to the

road’s  level,  you  can  turn  off  onto  Grenadier  Lane.  Beside  this
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junction is the location of the St. George's Military Cemetery, which

is framed by Battery Road, Grenadier Lane, and Retreat Hill, with a

wood  to  its  rear.  Like  all  of  Bermuda's  military  graveyards,  it  is

maintained  by  the  Bermuda  National  Trust  as  the  local

representative for the Commonwealth War Graves Commission.

Many of  the soldiers and their  relatives who were buried

here died during the epidemics  of  Yellow Fever  that  periodically

struck Bermuda.  The disease was repeatedly introduced by ships

coming from the West Indies.

Despite  its  reputation,  Yellow  Fever  actually  resulted  in

relatively low mortality, and the deaths of large numbers of soldiers

from it in Saint-Domingue in the 1790s, and in other parts of the

West  Indies,  were  actually  attributed  by  the  army  to  the

exacerbating effects of rampant alcoholism (made worse still by the

toxic impurities and high lead content of the cheap rum consumed

by soldiers in the West Indies).

The "intemperate habits" of those who died was also noted

in Bermuda by the doctor who treated soldiers afflicted with the

disease during the epidemic of August and September, 1843. Of a

hundred civilians afflicted, only one died, but the military lost 171
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soldiers.

Sitting  on  a  slight  knoll,  across  Grenadier  Lane  from  the

graveyard,  the  building  housing  the  Royal  Artillery  Association's

Bermuda Branch is unmistakable, thanks to the large Royal Artillery

insignia that has been painted on the front of it. The last regular

artillery  unit  was  withdrawn  in  1928,  leaving  only  the  part-time

Bermuda  Militia  Artillery  to  man  the  coastal  artillery.  This  unit

converted to  the infantry  role  in  1953 (although it  continued to

wear the Royal Artillery badge and uniform), and amalgamated with

the part-time Bermuda Rifles in 1965 to create the current Bermuda

Regiment.

Although  this  unit  perpetuates  the  history  of  both  of  its

forebears  (and contains  a  ceremonial  gun troop),  it  is  purely  an

infantry  battalion.  This  meant  that  the  local  membership  of  the

Royal  Artillery  Association  was  dwindling  during  the  last  four

decades of  the Twentieth Century,  but  a  1994 decision to  allow

those who have served in the Bermuda Regiment to join has kept

the branch from fading away.

Alexandra Battery

Continuing along the coastal road, which is from this point
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called "Barry Lane" (presumably sharing the namesake of "Battery

Road"), you pass the site of the Station Hospital of the St. George's

Garrison and an area that has been used by Cable and Wireless as a

wireless  station  since  the  early  Twentieth  Century  (its  location

within  the  garrison  area  had  originally  ensured  this  strategically

important facility was well-guarded),  after which the area on the

inland side of the road is taken up by housing.

On the side of the road towards the water, you come to a

short  beach,  perpendicular  to  the  road  and  facing  towards  St.

Catherine's.  This is  Buildings Bay,  where the survivors of the Sea

Venture built the original "Deliverance", the larger of the two ships

that  carried most of  them to Jamestown (the smaller  "Patience"

was built to carry their salvaged stores, and the food supplies they

had amassed during their sojourn in Bermuda).

There is  a small  triangle  of  grass between the beach,  the

road and a high strip of land that blocks the shore from view. Built

into the landward side of this high ground (which is actually a glacis

of earth piled in front of it), facing out to sea, is a coastal artillery

battery.  Although protected from both view and return fire from

the water, there is no pretence of fortification to the rear and the

gun  positions  are  clearly  visible  from  the  road  (what  chiefly
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distinguishes  such  "batteries"  from  most  of  Bermuda's  "forts",

which were also built to house coastal artillery batteries, is the lack

of an all-round protective structure).

This battery was built in the 1860s, replacing Buildings Bay

Battery, which had been built earlier in the Nineteenth Century, and

was  named  for  the  wife  of  the  then  Prince  of  Wales  (later  His

Majesty, King Edward VII). It was originally intended to house five 9-

inch RMLs, but was re-armed about 1900 with two 6-inch RBLs that

could traverse through 360 degrees.

In  1932,  Alexandra  Battery  was  decommissioned  and  the

land sold to the local government for £1,000. The surrounding area

now forms a small park with a public beach. The battery itself has

undergone considerable restoration in recent years. Although the

original  RBLs had been removed, two that had been mounted at

Warwick Camp Battery (which is not accessible by the public) have

now replaced them. One of the earlier gun positions, with an RML

firing through a port in a fixed, wrought-iron shield, survives at the

right end of the battery.

Town Cut Battery

Continuing  a short  distance past  Alexandra Battery,  Barry
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Lane  makes a sharp turn to the right at the South-East tip of St.

George's Island and becomes Cut Road. On the left side of the road

is a small point of land that overlooks  Five Fathom Hole  and the

Town Cut  shipping channel. On the other side of the channel are

Higgs' Island  and  Horseshoe Island, and behind them is the much

larger Paget Island (the water way between the two smaller islands

and Paget is called Stoke's Cut).

The  main  shipping  channel  into  the  harbour  until  the

Twentieth Century (when Town Cut was dredged) was that on the

southern side of  Paget  Island,  but  there was always  a  danger  of

smaller enemy vessels entering the harbour via Town Cut or Stoke

Cut, and so the original version of "Town Cut Battery" (also known

as  "Gates'  Fort")  was  built  here  during  the  first  decade  of

settlement. This was rebuilt in 1700, and was taken over from the

militia by the regular army in the 1790s. It is a very small battery,

with positions for four guns, a small stone building that served as a

magazine and barracks for the gunners. The site has been restored,

and original guns have been placed on reproduction mounts.
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Convict Bay

Returning to Barrack Hill via Cut Road, there is a wonderful

view of the town as the road drops to Duke of York Street. Looking

over the wall on the harbour side of the road, you gaze down a cliff

at several large apartment blocks and other buildings clustered on a

small dock area. The hulk of an old sailing ship corrodes away where

she fetched up in the shallows over a century ago.

This area, which can be accessed via a side road from the

foot of Barrack Hill, is "Convict Bay", the original site of the Royal

Navy base in Bermuda. Its name recalls the hulks (obsolete men-of-
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war,  shorn  of  masts  and  utilised  as  floating  storage  space  and

accommodations for shore stations) once moored there to house

the  convicts  sent  from  Britain  and  Ireland  to  carry  out  manual

labour for the Admiralty. Hulks were also to be a feature at Ireland

Island, which was carved into a base by convict labour. After the

Royal Navy relocated to Ireland Island, Convict Bay was transferred

to the British Army, becoming part of St. George's Garrison (the last

Royal Naval detachments left St. George's in 1834).

Convict Bay returned to naval use during the Second World

War when the Royal Canadian Navy commissioned a shore station

there as  HMCS Somers Isles. The area retains a connection to the

Royal Navy as TS Admiral Somers, one of three units of the Bermuda

Sea Cadet Corps (a youth organisation with cadets who wear the

uniforms  of  Royal  Naval  ratings,  and  the  officers  of  which  hold

honorary commissions in the Royal Navy Reserve), is located there.

Fort George

Among  the  many  properties  that  Major  Durnford  had

personally acquired in the 1790s was the crest on the western side

of the town known variously as "Mount Hill", "Signal Hill", "Riche's

Mount" (presumably for Robert Riche, the second Earl of Warwick, a

shareholder  in  the  Somers  Isles  Company,  and  the  namesake  of
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Warwick Parish),  and "Moore's Mount".  He purchased this parcel

from the Government, along with surrounding vestry land, despite

the fact that the site had been important as a signalling station and

watchpoint since the settlement of the colony. Although guns had

been mounted there during the American War of  Independence,

the site was not properly fortified 'til Durnford built what became

Fort George there.

Although  the  fort  was  built  with  taxpayers'  money,  the

British Government's  Commissariat  Department paid rent for  the

underlying land to Durnford's  mistress  (who,  with their  children,

was  heir  to  his  Bermudian  property)  until  it  was  compulsorily

purchased in the 1820s.

Durnford erected the four redoubts on highpoints across the

North-West of the town, of which the fort on Mount Hill was the

first. While this one would continue in use throughout the following

century,  and  was  eventually  renamed  "Fort  George",  nothing

survives above ground of the other three redoubts, which occupied

the knolls along Secretary Road.

In its final form, Fort George is composed of a keep, which is

a tower with a square floor plan, set in a deep, walled excavation
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that forms a moat around it. The roof of this keep rises above the

natural line of the hill, but the rest of the fort is hidden below the

level of the surrounding earthworks (which conform to the natural

slope  of  the  hill).  In  the  1870s,  the  two  11-inch  Rifled  Breech

Loaders  (RBL)  that  were  the  final  armament  of  the  fort  were

mounted on carriages behind the earthworks (there are four such

gun positions, but the other two were not re-used), on the outside

of the moat where they can still be found, one facing North-West,

and the other South-East.

Smaller  guns had once been mounted atop the keep,  but

today  this  position  is  occupied  a  maritime radar  and emergency

radio  station  (operated  by  Bermuda  Harbour  Radio).  The  War

Department sold the fort to the local government on the 16th of

June, 1920, for £2,020. Although the keep is normally off limits to

visitors,  the area  outside  of  the  moat  and the two guns  can  be

accessed freely. The view of the town and of St. George's Harbour

from the parapet is unparalleled (except by that from the roof of

Bermuda Harbour Radio).

Lower, and directly to the East, is Rose Hill, which had been

the location of the St. George's Hotel, but is currently occupied by

the time-sharing cottages of the St. George's Club. Cut through the
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ridge between Mount Hill and Rose Hill, but invisible from the fort,

is a road called "Khyber Pass", one of two of this name in Bermuda

(both commemorating a site in Afghanistan made famous during

the  British  Army's  serial  interventions  during  the  Nineteenth

Century). There is, however, a clear view of the northern lagoon, of

parts of the airport and Castle Harbour, and of Five Fathom Hole.

To reach Fort  George by foot  or  vehicle,  travel  westward

from the town along Duke of York Street. Just past the Rose Hill

junction (and Durnford House), as the main road begins to descend,

take the  first  right  and  follow the  narrow lane,  helpfully  named

"Fort George Hill", that leads to the crest of the hill (do not turn off

this lane onto "Fort George Lane" or "Fort George Drive") and ends

at the gate of the fort.

Ferry Reach

From Fort George, return via Fort George Hill to the main road and

turn  right  (westward),  to  leave  St.  George's  Town.  The  road

descends  to  the  level  of  Hayward's  Wharf,  from  which  an

unsurfaced right-of-way for the defunct railway (which had barely

been completed when the Second World War began) parallels it on

the left side.

Although the tracks were of a narrow-guage, and intended
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only  for  light  passenger  trains,  the  lack  of  motor  vehicles  in

Bermuda (and the unsuitability of the roads to carry them) meant

that the railroad was relied on by the US Army and US Navy for the

carriage of heavy equipment and materials during the engineering

of their base sites. Although they imported additional trains of their

own, the hard use the tracks suffered during the war meant they

required expensive repairs after the war.

Meanwhile, the US Army had lain tarmac on some of the

main roads, and all of the American, British, and Canadian armed

forces  were  permitted  to  operate  motor  vehicles  on  the  public

highways during the war. With the resumption of tourism in 1946,
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there  was  a  need  to  replace  the  pre-war  hire-carriages.  The

carriages  themselves  remained,  but  the  horses  (which  had

subsisted on imported feeds) had become casualties of the war.

Motor taxis were consequently permitted for the first time.

In  1948,  the  prohibition  against  motor  vehicles  was  dropped

entirely,  and Bermuda's  roads were soon filled with private cars,

motorcycles, vans, and trucks.

Terrestrial public transport (as opposed to the ferry service)

was still  provided by the Bermuda Railway, but rather than carry

out  the  expensive  repairs  it  required,  the  Bermuda Government

replaced  it  with  a  bus  service.  The  tracks  were  torn  up  and

reportedly sold to British Guiana. The right-of-way, which had been

pieced  together  at  great  expense  with  a  string  of  compulsory

purchases, remains public property and most of it is now re-utilised

as the "Railway Trail", from which motor vehicles are banned.

As  much of  the land alongside it  was thereby spared the

development that took place in areas accessible from public roads,

travelling along stretches of this trail will give an impression of what

Bermuda was like before the population boom and suburban sprawl

that  followed  the  Second  World  War.  The  Railway  right-of-way
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crosses the main road before the intersection with Wellington Road

and  makes  its  way  to  the  North  Shore,  which  it  follows  to  the

western extremity of St. George's Island.

The main road (from this point called "Mullet Bay Road"),

travels along the water's edge of Mullet Bay (the East of which has

long been infilled to create a small park) on the South side of the

island. At the far side of Mullet Bay it bends through ninety degrees

to travel  South-East,  towards  Stoke's  Point  and the bridge to  St.

David's Island, but at this point you should turn to the right (there

are two turn-offs that climb a hill to converge into one), onto "Ferry

Road".

The western half of the island is markedly different from the

eastern thanks to most of it being parkland which is protected from

development. Ferry Road first passes the "Oil Docks", which is the

sole  location where petroleum fuels  are  landed in  Bermuda and

pumped into  massive  tanks  from ships  that  moor  off  the  North

Shore. These tanks are arrayed over a hilly area on the right-hand

side  of  the  road.  On  the  opposite  side,  woodland  obscures  a

pleasant residential neighbourhood from view until you come upon

the entrance to the Bermuda Institute of Ocean Sciences (formerly

known as the Bermuda Biological Station for Research).
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Following this, the land on both sides of the road is used by

the petroleum facility. There are also two correctional facilities on

the left side, and then a residential strip on the left side. A narrow

corridor of housing on the right stretches to the North Shore, and

separates the petroleum docks from the public parkland, which is

densely  wooded.  The road converges  with  the South  Shore,  and

moves parallel to a long ridge line on the right.

The park can be entered at its eastern extremity from a side

road,  or  from  several  entrances  (each  with  areas  suitable  for

parking) along Ferry Road. If travelling on foot, or by bicycle, you

can use one of these entrances and join the Railway Trail  at  the

North Shore. This follows a grassy strip with the northern lagoon on

the right,  and wild hills  and glens variably covered in woods and

grasses on the left. In one low lying area is a brackish pond named

"Lovers Lake", which sits inside a circle of mangroves and is home to

an endemic killifish that is found nowhere else on the planet.
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This  area  has  long

had a military connection,

and  if  you  visit  on  a

weekend  outside  of  the

summer  months  you  will

have a high probability of

stumbling  upon  soldiers

from  the  Bermuda

Regiment  undergoing

tactical  training.  Even

when  soldiers  are  not

present,  a  keen  eye  will

often  pick  out  tell-tale

signs  of  their  use  of  the

land  in  the  form  of  spent  cartridge  casings  or  links  from  the

disintegrating belts of a machine gun. From the railway trail, poles

supporting signal lights can be seen on two highpoints of the ridge

to the left.

Following a side-path to either of these summits, you will

obtain a panoramic view of the Bermuda International Airport (you

will, in fact, be looking directly down the main runway as the glide

path passes between these two signal lights).  The trail  eventually
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turns in from the shore and passes through a cutting in a small hill,

on  the  other  side  of  which  is  a  small  valley  opened to  the  sea.

Turning off the trail here and walking towards the water, you will

come upon a small, walled-in graveyard, at the centre of which is a

monument  topped  by  a  large  marble  cross  engraved  with  the

insignia of the Queen's Royal (West Surrey) Regiment.

This  is  the  Ferry  Reach

Military  Cemetery.  The

inscription  on  the  monument,

and  another  at  the  gate,

identify the eighteen soldiers of

the  regiment's  2nd  Battalion

who died of Yellow Fever while

camped at Ferry Point in 1853.

Beside the monument is a small

memorial to a Royal  Engineers

sapper who was buried there in

1864.

From the cemetery,  you  can either  return to  the Railway

Trail and follow it to its terminus at Ferry Point (passing the remains

of a kiln that was used to provide lime for the military works), you
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can take a diverging track that leads to Ferry Road and then follow

that  to the same terminus,  or you can walk along the shoreline,

which will bring you 'round to Whalebone Bay, at the back of which

you will rejoin the Railway Trail.

If  you do not wish to walk the length of Ferry Reach and

back, you can simply drive to the end of Ferry Road, which takes

you to a small car park behind Whalebone Bay.  There is a single

house here, known as the Ferry Keeper´s Cottage.

The house was built by the colonial government in 1782 as a

barracks for a detachment of the Royal Garrison Battalion. It was

later provided to the keeper of the ferry that linked St.  George's

Island with the Main Island, crossing the gap between Ferry Point

and Coney Island (which is part of St. George's Parish, but near to

the  Hamilton  Parish  shore,  to  which  it  is  joined  by  a  small

causeway).

The Railway Trail takes you to the water's edge where you

can  look  across  to  Coney  Island.  Still  visible  are  the  concrete

supports of the old railway bridge and the slips used by the older

ferry, which was basically a raft drawn back-and-forth across the

gap.  Ferry  Point  is  the  triangular  South-West  tip  of  St.  George's
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Island that lies beyond the Ferry Keeper's Cottage (which sits on the

Castle  Harbour  side)  and  Whalebone  Bay  (which  opens  to  the

Northern Lagoon).

The ferry fell out of use on the completion of the causeway

in  1871 (by  which  time the ferry  keeper  had become a  salaried

position),  but  the  Ferry  Keeper's  Cottage  had  already  been

transferred to  the Board  of  Ordnance  in  1846,  along with  other

lands desired for defence purposes or that the military had already

been utilising (including a total of thirty acres of St. George's Island).

The Ferry Keeper's Cottage was evidently used as a hospital

during  Yellow  Fever  epidemics,  including  that  of  1853  which

resulted in the deaths of 276 soldiers from the 56th Regiment of

Foot,  some  of  whom  were  buried  within  the  walled  enclosure

beside the cottage. This was originally built as a livestock pen, but

had first been used as a military cemetery in the early Nineteenth

Century. There are no memorial stones visible there, today, as all

appear to have been moved to the St. George's Military Cemetery.

On the West side of  Whalebone Bay,  you will  find "Ferry

Point Magazine", a munitions store that was built into the earth in

the 1820s. On the high ground behind the magazine, a stone tower
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with a single gun on its top rises from a deep dry-moat.

This is a "Martello Tower", a type of fort that was popular

for coastal  defence in the early Nineteenth Century (similar ones

were built all over the British Empire, but - as the only example in

Bermuda - this one is called  The  Martello Tower) as it  allowed a

minimum  of  artillery  and  gunners  to  be  employed  to  maximum

effect. The single gun of this fort could quickly be traversed through

360 degrees, allowing it to fire on any of the surrounding land or

water.

Originally  built  in  the  1820s  by  the  Royal  Engineers,  the

tower recently received some restoration (including re-armament

with the smooth-bore gun on a reproduction carriage).  Although

the site is open to the public, the tower cannot be entered except

by prior arrangement with the Parks Department. From its hill top,

you have a clear view of "Coney Island Fort", on the eponymous

island close to shore to the South-East, and "Burnt Point Fort" on

the very extremity of St. George's Island to its South-West.

Burnt Point Fort  (also known as "Ferry Point Battery") was

built for the Militia in 1688 to prevent enemy vessels and smugglers

slipping through the channel from Castle Harbour into the northern
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lagoon.  It  was  originally  armed  with  nine  guns,  but  four  of  the

embrasures  were  later  filled  in.  The  limestone  walls  of  the  fort

survive, today, but are very much in a ruinous state.

The  larger  Ferry  Island  Fort  was  better  constructed,  and

survives in a better condition. It occupies the hilltop of the small

Ferry Island that is connected to Ferry Point by a causeway. Major

Durnford built  a  fort  on this  site  in  the 1790s,  but the surviving

structure does not match the description of his design, and his fort

was presumably rebuilt at some point before the construction of

the Martello Tower.

As seen today, it has positions for four guns (none of which

are present). Two were levelled over the channel to the West, and

two fired over the waterway between Ferry Reach and what had

been Longbird Island (and is now part of the airport, joined with St.

David's Island).

Ferry Point was returned to the local government in 1928,

along with Castle Island. Most of Ferry Reach appears to have been

tied up as a single private property that escaped the development

that befell the eastern half of the island. Together with Ferry Point,

it is now a sixty-four acre public park.
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There  was  one  more  fort  guarding  the  passage  at  Ferry

Reach, erected on Coney Island in the 1790s by Major Durnford, but

nothing survives of this today. Although part of St. George's Parish,

Coney Island must be reached (over land) from the Bailey's Bay area

of  Hamilton Parish  (on the Main Island),  as there is no bridge or

ferry  to  cross  the  gap  today.  It  was  used  for  many  years  as  a

motorcycle "scrambling" track, but is currently a wooded park.

Paget Island
Paget Island is the largest of the small islands that break the

mouth  of  St.  George's  Harbour  into  several  narrow  channels.

Guarding  these  channels  was  the  first  priority  of  the  colonial

government, and construction of Bermuda's first fort began here in

1612 on the southern tip of the island. The fort kept watch over

Five Fathom Hole and the main shipping channel into the harbour.

It  was  originally  armed  when  seven  guns,  and  was  first

named  "Fort  Paget"  (alternately  rendered  "Paget's  Fort"  and

"Paget Fort"), but became "Lower Fort Paget" on the construction

of "Upper Fort Paget" on the hill to its rear under the direction of

Major Durnford in the 1790s.
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Although Durnford had also renovated Lower Fort Paget, the

new fort (as intended) rendered it unnecessary, and it fell out of

use. Its site is obvious, but little remains of it above ground. "Paget

Fascine  Battery",  which  had been built  on  the  island  during  the

American War of Independence, is believed to have been razed to

make way for Upper Fort Paget.

At the North end of the island, opposite Town Cut Battery, a

small  fort  with a single gun was constructed during the first few

years of settlement to watch over the  Town Cut  and  Stokes' Cut.

This was rebuilt in 1621 and named "Peniston's Redoubt", but was

no longer in use by the end of the century. There are no visible

remains above ground at what is thought to have been its location.

The  most  obvious  feature  of  Paget  Island,  today,  is  Fort

Cunningham,  which  occupies  the  highest  point  of  the  island,

commanding Five Fathom Hole and all the channels leading from it

into  St.  George's  Harbour,  as  well  as  the  entrance  to  Hurd's

Channel. Built on the site of Upper Fort Paget, it was completed in

1823 and armed with ten smooth-bore guns. It was re-armed in the

1870s  with  nine  RMLs  of  different  calibres.  Wrought-iron

shieldswere added at the same time to the side facing the Atlantic.

The fort was re-armed again at the tun of the Century, when two 6-
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inch  RBLs  were  mounted  on  the  roof.  Seven  of  the  RMLs  were

pushed into the dry moat on the Atlantic side and buried, but were

recovered when during excavations in 1991.

During  the  Second Boer  War,  Boer  prisoners-of-war  were

imprisoned in  camps  in  Bermuda from 1901  to  1903.  While  the

main  area  used  for  the  POW  camps  was  the  cluster  of  islands

between the Great Sound and Hamilton Harbour, the first prisoners

were briefly held at Paget Island. The island was also used to intern

enemy nationals during the first World War.

In 1948, the War Office traded Paget Island to the colonial

government in exchange for Nonsuch Island, although it continued

to be used for military purposes (the exchange may have involved

only the use of the islands,  not the ownership, as in 1953 Paget

Island was listed among the defence lands slated for transfer from

the Admiralty and War Office to the local government in exchange

for £750,000, whereas Nonsuch Island was not indicated to be in

the possession of the War Office).

From the 1950s to the end of the 1980s, the island housed a

correctional facility for juvenile offenders (called the Junior Training

School),  and  was  also  used  by  the  Bermuda  Police  for  junior
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Outward Bound courses. Fort Cunningham is not currently open to

the public, and there is no bridge or ferry service to Paget Island.

The fort can be viewed (with binoculars), however, from St. David's

Battery (on St. David's Head), or from a boat offshore (a brackish

pond on the island has been connected to the harbour by a shallow

channel  created  by  a  cutting,  entry  through  which  requires  a

shallow draft and great care).

Governor's Island
Governor's Island is a located a short distance to the East of

Smith's  Island,  almost  directly  between  Lower  Fort  Paget  and

Gunner  Point  on  St.  David's  Island,  which  lie  either  side  of  the

entrance to the original shipping channel into St. George's Harbour

and  Smith's  Sound  (between  Smith's  Island  and  St.  David's,  and

forms with Great Bay and Dolly's Bay, which both open into it, the

main boat anchorage for St. David's Island).

A fort for the Militia was placed here in 1613 and armed

with a single gun (recovered from the Sea Venture, which sat high

and dry for many years upon the rocks where the settlers from the

Plough stripped her of whatever of equipment and parts had been

left by her own crew and passengers), pending the delivery of more

guns from England (eight  gun positions existed in the original  D-
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shaped battery, although two were later blocked).

The fort was taken over by the Regular Army in the 1790s,

and Major  Durnford rebuilt  the original  battery  of  six  guns,  and

added a second battery of four guns.

Hen Island

Hen  Island  lies  in  St.  George's  Harbour,  to  the  West  of

Smith's Island (Peggy's Island lies between). The Royal Navy made

use of the island between 1795 and 1809, building cottages there.

The Admiralty purchased the island, referred to as Admiralty Island,
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on  the  30th  of  March,  1807,  for  £433,  13/  4d,  and  presumably

offered it  for sale in 1809 when construction of the dockyard on

Ireland Island began.

It was purchased by Ordnance Storekeeper Simon Fraser at

the same time as  "Gallows Island", and he had presumably rented

or resold it  to the Board of Ordnance, which placed a munitions

depot  there  (gunpowder  had  previously  been  stored  on  Smith's

Island, also), but a bolt of lightning that fell there in 1812 detonated

four hundred barrels  of gunpowder,  shattering windows on both

sides of St. George's Harbour.

The  magazine  was  rebuilt,  but  fell  into  disuse  after  the

depot was relocated to Ordnance Island (where, had there been an

explosion like that of 1812, the result for St. George's Town would

have been far more devastating). The Board of Ordnance evidently

continued  to  use  Hen  Island  for  other  purposes  well  into  the

Nineteenth Century. The ruins of the magazine were later rebuilt as

a  holiday  cottage  by  General  Sir  James  Willcock,  who  was  the

Governor of Bermuda from 1917 to 1927. Today, Hen Island is little

used and mostly wooded.
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St. David's Island

(including Longbird and Cooper's Islands)

St.  David's  Island  was  originally  the  second largest  in  the

parish, lying between St. George's and Castle Harbour. As with the

rest of the parish, it was designated  Crown land.  During the first

century of the colony's history, most development took place on St.

George's Island. Being neither company-owned land, nor connected

to  the  administrative  centre  of  St.  George's  Town,  St.  David's

remained something of a backwater.

This did not change when the royal charter of the Somers

Isles  Company  was  revoked  in  1684,  and  the  1815  shift  of

Bermuda's political, economic, and population centre to Hamilton

further  emphasised  its  cut-off  position.  St.  George's  Island  was

connected to the Main Island by the ferry and, after 1871, by the

causeway that the Royal Engineers built in two stages: between the

Main Island and Longbird Island; and from Longbird Island to St.

George's  Island (most  of  which length  was  taken up by a  swing

bridge).

The  isolation  of  St.  David's  Island  continued  until  it  was

joined to St.  George's in 1934 by the  Severn Bridge  from  Stoke's
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Point  (which  was  demolished  in  1971).  The  only  fort  or  battery

placed  on  the  island  prior  to  the  Twentieth  Century  was  Fort

Popple, built on Little Head (the smaller of two headlands that are

known together as St. David's Head) watching over the entrance to

Five Fathom Hole from the open Atlantic.

The regular army took a late interest in St. David's, also, with

the completion of St. David's Battery on Great Head, the larger part

of  St. David's Head, in 1910. The battery was armed with two 9.2

inch and two 6 inch RBLs. St. David's location also meant that it was

the ideal  base  for  pilots,  the qualified  navigators  and helmsmen

who boarded all arriving merchant ships offshore and steered them

through the reefs to port. During the two world wars, a Royal Naval

Examination Service officer went out with each pilot to inspect the

arriving ships under the watchful guns of St. David's Battery before

authorising  them  to  enter.  St.  David's  Battery,  in  this  role,  was

designated the Examination Battery.

The Second World War would redraw the map of Bermuda,

and of St. David's and its neighbouring islands particularly. In 1941,

in  order  to  assist  Britain's  war  with  the Axis  powers  despite  his

country's  neutrality,  US  President  Franklin  D.  Roosevelt  provided

the Royal Navy and Royal Canadian Navy with the loan of surplus US
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Navy  destroyers,  desperately  needed  for  convoy  escort  duties,

while Britain granted the United States ninety-nine year base leases

in several West Indian colonies.

The British Prime Minister, Winston S. Churchill, also granted

leases  in  Bermuda and Newfoundland,  although no war material

was received in exchange. Britain did gain further advantages from

the American bases, including those in Bermuda, as it meant the US

forces operating from them shared responsibility for local defence,

enabling British forces to be redeployed elsewhere.

The US Army and Marine Corps defences that were built up

in Bermuda included artillery and infantry forces, and contributed

to the lifting in 1943 of a moratorium that had prevented drafts

being  sent  overseas  by  the Bermudian  territorials  (the  part-time

home defence military units) since June, 1940. The territorials had

been embodied in September,  1939,  on a full-time basis  for  the

duration  of  the  war,  tasked  with  defending  the  Royal  Naval

Dockyard and many other strategic assets in Bermuda.

Prior to 1943 there had been a real potential of an attack by

German naval vessels or ship-based aircraft, and landings by raiding

parties or saboteurs had been an equally likely threat. By 1943, the
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German  navy  was  less  capable  of  striking  at  Bermuda,  and  the

defences  had  been drastically  strenghtened  by  American  ground

forces. American aircraft operating from RAF Darrell's Island, then

the US Naval Operating Base, also provided anti-submarine patrols

which both protected Allied convoys and made the landing of small

parties from submarines unlikely.

The American bases in Bermuda would operate 'til 1995 (by

when the airfield was in the hands of the US Navy). With flyingboats

falling  out  of  favour  after  the  war,  civil  airlines  began operating

land-planes  to  Bermuda,  transferring  their  operations  to  Kindley

Field from Darrell's Island. With the withdrawal of the US Navy in

1995, and the takeover of the airfield by the Bermuda Government,

it ceased to be a base and was renamed the Bermuda International

Airport.

Parts of the former airbase that are not still required for the

operation of the airport are now outside of the perimeter fence,

and are mostly accessible by the public. To reach these areas, as

well as that part of St. David's that was never taken up by the base,

follow the road that clings to the shore from the roundabout on the

St. David's side of the St. George's swing bridge (if proceeding from

Ferry Reach, return to Mullet Bay Road, and continue South-East 'til
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you cross the bridge, then take the first exit from the roundabout).

The original main gate to the air base is directly behind the

roundabout,  and can be reached from the second exit.  The area

behind it is now parkland. From the gate, there is a second road

paralleling  the  St.  David's  Road  from  this  point,  which  was

historically inside the now-absent perimeter fencing of the air base.

The two roads diverge after passing the former No. 2 Gate

of the base (a crossing point to the former base docks on the North

Shore of  St.  David's,  separated from the rest  of  the base by the

public road. St. David's Road then climbs a hill and twists about 'til

passing the former No. 3 and No. 4 Gates to the base, after which it

drops down to a point near the water behind Dolly's Bay. This is the

most commercial area of St. David's, where you will find the post

office, a petrol station, a liquor shop, and the  Black Horse Tavern

(not  to  be  confused  with  the  White  Horse  Pub  and  Restaurant

across the harbour in St. George's).

St. David's Lighthouse and US Army Observation Station

Passing the petrol station, the road climbs to a slight crest,

beyond which  it  becomes  Great  Bay Road.  The  northern end of

Texas  Road,  which  was  named by  the  US Forces  and marks  the
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boundary of the former base lands, joins St. David's and Great Bay

Roads at this point in a T-junction. Turn right onto Texas Road, then

take the first left onto Lighthouse Lane. This leads up Mount Hill to

the St. David's Lighthouse, which was completed in 1878.

A smaller, rectangular tower standing beside it is part of the

history of the coastal artillery defences of Bermuda. This was one of

several  built  on  hilltops  around  the  colony  that  were  used  by

observers  for  directing  American  artillery,  which  included  fixed,

field  (on  wheeled  carriages,  intended  to  be  towed)  and  railway

guns.  There  were  originally  thirteen  of  these  structures,  called

"base end observation stations",  scattered around Bermuda,  and

others can still be found on Paynter's Hill (above the former Castle

Harbour  Hotel,  near  the  boundary  between  St.  George's  and

Hamilton  Parishes),  beside  the  Gibb's  Hill  Lighthouse  in

Southampton, and at Daniel's Head on Somerset Island.

From the lighthouse, there is a clear view of the Atlantic,

Castle Harbour and much of the airfield, as well as over St. David's

Island  and  towards  St.  George's  Island.  The  view  was  the

determining factor in the placements here of both the lighthouse

and the artillery observation post. On a cliff-top to the North-East,

St. David's Battery is also in plain sight (see below).
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Fort Popple

Return to the northern end of Texas Road, then turn right

onto Great Bay Road, which leads along the southern edge of the

bay of the same name before turning to the North. At this point, the

St. David's Cricket Club  will  be found on the right hand side. The

three main sites of military significance of old St. David's encircle

this club. Most of this end of the island is public parkland.

The oldest military site on St. David's Island, Fort Popple was

built on Little Head, on the eastern side of Gunner Point and north

of  the St.  David's  Cricket  Club,  in the 1730s and was named for

Governor Alured Popple. Carved out of the bedrock, it originally had

positions  for  seven  guns,  but  this  was  reduced  to  four.  When

inspected by Andrew Durnford and Simon Fraser in 1783,  it  was

determined  that  its  guns  lacked  sufficient  range  to  materially

damage ships entering Five Fathom Hole. Little remains of it, today.

The Pilot Station

The  first  service  responsible  for  providing  the  pilots  who

steered ships through Bermuda's reefs and into port was instituted

for its vessels by the Royal Navy in 1795, when King's Pilots  (after

Queen Victoria took the Throne, the Queen's Pilots) were employed

by the Admiralty. In 1812, port committees of the Corporations of
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St.  George's  and  Hamilton  became responsible  for  licensing  civil

pilots, who were taken out to arriving ships by private sloops and

gigs.

Several  pilot  boat  crews  operated  competitively  from  St.

David's Island and St. George's  Island (and others from the West

End of Bermuda), and the first to reach a ship won the right to place

its pilot aboard, with the entire crew sharing his fee. In 1843, the

colonial  government  replaced  the  port  committees  of  the  two

towns with three Commissioners of Pilotage and the Commander-

in-Chief of the Royal Navy's North America and West Indies Station

as an ex-officio Commissioner.

In  1845,  the  Queen’s  Pilots  ceased  to  be  permanent

Admiralty  positions.  These  pilots  lost  their  salaries  and  were

subsequently  paid  by  the  job,  joining  the  civil  pilots  under  the

oversight of the Commissioners of Pilotage. The Royal Navy vessels

were also excepted from the requirement to take on a local pilot.

The government ended this trade in 1928 when it created

the Pilot Service, but Great Bay at St. David's remained the base for

the new agency until 1979, when it relocated to St. George's. The

old Pilot Station is located on the northern side of the St. David's
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Cricket Club,  and is now used by St.  David's  Primary School.  The

Pilot  Service  currently  moors  its  large  powerboats  at  Ordnance

Island, although its station is on Fort George Hill (the road).

During the First World War, the Royal Navy took over the

civil tugs  Powerful  and Gladisfen for use by the RNXS in 1916, and

these carried both  the naval  examiner  and the pilot.  During  the

Second World War, the civil  tugboat  Castle Harbour  was pressed

into  the  same  use  by  the  RNXS.  She  was  subsequently

commissioned as HMS Castle Harbour, armed with guns and depth

charges and fitted with SONAR for an anti-submarine role. When

she  was  no  longer  required  in  Bermuda,  she  departed  for  the

Mediterranean, but was torpedoed and sunk by a German U-boat in

1943. Five smaller vessels were also used by the RNXS in Bermuda

during the war. The RNXS relied on local-service ratings to crew its

vessels.

In  addition  to  the  Pilots  and  the  RNXS,  the  Bermuda

Volunteer Engineers, the part-time reserve created in 1931 to take

over the roles of the regular Royal Engineers, detachment was also

based in the Pilot Station during the Second World War (although

BVE Headquarters  was located in  Pembroke Parish,  near  to Fort

Hamilton). The BVE operated the Defence Electric Lights 
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(searchlights)  at  St.  David's  Battery,  and from 1941 also took on

responsibility for signals within the garrison (in the regular British

Army, the signals service of the Royal Engineers had actually been

split into a separate body, the Royal Corps of Signals, after the First

World War).

St. David's Battery

A side road climbs the hill to the South from directly in front

of the Saint David's Cricket Club. This ends in a loop at the top of

the hill, which is Great Head. Immediately obvious on the left hand

side, when you reach the top, is the rear of St. David's Battery. At

the road level,  there is a small  court from which doors lead into
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magazines below the two right-hand gun positions. The ground in

front of these gun positions is almost at the same level. Climbing to

these  gun  positions,  there  are  two 9.2  inch  RBLS,  identical  with

those  placed  at  Fort  Victoria  (one,  in  fact,  is  believed  to  have

formerly been at Fort Victoria).

Some  distance  to  the  left  of  these  are  two  6-inch  RBLs.

There are separate magazines below the two smaller guns that are

reached by stairwells behind them. The ground to their rear slopes

downward,  and a large area of  it  has  been surfaced to act  as  a

water catchment. There are small buildings set further down on the

edge of  the cliff,  on either  side  of  the battery,  that  had housed

Defence  Electric  Lights  for  illuminating  targets  by  night  and

rangefinders.

On the other side of the road, behind the battery (inside the

loop  of  the  road)  are  a  number  of  buildings,  some  of  which

originally  served  as  military  barracks,  though  a  preschool  is

currently  housed  there.  A  number  of  small  apartment  buildings

were built around and below the battery towards the end of the

last century.

St. David's Battery was built in 1910 (of the British batteries,
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only Warwick Camp Battery is newer),  and remained in use until

1953.  The  site  was  subsequently  allowed  to  suffer  decades  of

neglect, unfortunately, although its UNESCO World Heritage status

has resulted in some restoration over the past decade by the Parks

Department.

The  6-inch guns  had been retrofitted  at  some point  with

box-shaped armour, which was still present in the 1980s but rusting

to  pieces.  These  have  now  been  removed.  The  disc-shaped

platforms that the crews of the 9.2-inch guns stood on (which were

rotated to turn the guns) were similarly falling apart,  and gaping

sections have been filled in with new plates of metal. All of the guns

are pitted with corrosion, but have now been cleaned and painted.

New breech-blocks have been manufactured and fitted to the larger

pair.  Many other metal  fixtures about the battery,  such as hatch

doors  and  railings,  have  rusted  away  completely,  but  this  is

probably still the most complete battery, with all its original guns,

and will steadily be returned to something like its 1953 condition. 

During  both  world  wars,  when ships  arriving  at  Bermuda

were required to undergo inspection offshore by the Royal  Naval

Examination  Service,  St.  David's  Battery  was  designated  the

"Examination  Battery",  with  responsibility  to  watch  over  ships
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undergoing inspection, and to fire on any that attempted to enter

without clearance.

The guns of the battery did, in fact, open fire on one such

interloper  shortly  after  the declaration  of  war  upon Germany  in

1914. The Vagrant, the yacht of the Commodore of the New York

Yacht Club, Harold Stirling Vanderbilt, arrived on the 5th of August

to  meet  the  British  competitor  for  that  year's  America's  Cup,

Shamrock IV, which was under tow to Bermuda from the opposite

direction. The crew of the Vagrant had no radio, and were unaware

of the declaration of war. As all of the buoys and other navigation

markers around Bermuda had been removed,  they attempted to

pick their way in through the reef. A warning shot was fired from St.

David's Battery, and the crew brought the yacht to a halt. This was

not  the  only  occasion  on  which  the  battery's  fire  was  directed

toward a vessel.

On the death of King George V in 1936, the Bermuda Militia

Artillery was instructed to fire a salute of seventy blank rounds (one

for each year of his life) at one minute intervals from one of the

guns  at  Saint  David's  Battery,  beginning  at  8  am on the  21st  of

January.  Because  Bermuda's  humid  climate  had  long  been  a

problem for  the storage of  ammunition,  it  was  discovered there
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were only twenty-three blank rounds in stock.  As it  was thought

unlikely any vessels would be in the danger area at that hour, it was

decided  to  fire  live  rounds  (with  projectiles)  to  make  up  the

required  number,  with  the  gun  elevated  for  maximum  range  of

8,000 yards (7,315 metres).

As  it  transpired,  a  Colombian  Navy  destroyer,  the British-

built Antioquia, under the command of a retired Royal Naval officer

(who  was  part  of  the  British  Naval  Mission  to  Colombia)  was

approaching Bermuda,  where his  ship was scheduled to undergo

repairs  at  the  Dockyard.  Fortunately,  although  the  ship's  crew

found themselves on the receiving end of an artillery barrage, none

of the rounds struck them.

By the Second World War, St. David's Battery was the only

battery left in use in Bermuda (others were still armed, and could

have been re-activated, and a new one would be built at Warwick

Camp  in  1939).  The  Chief  Examination  Officer  of  the  RNXS  was

stationed at the battery. After the war, all of the territorials, as well

as  the  Home Guard,  were  demobilised.  The  BMA and  the  BVRC

(retitled Bermuda Rifles) were built back up with new recruiting in

1951, but the American airbases had rendered the coastal artillery

unnecessary,  and  the  ageing  St.  David's  Battery  (the  only  one
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reactivated in 1951) was closed in 1953, when the BMA converted

to the infantry role.

Cooper's Island

(Pembroke Fort and the NASA tracking station)

Cooper's  Island  was  the  largest  of  the  small  islands  that

stretch  across  the  mouth  of  Castle  Harbour  between  St.  David's

Island and Tucker's Town.  Pembroke Fort  was built here in 1614,

presumably on Fort Hill, behind Fort Hill Bay and Soldier Bay, from

where  its  guns  covered  the  narrow  channel  between  Cooper's

Island and Nonsuch Island. The fort appears to have fallen out of

use during the Seventeenth Century, although Coopers Island had

not seen its last military utilisation.

The island was used as a peacetime training area during the

Nineteenth and early Twentieth Centuries by the army, including

the Bermuda Volunteer Rifle Corps. A rifle range was placed on the

eastern side of the island, with targets on the shoreline behind Fort

Hill,  and  firing  points  up  to  600  yards  (549  metres)  away  were

placed behind and at the far end of Long Bay and Turtle Bay.

When  the  US  Army  built  the  airfield  on  Castle  Harbour

during the Second World War,  the ruins  of  Pembroke Fort  were
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destroyed.  Cooper'  Island  was  joined  to  St.  David's,  with  the

southeastern end of the airfield's main runway between them. The

US Army Coastal  Artillery Corps placed a 155mm gun battery on

Cooper's Island in 1941.

During the 1960s, Cooper's Island was transferred to NASA,

which  used  it  from  1961  as  a  tracking  station  for  the  Mercury,

Gemini,  Apollo and Space Shuttle  programmes.  NASA also briefly

used sites at Town Hill and Gibb's Hill on the Main Island. When the

US Navy withdrew in 1995, NASA remained behind, and there were

no immediate plans for it to quit Bermuda.

The  US  Navy,  however,  had  left  a  host  of  environmental

problems  in  its  wake,  which  the  Bermudian  Government  was

demanding  the  US  Government  correct.  The  US  Navy  also  had

obligations  concerning the swing-bridge section of the causeway.

The  US  Government  was  concerned  that  the  NASA  might  be

expected by Bermuda to accept responsibility for these issues, and

this  (along  with  improvements  in  launching  and  communicating

with Space Shuttles) led to NASA withdrawing from Bermuda on the

31st of March, 1999.

The US Air Force considered taking over the tracking station,
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but  Coopers  Island was  ultimately  handed over  to  the  Bermuda

Government along with the rest of the US base lands. This has not

ended NASA's involvement with Cooper's Island, however. Under an

agreement made with the Bermuda Government in March, 2012, a

temporary mobile tracking station was deployed to Cooper's Island

from  Chincoteague  Island,  Virginia,  by  NASA’s  Wallops  Flight

Facility.

The  Bermuda  Government  has  declared  the  island  a

National  Park, and the area is easily accessible by road from the

former No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4 Gates. From No. 2 Gate, follow the

old base road to the East, up the ridge. This parallels the St. David's

Road for a distance, but climbs above it. Remain on this road and

you will pass the Seventeenth Century Carter House, believed to be

the  oldest  surviving  dwelling  house  in  Bermuda  (although  the

Captain's House of King's Castle, which is in a state of ruin, is older,

having been built in 1621) and the home of the St. David's Historical

Society Museum.

The  house  is  named for  Christopher  Carter,  one of  three

sailors  from  the  1609  wreck  of  the  Sea  Venture  who  became

Bermuda's  first  permanent  settlers  (Carter  had  no  known

association with the house, which was likely built after his death,
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other than that his great-granddaughter lived in it).

Following  Carter  House,  the  road  descends  along  the

southern flank of the ridge. After it levels behind the main runway,

you will past the former base post office on the right, and the old

headquarters building on the left. There are many other American

military and naval buildings remaining on the base-lands, although

the Bermuda Government removed structures that did not meet

the strict local building code.

Some of these buildings have been re-utilised, including the

base  cinema,  on  the  left  hand  side  of  the  road,  past  the  old

headquarters  building.  There  are  some  new  buildings,  as  well,

notably  the  Bermuda  Fire  Service's  East  End  Station,  which

straddles the perimeter fence on the right side of the road (allowing

its  fire  engines  to  access  the airfield  when they  are  required to

support the airports own Crash Fire Rescue service, which is based

in the old US Navy CFR station).

Following Corregidor Avenue around the runway perimeter,

turn right when reaching the T-junction at  the water's edge, and

drive directly towards Cooper's Island, which will appear to be a hill.
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If  you  are  proceeding  to  Cooper's  Island from St.  David's

Battery, return along St. David's Road to No. 4 Gate, and turn left.

You will pass the Clearwater Middle School that was formerly the

US  Navy's  Robert  B.  Chaffee  High  School.  The  former  Naval

Infirmary is on the right. This road will take you over the ridge and

to the T-junction at the end of the road that parallels the runway.

Continue  forward,  with  the  airfield  fence  on  your  right  and  the

Atlantic on your left. From No. 3 Gate, drive straight ahead and you

will reach the road paralleling the runway at a point near to the old

post office).

On the right side of the road, just before reaching Coopers,

is Apron V, which is on the Castle Harbour side of this extremity of

the runway (its designation is that of civil the Department of Airport

Operations: Aprons I and II are in front of and opposite the Civil Air

Terminal, Apron III was built in the early 1990s along with the NATO

Hangar at the intersection of the two former runways, Apron IV was

formerly the main US Navy one, between Corregidor Avenue and

the  main  runway).  This  apron  is  now  set  aside  for  motorcycle

racing, and has been placed outside of the airfield perimeter fence,

but was originally among the most secure areas of the base, having

been used by US Marine Corps C-130 Hercules aircraft tasked with

maintaining  communications  with  US  Navy  nuclear  submarines.
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Apron  V  was  also  previously  used  by  the  Royal  Canadian  Air

Force/Canadian  Forces  flights  that  occasionally  deployed  to  the

base.  The  US  Navy's  anti-submarine  aircraft  had  operated  from

Apron IV, and the strip of tarmac between Aprons III and IV (where

two hangars had been located), along the St. David's Island side of

the runway.

Continuing past Apron V, the beach on the left hand side of

the road is now accessible by the public. There is little trace of the

island's  use by the US military  or  NASA,  but  a  walk  through the

wooded hills  will  reveal  remains of structures dating back to the

Second World War.
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Kindley Field

(Kindley Air Force Base, Naval Air Station Bermuda, and

the Bermuda International Airport)

The US Army began construction of Bermuda's first airfield

(not  to  be confused with its  first  air  station,  as  four  civil,  Royal

Naval,  and Royal  Air  Force seaplane stations  had preceded it)  in

1941. The terms of the lease required that this be used jointly by

the US Army Air Force and the Royal Air Force.

The land required for the American bases was compulsorily

purchased, and evidently paid for by the British Government, but

the  colonial  government  committed  to  repaying  the  British

Government  for  the  cost  over  a  number  of  years  as  part  of  its

contribution to the war effort (leaving the Government of Bermuda

as the actual owner of the property).

The  original  plans  had  required  levelling  much  of  the

western half of Bermuda and infilling parts of the Great Sound, but

Castle  Harbour  was  chosen  as  an  alternative  that  was  less

catastrophic for Bermudians.

Longbird Island was bulldozed and merged with St. David's

by infilling the waterway between. Cooper's Island was merged in
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the  same  way,  although  it  retained its  hilly  topography.  Several

other  small  islands  disappeared  entirely  when  parts  of  Castle

Harbour were infilled, all  of which added 750 acres to St. David's

Island.

Before the return of the base lands, the air station occupied

all  of the contiguous landmass except the North-East,  which was

previously  the  eastern  half  of  the  old  St.  David's  Island.  The

causeway  that  had  joined  Longbird  Island  to  the  Main  Island

remained, but the second causeway that had joined Longbird Island

to St.  George's  Island (or,  more precisely,  to a swing bridge that

spanned most of the gap between the two islands) was buried by

the infilling. The swing bridge remains, and is situated just before

the main (No. 1) gate to the air base (that gate is situated in the

space that formerly separated Longbird from St. David's Island).

The  perimeter  fence  of  the  airfield,  between  these  two

points,  was  set far  enough back from the northern shore of  the

former Longbird Island to allow a public road to link them. To reach

St. David's, civilians originally took the "Severn Bridge" from Stoke's

Point on St. George's Island to Stock's Point on St. David's. The two

points are either side of a narrow passage separating St. George's

Harbour and  Stock's Harbour  (a small body of water between the
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old  Severn  Bridge  and  the  St.  George's  swing  bridge  that  boats

travel  through  when  passing  between  Castle  Harbour  and  St.

George's Harbour).

The first part of the base to be activated was Fort Bell, at the

south-eastern end on St. David's Island, which housed the engineers

and  other  personnel  responsible  for  the  development  of  the

airfield. The airfield became operational in 1943, by which time the

US had become a declared participant in the war.  It  was named

Kindley  Field  after  Field  Kindley,  an  American  fighter  pilot  who

served with the Royal Flying Corps and Royal Air Force during the

First World War. When completed, the airbase had three runways,

forming  something  like  a  backwards  "F".  Fort  Bell  continued  in

existence as a separate installation.

The first  aircraft  to  operate from the airfield belonged to

neither the US Army Air Forces nor the Royal Air Force. These were

target tugs of the Royal  Navy's  Fleet Air Arm that dragged aerial

targets  for  the  colony's  defensive  anti-aircraft  artillerymen  and

machine gunners, as well as for the US Navy's Anti-Aircraft Training

Centre in Warwick Parish and for British and American vessels in

local waters.
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The  Royal  Air  Force  Transport  Command  relocated  from

Darrell's  Island to Kindley Field in 1943, taking over the northern

end of the field, but Ferry Command (which was mostly involved in

the  delivery  of  long-range  flying-boats  from  North  American

factories to Britain) remained at Darrell's Island.

All RAF units were withdrawn at the end of the war (the FAA

base on Boaz Island had been placed on caretaker status before the

war's  end),  but  Wing-Commander  E.M.  "Mo"  Ware,  the

Commander of RAF forces in Bermuda, remained on loan to the civil

government and ultimately became the Director of the Department

of Civil Aviation, overseeing the conversion of the RAF facilities at

Kindley  Field  into  a  Civil  Air  Terminal  to  be  utilised  by  the  new

generation of land-plane airliners.

The  RAF  and  FAA  continued  (and  continue)  to  use  the

airfield for  staging  trans-Atlantic  flights.  Whereas  US and foreign

military  aircraft  transiting  through  Bermuda  generally  used  the

American military facilities, the RAF and FAA utilised the CAT. Since

the  withdrawal  of  the  US  Navy,  all  visiting  aircraft  use  the  civil

terminal.

 The US Army Air Forces became the United States Air Force
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in 1948, and Kindley Field was renamed Kindley Air Force Base. Fort

Bell  ceased to exist,  being absorbed into the airbase, but the US

Army units remained until the base was transferred to the US Navy

in 1970.  The  remaining  military  detachments  were  the  US Army

Transportation Terminal Unit and the US Army Corps of Engineers

detachment, which was responsible for operating the base's docks

on Castle Harbour and small boats used around the base.

The primary utility of the airfield to both the US Air Force

and  the  Royal  Air  Force  (and  the  occasional  visitor  from  other

nation's forces) was as a staging point for trans-Atlantic flights. As

the ranges of transport and bombing aircraft increased however,

refuelling stops during these flights became unnecessary except for

smaller tactical aircraft.

Kindley AFB was used during the Cuban Missile Crisis to base

reconnaissance aircraft that monitored Soviet shipping in the North

Atlantic.  On  the  27th  of  October,  1962,  one  of  these  aircraft,  a

Boeing RB-47H Stratojet of the 55th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing,

crashed on taking off. It missed the oil docks at Ferry Reach, but

struck an outbuilding on the Vincent Astor Estate (the main house

on this property, which sits above the water's edge on the southern

side of Ferry Reach, faces down the main runway).
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Despite its diminishing importance to the US Air Force in the

1960s, Kindley AFB became increasingly important to the US Navy

over the same period. The addition of the ballistic nuclear missile to

the  arsenal  of  the  Soviet  Navy  meant  that  the  anti-submarine

patrols flown from Bermuda were imperative at keeping the Soviet

submarines at a safe distance from the American coast. However,

flying-boats,  unlike  ICBMs, were a dated technology,  and the US

Navy  replaced  them  with  the  Lockheed  P-3  Orion  land-plane  in

1965.

This required the anti-submarine squadrons to transfer their

operations to Kindley AFB in the same year, and the US Navy took

the  base  over  completely  in  1970,  retitling  it  Naval  Air  Station

Bermuda  (the  former  NAS  Bermuda,  originally  called  the  "Naval

Operating Base Bermuda",  was  retitled the  NAS Bermuda Annex,

and continued in use only for shipping).

NASA also made use of the base from the 1960s onwards,

locating the formerly mentioned tracking station on Cooper's Island,

and designating the airfield as an emergency landing ground for the

Space  Shuttle  in  the  event  of  an  emergency  occurring  during  a

launch  from  Florida  (although  984.7  miles  North-East  of  Cape
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Canaveral, the airfield is the only one between The US East Coast

and the Açores).

With the increasing size and speed of  military  transports,

naval patrol bombers, and civil airliners over the decades following

the Second World War, the two shorter runways fell out of use. One

is located on a peninsula extending into Castle Harbour. This was

the  first  that  ceased  to  be  used  as  a  runway,  due  partly  to  its

northern end directing aircraft toward St. George's Town (with the

likelihood of  a  heavy  death toll  should there  have been a  crash

similar to that which struck the Astor Estate).  Munitions bunkers

were  placed  on  the  peninsula,  which  became  known  as  the

"Weapons Pier". The other short runway was used until the 1970s,

but has since then been designated as a taxiway (as it connects the

Civil Air Terminal with the main runway, the original taxiway was

redesignated as a parking area).

By  the  1980s,  the  increasing  range  of  Soviet  submarine-

launched ballistic missiles meant that the Soviet Navy did not need

to risk its submarines by placing them in reach of aircraft operating

from Bermuda. Their missiles could strike US cities from the South

Atlantic, or further afield. This led to a reduction in the number of

P-3s based in Bermuda. Whereas a full squadron had normally been
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based there,  the  US  Navy  began  rotating  detachments  of  a  few

aircraft at a time through NAS Bermuda from Squadrons based in

the US.

The "peace dividend" that came with the end of the Cold

War  was  to  lead  to  the  sudden  closure  of  the  base  in  1995  (a

decision that was hurried along by a scathing 1992 report by Sam

Donaldson, of ABC News, who labelled the base as the 'Club Med of

the Navy'). The rapid departure of the US Navy, which attempted to

wash  its  hands  of  any  responsibility  for  environmental  waste,

especially  asbestos,  left  behind  was  to  sour  relations  between

Bermuda and the United States for several years.

The Bermuda Government took over the operation of the

entire  field  in  1995,  fencing  off  the  base-lands  which  were  not

required while it wrangled with the US Government over the issue.

Eventually,  most  of  these  areas  were  opened  to  access  by  the

public.  Some  former  US  Navy  buildings  were  taken  over  by

businesses,  and  the  Bermuda  Government  placed  low-income

housing on parts of the base. The term "Southside" was coined to

refer to that part of the former base-land on St. David's, indicating

that this had been the southern side of St. David's Island before the

airfield was built.
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Castle Harbour Islands

Along with guarding the eastern entrances to St. George's

Harbour, protecting the entrances to Castle Harbour was one of the

first concerns of the settlers who arrived in 1612 aboard the Plough.

Although the shallow harbour was less suitable for ships, especially

during winter storms (the Royal Navy forbade its vessels from using

the harbour after the 1783 loss of HMS Cerebus at the entrance to

Castle Roads), it was possible to enter St. George's Harbour from it,

rendering  useless  the  forts  facing  towards  Five  Fathom  Hole.  A

vessel  in  Castle  Harbour  could  also  land  enemy  forces  at  Ferry

Reach, from where St. George's Town could be attacked overland,

or on the Main Island, where they might secure a foothold that the

militia would be unable to dislodge them from. It was also possible

to pass from Castle Harbour through Ferry Reach into the northern

lagoon.

In addition to Pembroke Fort on Cooper's Island, five forts

were built on other islands of the chain that stretches across the

mouth of the harbour to prevent an enemy entering it. The main

channel  leading  into  the  harbour  is  Castle  Roads,  westward  of

which  are  Castle  Island  and  Charles  Island.  To  its  East  is

Southampton Island. Charles Fort was placed on the island of the
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same name in 1613 and armed with two guns. The following year,

King's Castle was built on the eastern end of Castle Island, which is

situated between Charles Island and the harbour. Bermuda's only

wooden fort was placed on the harbour side of the same island, and

the two were involved in  the first  military  confrontation to take

place in Bermuda when two Spanish ships approached Castle Roads

in 1614.

Two  shots  were  fired  from  Castle  Island,  which  was

sufficient to scare the Spaniards off. Had the Spaniards pressed an

attack,  the  defenders  would  have  found  themselves  in  great

difficulty  as  they had only  enough gunpowder  left  for  one more

shot).

The wooden fort on Castle Island burnt down in 1619 and

was replaced by the stone Devonshire Redoubt. Southampton Fort

was built on Southampton Island at about the same time. At some

point  before  1680,  a  third  fort  was  built  at  the  western  end of

Castle  Island,  watching  over  Castle  Cut,  the  waterway  that

separates the island from Castle Point, the tip of the Tucker's Town

peninsula.

Andrew Durnford made extensive repairs and modifications
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to these forts in the 1790s, including the addition of a new battery

to Devonshire Redoubt. All fell out of use during the early part of

the Nineteenth Century when the Militia faded from existence, and

the  Royal  Engineers  built  more  modern  forts  elsewhere  in  the

parish.  Although  the  islands  across  the  harbour's  mouth  were

occasionally  used  by  the  infantry  (as  training  areas,  or  for  the

placement of observation or guard posts during the world wars), no

further  development  took  place  and  most  of  the  forts,  while  in

advanced states of dereliction, remain largely as they were at the

end of the Eighteenth Century.

Charles' and Southampton Islands were handed back to the

local  government  in  1911.  Control  of  Castle  Island  was  also

transferred, on the understanding that it would be returned to the

War Department if required (it was formally returned to the local

government in 1928).  Repairs were carried out on the remaining

buildings, and a caretaker appointed, but the forts have crumbled

into an ever more ruinous state.

They remain, however, the oldest standing English buildings

in the New World. They were also the first stone forts built by the

English in the Western Hemisphere, and were armed with the first

coastal  artillery.  The Captain's  House of  King's  Castle,  which was
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built about 1619, is the oldest English dwelling house in the New

World (and was the first built of stone).

These islands are also home to the last Bermuda Petrels (or

Cahows). This seabird, which had nested in burrows in the earth, is

thought to have numbered in the millions at the time of settlement,

but was believed to have been driven to extinction before the end

of the Seventeenth Century. Specimens were found dead or sighted

at sea during the course of the Twentieth Century, leading to the

discovery in 1951 of eighteen pairs of the birds nesting in the cliffs

of the small islands across the mouth of Castle Harbour.

Although the forts  can  be  viewed from the  water  (which

may require renting a powerboat),  you should avoid setting foot

upon these islands to prevent harm to either their ruins or their

wildlife.

Nonsuch  Island,  the  largest  island  of  the  chain  since

Cooper's Island became part of St. David's, was owned by the local

government  and  used  for  various  purposes,  most  notably  as  a

Quarantine Station. In 1928, marine biologist William Beebe of the

New York Zoological Society was permitted to use the island as a

base of operations for underwater research. During the 1930s, he
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and engineer Otis Barton made bathysphere dives to record-setting

depths from a lighter towed behind the former RNXS tug Gadisfyn.

The Second World War ended the deep sea research from Nonsuch.

The island was also the site of the local government's Junior

Training School for wayward youths prior to its relocation to Paget

Island, which the army exchanged for Nonsuch in 1948. Since the

1960s,  Nonsuch  Island  has  been  a  nature  reserve  and  is  slowly

being restored to Bermuda's native habitat. It is not accessible by

the public except by prior arrangement. As the smaller islands have

become  threatened  by  global  warming  (leading  to  increased

erosion and rising temperatures in their nests), the government's

Conservation Services is encouraging the Bermuda Petrels to nest in

man-made burrows on Nonsuch.

Parents abandon their chicks once they are ready to fend for

themselves, and each chick first takes flight when hunger drives it

from the nest. The conservationists move the chicks to burrows on

Nonsuch Island before they fledge in the hope that they will return

there when they are ready to bear their young.
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Tucker's Town

Like  the  Castle  Islands,  the  Tucker's  Town  area  is  not

generally accessible by the public today, in this case because it is

Bermuda's  only  gated  community  (strictly  speaking,  this  applies

only to the peninsula, and not to the majority of the Tucker's Town

area).

Tucker's  Town was settled in 1616 under the direction of

Governor Daniel Tucker, who planned a town to equal St. George's,

but he was unable to attract settlers to the area. For much of the

Seventeenth Century, the only residents were full-time militiamen

serving at the nearby forts and their families.

Another fort was placed on the peninsula itself during the

American  War  of  Independence.  Named  Fort  Bruere,  after  the

Governor, it was built atop a small hill on the southern shore, to the

west of Surf Bay.  On its western side is what is now the private

beach of the Mid Ocean Club and the Tucker's Point resort.

On the northern shore of the peninsula, almost opposite the

fort,  is  Cable Bay,  where the Cable House was located. This  was

where the sub-oceanic telegraph cable, that linked Bermuda with

Nova Scotia in 1890, came ashore.  As another cable had already
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linked Britain with Halifax, this allowed the government in London

to communicate rapidly with Bermuda. A further cable was sunk

between Bermuda and the British West Indies.

The  strategic  importance  of  this  communications  network

meant that guarding the point where it came ashore (and where an

enemy could most easily damage it) was one of the chief concerns

of the garrison during the first half of the Twentieth Century, and

the area was heavily guarded by the army in both world wars. The

period  between  the  wars  would  see  great  upheaval  in  Tucker's

Town.

At some point before the Nineteenth Century, free blacks

began to settle in the area (probably to avoid the discrimination

they  experienced in  St.  George's  Town).  As  with  the  rest  of  the

parish,  this  area  was technically  public  property  until  the  Crown

ordered its sale in 1758. A handful of wealthy landowners obtained

most  of  Tucker's  Town,  but  the  existing  residents  remained and

some were able to purchase the plots their homes stood on. One

resident, James Talbot, purchased over a hundred acres in 1862.

Distant  from  the  main  economic  centres  of  the  colony,

Tucker's  Town  remained  a  community  of  primarily  low-income
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coloured residents until the 1920s. Following the First World War

the Bermuda Government, in partnership with the Furness-Withy

steamship company, hatched a project intended to provide a major

boost to Bermuda's tourism.

The entirety of Tucker's Town was acquired by compulsory

purchase order and cleared of its previous residents. Most of the

land ended up in the hands of the Furness-Withy shipping company,

and was split between the new Castle Harbour Hotel (completed in

1931) and the Mid-Ocean Golf Club. The peninsula was subdivided

and  sold  to  wealthy  foreigners  who  were  encouraged  to  build

holiday homes.

During the Second World War, the Castle Harbour Hotel was

used  to  house  the  US  Army's  builders  who  were  involved  with

engineering  the  site  of  the  airbase  on  the  opposite  side  of  the

harbour. On Paynter's Hill, above the site of the former hotel, one

of the surviving "base end observation stations" built for directing

the fire of the US artillery is still visible.

When Furness-Withy ran into financial difficulties following

the  Second  World  War,  the  Mid  Ocean  Club  was  sold  to  its

members and the Castle  Harbour Hotel  to Pan American Airlines
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head Juan Terry Trippe. Prime Minister Winston Churchill hosted US

President  Dwight D. Eisenhower  and French Premier  Joseph Laniel

at  the  club  in  1953  in  a  three-power  conference  to  discuss  the

security of Western Europe against the Eastern Bloc. The hotel was

demolished in 2002, and replaced by the Tucker Point Club (which is

not situated on the Tucker's Town peninsula).

Although the area is reputed to be completely closed to the

public,  parts  of  Tucker's  Town are  still  public  land,  accessible by

public road, and all of Bermuda's shore, below the high tide line, is

public property. Tucker's Town lies at the easternmost extremity of

the South Shore Road. This was the longest and most important of

the military roads built in the 19th Century by the Royal Engineers

(with much of the labour performed by infantrymen) as it allowed

rapid deployment of forces along the vulnerable South Shore (the

part of the South Shore Road between Tucker's  Town and Paget

had existed since the Eighteenth Century, but the part running from

Paget to Southampton was built  was built new by the army).

If proceeding there by road from St. David's Island, cross the

causeway to Blue Hole, in Hamilton Parish. At the top of Blue Hole

Hill,  just past the  Swizzle Inn  (which is on the right),  turn off the

road to the left (in front of the Bailey's Bay Sub-Post Office) into
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Wilkinson  Avenue.  Follow  this  past  the  Crystal  Caves  and  the

Lyceum  (the  old  Bailey's  Bay  community  centre)  to  Harrington

Sound,  a large, almost entirely land-locked body of water,  where

the  road  turns  left,  becoming  Harrington  Sound  Road.  It  soon

moves away from the shore, through wooded hills, past the turn-off

(Walsingham Lane) for  Tom Moore's Tavern  and the  Walsingham

Nature Reserve (both North of Walsingham Bay, which is named for

the shipwright from the Sea Venture who oversaw construction of

the Patience there in 1609-10), and the former Leamington Caves.

After  the  road  rejoins  the  shore  and  rounds  the

northeastern side of the sound, turn left onto Paynter's Road, which

skirts Paynter's Hill, and passes the entrance to the former Castle

Harbour Hotel. Most of the land on either side of Paynter's Road

was taken up by the hotel's  golf  course  (that  adjoined the Mid-

Ocean Club's course), which is now part of the Tucker's Point Club.

Paynter's  Road terminates  at  a  T-junction  with the South

Shore Road. Turn left onto the South Shore Road. The road ends at

a  public  dock  on  the  northern  side  of  Tucker's  Town  Bay,  but

immediately before this are two turn-offs to the right, the first of

which is for the Mid-Ocean Club. The second side road is  Tucker's

Town Road, which skirts around the southern side of Tucker's Town
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Bay  before  being  barred  by  a  guard  post,  beyond  which  is  the

enclave  for  wealthy  foreigners  such  as  Ross  Perot  and  Silvio

Berlusconi. The general public is not permitted to pass this point,

beyond which are both Fort Bruere and Cable Bay. The only military

structure  remaining  on  the  peninsula  is  the  magazine  of  Fort

Bruere, but this is below ground in what is now a private garden.

The area can be viewed from the water, or the water's edge,

by those with a boat. Tucker's Town Bay and Cable Bay both open

to Castle Harbour and are easily  accessed by boat.  Fort  Bruere's

location is indicative of the fact that small vessels with a competent

pilot could also approach the southern shore through the reef-line

in this area. There is a navigable stretch of water between the reef

and the southern shore that stretches some distance from Castle

Cut to the West. This area is popular for anchoring and snorkelling,

and bathers can land on any of the private beaches in the area (Surf

Bay is the second beach to the west of Castle Point) as long as they

stay below the high-tide line.
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2
HAMILTON PARISH

Hamilton  Parish  has  relatively  few  military  sites  due

primarily to most of its shorelines facing onto the northern lagoon,

Castle Harbour and the Harrington Sound, all behind the perimeter

of other parishes' forts and batteries. There are no towns, although

the  community  of  Bailey's  Bay  has  long  had  the  character  of  a

village. Flatt's Village, straddling the inlet to Harrington Sound from

the  North  Shore  and  sitting  close  to  the  boundary  with  Smith's

Parish, was once a relatively busy port,  but was too narrow and

shallow to serve anything  larger than the Bermudian sloops that

gave  way  to  barques,  clippers  and  steamers  in  the  Nineteenth

Century.

A small part of the parish is sited on the south-eastern side

of Harrington Sound, between Tucker's Town and Smith Parish. This

area is therefore separated from the rest of the parish by Tucker's

Town,  and many maps show it  as  part  of  Smith's  Parish.  Recent

revisions  to  parliamentary  districts  confuse  matters  by  not

respecting parish boundaries. As examples: north-eastern Hamilton
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Parish, including part of Bailey's Bay, is grouped with Coney, Paget,

Smith's, Hen, Governor's, Cooper's, Nonsuch and most of St. David's

Island,  as  well  as  other  islands  of  St.  George's  Parish,  as  "St.

George's  South"  electoral  district;  eastern  Hamilton  Parish,

including Walsingham and the disconnected area here in question,

is grouped with Tucker's Town, Castle, Charles and other islands in

St. George's Parish, as well as much of Smith's Parish, in the new

electoral district of "Hamilton South".

Mount Wyndham (Admiralty House)

The parish's limited use for the siting of defensive works did

not mean it played no role in Bermuda's naval and military history.

Once  the  Royal  Navy  had  established  itself  in  St.  George's  and

charted Murray's Anchorage, Bailey's Bay was quickly established as

a more suitable location than St. George's Town for the Admiralty

House  of  the  Royal  Navy  (initially,  Admiralty  House  alternated

between Bermuda in the winter and Halifax in the summer, but was

established year-round in Bermuda in 1821).

In 1810, the Admiralty moved from Rose Hill in St. George's

to a rented house on the hill behind Bailey's Bay, Mount Wyndham,

from which there was a good view of Murray's Anchorage as well as

of St. George's and Castle Harbours. The house had been built in
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1782 by Richard Sparehook Algate.

Algate had come to Bermuda as a sailor under calamitous

circumstances. His ship had been caught in a hurricane in October,

1780, and the crew brought her into Castle Harbour shortly before

nightfall in the most dangerous conditions. The soldiers on Castle

Island (from the Militia or the Royal Garrison Battalion) watched her

enter through Castle Roads in the midst of the storm, with the wind

and the sea at her back.

The crew dropped anchor in the lee of Castle Island, but the

eye of the storm passed over shortly after, and the wind increased

its fury and reversed its direction, threatening to drive the ship onto

the island's shore. Algate and another sailor,  David Foggo, bravely

climbed a mast to cut free a sail that was dragging the ship against

its anchor, but were pulled overboard by it. Two soldiers on Castle

Island ran to a ledge at the bottom of a cliff with poles. Algate, who

had hold of  Foggo,  was able to grab one,  and both sailors were

rescued. The ship sank during the night, and there were no other

survivors.

Algate and Foggo both remained in Bermuda and married,

and both became successful privateers. During the American War of
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Independence, Algate served as one of the five white officers of the

Regulator  (the  others  were  Captain  George  Kidd,  James  Parker,

John  Godier,  and  John  Adams).  All  seventy  of  the  other  crew

members  were black,  and presumably  all  enslaved.  With a small

population and a large fleet, Bermudian law required a proportion

of the crew of each locally-registered ship to be made up of slaves.

This had actually created a conflict with British law, which

required all crewmen of British (including Bermudian) vessels to be

British,  which  slaves  were  not  normally  considered  to  be.  The

matter had been brought to a head when a Bermudian ship was

arrested by the Royal Navy for having slaves among the crew, but

the ship's owners had argued in court that the Militia service of the

slaves (all Bermuda's able-bodied males between sixteen and sixty

years of age, free or enslaved, were obliged to serve in the Militia)

qualified them as British citizens. The court had upheld this view.

The Regulator was captured by the Americans in 1782, and

taken  into  Boston,  Massachusetts  where  the  enslaved

crewmembers  were  offered  their  freedom.  Other  enslaved

Bermudian seamen had been offered freedom in other ports where

slavery  was  illegal,  but  rarely  accepted  as  most  had  wives  and

children in Bermuda they would have abandoned by accepting. The
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Regulator's  slaves,  too,  refused,  requesting  to  be  treated  as

Prisoners-of-War.

They were placed aboard an American sloop, the  Duxbury,

and sent to New York.  The officers,  along with those of  another

captured  privateer,  the  Swallow  (Captain  James  Darrell,  Robert

Barr,  Henry  Hall,  Richard  Somersall,  and  Giles  Trott),  had  been

paroled by the Governor of Massachusetts, John Hancock, and were

also aboard the Duxbury. By their account, although they "meant

religiously to observe" the "parole they had given", on the 10th of

June,  as  they  passed  Cape  Cod,  their  crewmen  (who  were  not

honour-bound by parole agreements) cried "hurrah for Bermuda"

and seized control of the ship, then compelled Lieutenant Hall of

the Swallow to navigate back to Bermuda. They arrived on the 24th,

and  two  days  later  the  officers  lodged  a  protest  with  Governor

William Brown  against  their  having  being  forced to  violate  their

paroles.

Algate married Ruth Somersall and began construction of his

house later that year. His wife died a decade later, and both of their

daughters  in  1802.  He  remarried  in  1796  to  Elizabeth  Burrows

Outerbridge, a member of perhaps the most prosperous family of

Bailey's Bay. Algate abandoned the sea and entered into business
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reselling the prizes of other privateers. After the war, however, the

industry fell victim to the need of the British Government to woo

the Americans away from their alliance with France.

This resulted in an order that large payments for damages

be made to many American ship-owners for  vessels  captured by

British privateers. During the war, the regulations that governed the

activities of the privateers had been loosely enforced by Admiralty

Courts, but the Americans were given a more sympathetic ear after.

As Bermudians had been most-aggressively engaged in the

practice,  they  were  ordered  to  pay  a  substantial  portion  of  the

damages. The establishment of the Royal Navy base also meant that

the  Admiralty  was  less  reliant  on  privateers  in  the  region.  The

dwindling profits led to Algate's property being forcibly sold in 1808

to repay his debts, and his house and land, with a value of about

£1,000, was sold for £500 to recover a debt of less than £100 that

he owed to his brother-in-law. The purchaser resold the house for

£800 to Stephen Outerbridge.

Outerbridge rented the house to the Royal Navy, reportedly

from the time of his acquiring it in 1808. The navy signed a three-

year lease for the property on the 27th of December, 1812. It was
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from here that the Royal Navy's blockade of the Atlantic ports of

the United States was orchestrated throughout the American War

of 1812 (the ports of the northern states, where support for the war

was low and trade with Britain was important, were initially spared

this blockade).

In  1814,  victory  in  the  Peninsular  War  against  Napoleon

freed British Army units to be sent to the war in North America.

Most  went  to  Canada  to  reinforce  the  British  and  First  Nations

forces that had been defending against an invasion by the United

States.

A  brigade  from  the  Light  Division  under  Major-General

Robert  Ross  was  despatched  to  Bermuda  with  a  Royal  Naval

squadron  which  was  intended  to  be  used  for  diversionary  raids

along the Atlantic seaboard. The task force, with three ships of the

line  and  six  frigates,  arrived  in  two  groups.  The  military  units

disembarked and camped on the North Shore of Pembroke Parish

while  Ross  conferred with the Royal  Navy's  Commander-in-Chief,

Vice-Admiral  Sir  Alexander  Forrester  Inglis  Cochrane  (who  had

replaced Warren in April, 1814) at Mount Wyndham.

It was there that they received a letter from the Governor-
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General  and  Commander-in-Chief  of  Upper  Canada,  Lieutenant-

General Sir George Prévost, requesting a punitive expedition against

the United States in response to the burning by the Americans of

parts of York (modern Toronto) in April,  1813, and Port Dover in

May, 1814. The naval and military commanders decided on a raid

upon  targets  in  and  near  the  Chesapeake  Bay,  including

Washington, DC.

Massing  the  newly  arrived  ships  and  military  units  with

those  already  based  in  Bermuda,  which  had  been  carrying  out

operations  along  the  American  East  Coast  (including  a  Corps  of

Colonial Marines, recruited from freed American slaves), the Royal

Naval vessels overcame a US Navy gunboat flotilla and landed 4,370

soldiers (including marines and naval artillerymen) to carry out the

attack on Washington.

After  besting  a  force  of  1,200  Americans  on  the  23rd  of

August, they defeated 6,370 US Army soldiers, militiamen, marines,

and  sailors  at  the  Battle  of  Bladensburg,  then  drove  the  US

Government out of Washington, on the 24th of August. Parts of the

city,  including the Presidential  Mansion and the Capitol  Building,

were  burned  that  night  (US  Navy  personnel  also  burned  the

Washington  Naval  Yard  to  avoid  its  capture).  The  British  force
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withdrew the following day.

Alexandria, Virginia, was also occupied by the Royal Navy for

four days. The task force then attempted to attack Baltimore, with

soldiers advancing overland with supporting fire from the fleet. The

attack stalled on attempting to capture  Fort Henry  (leading to the

penning of "The Star Spangled Banner", which was to become the

US anthem), and General Ross was killed by a sniper at the Battle of

North Point on the 12th of September.

Although  the  British  were  the  victors  in  that  action,  the

attack  on  Baltimore  was  abandoned.  The  task  force  returned to

Bermuda, with two portraits each of King  George III  and his wife,

Queen Charlotte Sophia, that had been found in Washington. One

pair  now  hangs  in  the  House  of  Assembly  of  the  Bermudian

parliament and the other in the Cabinet Building (both of which are

in the City of Hamilton).

The Royal Navy had given strong consideration to utilizing

Harrington  Sound  as  the  site  for  its  new  dockyard.  It's  deep,

landlocked waters would have provided an excellent harbour and

anchorage, but large men-of-war would not have been able to enter

it through Flatt's Inlet, its only natural channel. Had the Royal Navy
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proceeded  with  the  development  of  the  sound,  the  inlet  would

have been widened and dredged, or a new inlet cut through Smith's

Parish  from  the  open  Atlantic.  This  would  have  made  Hamilton

Parish, which forms most of the shoreline of Harrington Sound, the

undisputed centre of Royal Navy activities in the North America and

West Indies region (the South Atlantic Station was to be controlled

from a leased base in Brazil).

The Admiralty, however, had also identified Ireland Island at

the West End of Bermuda, as a competing site. The projected cost

of  building a dockyard there was no less,  but the Admiralty had

already begun buying-up land at the West End before the American

War of 1812, and this was the location that was ultimately chosen.

Murray's Anchorage was replaced by  Grassy Bay  at the mouth of

the Great Sound, and Mount Wyndham was no longer well-situated

to  observe  or  communicate  with  the  base  or  the  anchorage.  In

1816, it  was consequently relocated to  St.  John's Hill  (which was

renamed  Clarence Hill),  on the North  Shore of  Pembroke Parish,

near  to  Spanish  Point.  As  the  Clarence  Hill  property,  which  had

previously been used as a naval hospital, was in poor condition, the

Commander-in-Chief actually remained at Mount Wyndham 'til at

least 1819, with the Flag Captain taking residence at Clarence Hill.
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Mount Wyndham returned to the Outerbridge family for use

as a private dwelling. During the American Civil War, the Great Seal

of the Confederacy, which had been approved by the Confederate

Congress on the 30th of April, 1863, and ordered, with a press, from

Joseph S. Wyon (the Chief Engraver of Her Majesty Queen Victoria's

Seals) by  James M. Mason, the Confederate Commissioner to the

United Kingdom, was taken by Confederate States Navy Lieutenant

R.T. Chapman  to Bermuda for trans-shipment to the Confederacy

by blockade runner.

After three failed attempts to deliver it through the United

States  Navy  blockade,  the  seal  was  left  in  the  care  of  the

Confederate  Commercial  Agent,  John  Bourne,  of  Rose  Hill,  St.

George's. He succeeded in delivering it to Richmond, Virginia,  via

Wilmington, in September, 1864 (it subsequently went missing for

many years, following the defeat of the Confederacy in 1865). The

press, however, had been left behind in Bermuda.

Bourne died in 1867, and the press was purchased from his

estate by John Samuel Darrell, who lived at Mount Wyndham with

his  wife,  born  Ann  Victoria  Outerbridge,  who  had  inherited  the

house  with  her  sister,  spinster  Maria  Louvilla  Outerbridge.  The

press  remained  at  Mount  Wyndham  until  1912,  when  it  was
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reunited with the seal at the Confederate Museum in Richmond.

In  the  1980s,  condominiums  were  built  on  the  property

around the house. It is not open to the public today, although those

who wish to view the house can do so by driving along the North

Shore Road to Bailey's Bay (coming from St. George's, do not turn

left into Wilkinson Avenue at the top of Blue Hole Hill, but proceed

along the same road, which becomes the North Shore Road, bends

to the right, and meets the North Shore at Bailey's Bay) and turning

up Fractious Street (directly behind the bay).

This  leads to Wilkinson Avenue near its  Harrington Sound

end,  but  before  you  travel  that  far,  take  the  second  right  onto

Sunrise Drive, and right again onto  Mount Wyndham Drive. This is

the original drive to Mount Wyndham, and leads to a car-park on

the southern side of the former Admiralty House. The view is still

impressive,  though  somewhat  interfered  with  by  the  newer

condominiums.

Alternately,  turn  off  the  North  Shore  Road  onto  Trinity

Church  Road  (the  next  turn-off  to  the  west  of  Fractious  Street),

which crosses over the ridge line and turns left past Trinity Church

to follow the shore of Harrington Sound until  it  meets Wilkinson
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Avenue and Harrington Sound Road. Before you descend towards

the sound, take the first left onto  Wyndham Hill.  This was a new

driveway  built  (on  land granted by  sea  Captain  William Thomas

Outerbridge) by Royal  Navy sailors to reach the Admiralty House,

and it intersects with Mount Wyndham Drive.

Outerbridge and MacCallan's Shipyard

A variety of locations around Hamilton Parish that were not

naval properties also played a role in the naval history of Bermuda.

Members  of  the  Outerbridge  family  were  heavily  involved  in

maritime trades during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries,

including ship-building.

A sept of this clan is the MacCallans, now mostly associated

with St. George' Parish, who descend from Ayrshire-born shipwright

Claude MacCallan, who survived a shipwreck at Bermuda during the

Eighteenth Century and married into the Outerbridge family. The

area  to  the  east  of  Bailey's  Bay  is  called  Callan  Glen,  and  was

formerly the grounds of his home (his house remains, although the

surrounding property has been sub-divided).

The  first  ships  built  in  Bermuda  specifically  for  the  Royal

Navy, HMS Dasher and HMS Driver, were built at Bailey's Bay by the
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Outerbridge  and  MacCallan  Shipyard  (as  a  sub-contractor  to

Goodrich and Company of St. George's).

These were fast and agile sloops-of-war intended to counter

the  menace  of  French  privateers  in  North  American  and  West

Indian waters. At the time, most of the Royal Navy's large ships-of-

the-line had to be kept in European waters to combat the navies of

the French and their allies. The smaller naval vessels assigned to the

North America and West Indies Station were not designed to chase

down the speedy privateers, and the ships of the Bermudian type

were seen as the best weapons against them.

Numerous  small  ships  were  ordered  from  Bermudian

builders by the Royal Navy over the following decades, and others

were bought up from trade. They were utilised in a wide variety of

roles, including reconnaissance, anti-piracy, and in the combatting

of the international slave trade. The most common use, however,

became  as  advice  ships,  relying  on  their  speed  and  upwind

capability to rapidly deliver communications around the planet.

Examples  included  HMS  Pickle  (formerly  a  merchantman

named the  Sting), which carried out reconnaissance leading up to

the Battle of Trafalgar, and raced back to England afterwards with
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news of the British victory and the death of Admiral Lord Nelson,

and HMS Whiting, whose capture on the 8th of July, 1812, was the

first naval action of the American War of 1812 (she had been sent

from England with communications  for  the US Government,  and

her  crew was unaware that  the United States  had declared war

when they anchored at Hampton Roads, Virginia. The captain was

being  rowed  ashore  when  the  American  privateer  Dash,  which

happened to be leaving the harbour, captured her).

Little  trace  remains  of  the  MacCallan  and  Outerbridge

Shipyard, other than a ruined dock and the traces of slips that had

been  cut  into  the  rocky  shore.  These  can  be  viewed  from  the

Railway Trail, which runs between and parallel to and between the

North Shore Road and the North Shore, from Bailey's Bay to the "Y"

intersection  with  Coney  Island  Road  (a  private  home is  inserted

between  the  road  and  the  Railway  Trail  at  this  point,  but  the

Railway Trail can be accessed directly from the road prior to this,

and the dock and slips are on the shoreline behind and below the

house).

Bailey's Bay Battery and Encompassing Defence Land

Hamilton Parish also played a role in the military history of

Bermuda. Among the land acquired by the Board of Ordnance in
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Bermuda (and subsequently held by the War Department) was the

entire stretch between the South Shore (Military) Road and the sea,

from the Tucker's Town to (and including)  Spittal Pond, in Smith's

Parish. This included the shore of the disconnected part of Hamilton

Parish on the south-western side of Tucker's Town.

A small battery was placed here (presumably by the Militia),

on the water's edge of the South Shore, about half-way between

Tucker's  Town  and  John  Smith's  Bay  (the  latter  of  which  is  the

location of  one of  the few public  beaches East of  Elbow Beach).

Built before 1783, it was situated on a rocky highpoint about 200

yards (183 metres) to the East of Hamilton Parish's boundary with

Smith's Parish (which runs from a point in the middle of Pink Beach

to the Harrington Sound shore about 200 yards South-West of the

Harrington Sound Post Office). It stood watch over the beaches to

either side: Sam Hall's Bay on the East; and Pink Beach and Canton

Bay to the West.

It was known confusingly as Bailey's Bay Battery (as "Bailey's

Bay"  was  once  used  interchangeably  with  "Hamilton  Parish"),

Tucker's Town Battery, and Tucker's Town Bay Fort. Armed with two

guns, there was little, if any, fortification to protect them. Although

it fell out of use as a site for a fixed battery early in the century, the
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area was kept in use by deploying field guns there when required.

The  War  Department  sold  seven-and-a-half  acres  of  land

between Tucker's Town and Spittal Pond to the local government

on the 23rd of April, 1928, for £150. Parcels of land in Paget Parish

(where the  Gilbert Institute School  was built in 1928), and around

Church Bay and West Whale Bay, both in Southampton Parish were

sold at the same time.

Bailey's Bay Battery was immediately resold to Charles Blair

MacDonald, who designed the Mid-Ocean Golf Course for Furness-

Withy. He built a house there which is known as  Old Battery.  No

remains of the defensive work are visible above ground, although

archaeologists  discovered a rare Armstrong RBL gun during a dig

there in the 1990s. This has been restored and is on display at the

Bermuda Maritime Museum.

Although Old Battery is not accessible to the public (by road,

it lies immediately to the North East of the Pink Beach Club), those

with a desire to do so can view the location from the water  by

proceeding along the coastline from Tucker's Town. As with the rest

of  the  South  Shore,  this  should  not  be  attempted  except  by

competent boat handlers with a knowledge of the reefs.
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3
SMITH'S PARISH

Smith's Parish, to the South-West of Hamilton Parish on the

Main Island, has been spared the degree of development seen on

the eastern end of St. George's Island and around the Great Sound

and Hamilton Harbour.  Although there are many small  bays  and

beaches  on  the  South  Shore  of  the  parish,  as  along  the  rest  of

Bermuda's South Shore, none were large or protected enough to

form a viable harbour, and Smith's remained a quiet parish of forest

and farmland. Even today, Smith's and Hamilton have the lowest

population densities of all the nine parishes.

Bermuda's  army  garrison  concentrated  its  infrastructure

near  the  political  centres  and  harbours  of  St.  George's  and

Hamilton,  and  the  Royal  Naval  Dockyard.  The  artillery  clustered

most  thickly  over  the channels  through the reefs,  but  the many

small bays and beaches on the South Shore of Smith's also needed

to be watched over. As in the other parishes, Militia had maintained

batteries  and  strategic  locations  along this  stretch of  shore,  and

most of these were turned over to the Board of Ordnance during
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the  course  of  the  Nineteenth  Century,  although  not  all  were

maintained by the regular army.

The strip of land in Hamilton and Smith's Parishes, between

the South Shore Road and the ocean, that was acquired by the War

Department  extended as  far  west  as  McGall's  Hill  (which stands

immediately to the west of Spittal Pond), and included a number of

colonial batteries.

Newton's Bay Fort

On the southern shore of Smith's Parish, nearly 600 yards

(549 metres) to the west of Bailey's Bay Battery, another defence

work was placed on the rocky outcropping between Canton Bay and

Newton's Bay, which appears to be an alternate, and less commonly

used, name for John Smith's Bay (or refers only to the eastern part

of John Smith's Bay, though there is little more than a small rock to

separate the two sides).

This is at the narrowest part of the Main Island between the

South  Shore  and  Harrington  Sound.  The  hamlet  of  Devil's  Hole

(where,  other  than the natural  aquarium from which it  takes its

name, there was little  to be seen until  many of the residents of

Tucker's Town were forcibly resettled here in the 1920s),  on the
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Harrington Sound shore, lies roughly 400 yards (366 metres) to the

North-West. This is, in fact, precisely where the Royal Navy would

later  consider  cutting  a  shipping  channel  through  to  Harrington

Sound from the Atlantic.

Known as Newton's Bay Fort or [Sam] Hall's Bay Fort, it was

established at some point before 1756. Like Bailey's Bay Fort, it was

originally  equipped  with  two  guns  and  had  no  protective  walls,

although it was improved into a D-shaped structure at some point

before it fell out of use in the early Nineteenth Century. It survived

into the Twentieth Century, though doubtless in a ruinous state.

The  site  can  be  reached  from  the  South  Shore  Road  by
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following Talbot Lane, which marks the south-western boundary of

the Pink Beach club, to the shore. Unfortunately, nothing remains

of the fort today as the area is now covered in houses.

Albouy's Fort

From John Smith's Bay, South Shore Road moves along the

shoreline with a residential neighbourhood on its inland side, and

skirts behind Gravelly Bay (where, as the name implies, there is no

beach). As it leaves this bay, its course changes from southward to

south-westward,  and the  residential  neighbourhood  on the  right

side of the road gives way to a forested hill. Called Watch Hill, it was

used by the military  as late as the two world wars as a vantage

point for  watching the coast.  Although private homes have been

built on its the crest, its southern and eastern flanks are protected

from development and have been designated a nature reserve.

On the left side of the gently climbing road, looking towards

the ocean, the shoreline moves away at this point, then meets the

road again 100 yards (91 metres) further on. Between these two

points, the spit of land on the left is known as Albouy's Point (not to

be confused with the better known location of the same name in

the City of Hamilton).
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A small fort with two guns was placed here before the mid-

Eighteenth Century and armed with two guns. It remained in use

into the Nineteenth Century, but the site was not re-utilised by the

regular army, and no visible sign of the fort remains today.

Spittal Pond and Harris' Bay Fort

The shoreline clings to the South Shore Road from Albouy's

Point until making a right-angle turn towards North's Point, and the

two continue to diverge as far as McGall's Hill, named for a Scottish

farmer encouraged to immigrate by Governor Sir William Reid, in

the  1840s,  when  Bermuda's  traditional  maritime  trades  were

waning.  Reid,  at  the  time  a  Royal  Engineers  Lieutenant-Colonel,

believed  that  Bermuda's  climate  lent  itself  to  agriculture,  but

struggled to convince Bermudians to take up farming due to the

strong stigma against agricultural work that still exists in Bermuda,

today.

Bermudians  had  relied  on  food  imports  since  forging  a

maritime economy in the Seventeenth Century. Most islanders kept

small  gardens,  and  many  kept  cows,  pigs,  goats,  or  poultry,  to

supplement  the  imports  (and  as  a  safety  measure  in  case  war,

storms or other emergencies interrupted the shipments of foods),

but to actually be employed in working the land was considered
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beneath the dignity of even the lowliest islander.

As the little agriculture carried out in Bermuda was largely

restricted  to  small  household  gardens,  the  methods  used  were

consequently unsuitable for farming cash crops on a larger scale.

The plough, particularly, was unknown in Bermuda, where the poor

system of roads and the relative ease of moving by water meant

that  few Bermudians had horses,  which were perceived more as

luxury items and status  symbols than as useful  beasts of  burden

(horses  were  also  reliant  on  imported  foods,  and  owners  were

frequently exhorted during times of war to export them, although

militiamen who owned horses trooped as mounted infantry).

Reid established a "Model Farm" opposite St. Mark's Church,

on  the  hill  subsequently  named  after  McGall,  one  of  the  two

superintendents (the other was Fox) he brought in to implement

the new methods of intensive agriculture with new tools. He had

hoped  their  endeavours  would  inspire  Bermudians  to  adopt

farming.  While  many landowners  did,  most  Bermudians  retained

their  traditional  disdain  for  field  work,  and  the  majority  of

Bermuda's  farm  hands  during  the  Nineteenth  and  Twentieth

Centuries  had  to be brought  in  from the Açores  Islands  and the

West Indies.
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The  Model  Farm  suffered  from  neglect  after  Reid's  1846

departure  from Bermuda,  and  the property  was  eventually  sold.

The area is now known as Pokiok Farm, although it has not been a

farm for decades. The grounds had become densely forested by the

1990s,  but  the  wild  habitat  has  since  been  bulldozed  and  the

property has been subdivided and redeveloped as a housing estate.

The brackish  Spittal  Pond  lies  within the isosceles triangle

formed by the South Shore Road, the shoreline, and MacGall's Hill.

The army utilised the area around it for field training and for rifle

ranges. A 200 yard range was placed parallel to the pond's shore on

its West, with targets near the Southern end, and a firing point near

the pond's north-western corner, close by the firing point of a 600

yard range, the targets for which were on North's Point. There was

also a 500 yard range, which used the same targets as the 600 yard

range.

Although Spittal Pond was largely associated with training in

infantry skills, the area had an older association with the artillery as

the Militia had placed a coastal artillery battery close to it at some

time prior to the mid-Eighteenth Century. The battery originally
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 housed two guns, and fell out of use in the Nineteenth Century. It

was  known  as  Harris'  Bay  Fort,  although  Spencer's  Point,  upon

which it was built,  actually lies at the East of  MacGall's Bay,  and

Harris' Bay is a considerable distance further down the coast.

Spittal Pond and the land around it currently form a public

park and nature reserve. There are two entrances from the South

Shore Road, each with a car park. One is at the North's Point end,

and the other on the West, near the intersection with Knapton Hill

[Road]. The pond lies in a shallow dale, below the road level. The

paths from the car-parks descend to meet between the pond and

the ocean. Atop a cliff overlooking the ocean, nearer to the North's

Point car park,  Portuguese Rock  (formerly known as  Spanish Rock)
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can be found. This bears an engraving that is the oldest relic left by

humans  in  Bermuda,  thought  to  have  been  made  in  1543  by

shipwrecked Portuguese mariners.

If it still existed, Harris' Bay Fort could be found by walking

to  the  ocean  shore  from  the  southern  end  of  the  pond,  then

following it  West  for  about  200 yards  (183 metres)  to  Spencer's

Point. Unfortunately, this is now part of the grounds of a private

home and the site of the fort is currently occupied by a swimming

pool.

Sears' Fort

Continuing south-westward from MacGall's  Hill,  the South

Shore Road remains at a considerable distance from the shoreline

until it nears the area of Warwick Camp. Its general route takes it

along the floor of a lengthy low area between two parallel ridge

lines. The shoreline is therefore completely hidden by the ridge on

the left side of the road, and only from a few spots will motorists

momentarily  glimpse patches of ocean that  are far out from the

hidden shore.

Today, virtually all  of the land in the central parishes that

lies  between the  South  Shore  Road  and  the  shoreline  is  private

property.  This  means that  few of  the many sites  that  previously
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housed coastal artillery batteries along this stretch are accessible by

the public. In Smith's Parish, landowner William Sears, presumably

in his capacity as a Captain of Fort, had a small battery built in 1794

on land he owned about 250 yards (229 metres) to the South-West

of Harris' Bay Fort. He was subsequently authorised compensation

by Andrew Durnford, and the land and fort, which was named Sears'

Fort,  were  vested  in  the  Crown  by  an  Act  of  the  Bermudian

Assembly  in  1802  (at  which  point  Sears  actually  received  his

payment of £56 17/6d).

The fort fell out of use in the Nineteenth Century. Although

the site has not been redeveloped, little remains of the structure

other than it general D-shape. The land is now private property, and

part  of  the  Pokiok  Farm  estate  that  has  been  redeveloped  for

housing.

Town Hill

The highest point in Bermuda, Town Hill looms above Flatt's

Village.  Clearly  visible  from  the  area  of  Flatt's  Bridge  and  the

Bermuda Aquarium, Museum and Zoo car park is a small tower built

at its summit by a former occupant.
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The area was utilised by the US  Army during the Second

World War both to house one of the base end observation stations

used  to  co-ordinate  the  fire  of  coastal  artillery,  and  as  a  radar

station.  The site was used in the 1960s by the US Government's

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), working in

concert  with the tracking station at  Cooper's  Island and tracking

radar at Gibb's Hill. The view from Flatt's Village is the best that can

be recommended as the site is private property, and not accessible

by the public.
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4
DEVONSHIRE PARISH

Devonshire  Parish,  like  Smith's  and  Hamilton,  was  a

relatively quiet and largely forested rural district until the growth of

the new town of Hamilton City brought increasing prosperity and

development to the West of the parish.

The parish had no military significance, other than the need

to guard against an enemy force being landed on its South Shore

beaches, until  the British Army established  Prospect Camp  in the

West of the parish in the middle of the Nineteenth Century. This

was to replace St. George's Garrison as the most important military

base in Bermuda. Three new forts (one of which, Fort Hamilton, is in

Pembroke Parish) were placed on its peripheries, and it remained in

use 'til the closure of the garrison in 1957.

Many sites in Devonshire consequently have been utilised

by the military,  and many others  are  also of  interest  to  military

historians (by example, there is a monument to the parish's First

World War dead at Devonshire Church).
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Devonshire Bay Fort

On a headland of the South Shore at the West of Devonshire

Bay  is the site of another colonial fort.  The bay itself is a suitable

anchorage for boats, although it has no protection from hurricanes

advancing  from  the  South.  Like  most  of  the  other  South  Shore

defence works, its date of construction is not possible to ascertain.

It may have been built early in the Seventeenth Century, but

the  earliest  historical  reference  is  from  the  1750s,  when  it  was

called  "Devon  Fort".  In  his  1798  survey  of  Bermuda's  defences

(other  than those in St.  George's),  Judge Green referred to it  as

"Watch House Fort". It was also known as "Brackish Pond Fort". This

was a small fort, armed with two guns, and was not redeveloped by

the  regular  army,  although  the  area  was  obtained  by  the  War

Department  (presumably  when  it  took  ownership  of  all  former

colonial  defence lands in 1867).  Little remains of the fort,  today,

other than part of its foundations.

The site was purchased from the War Department by the

local government in 1932 for £800, and is now a public park that

can be reached from the South Shore Road. From  MacGall's  Hill,

continue south-westward,  passing the  Collector's  Hill  intersection

(almost a small village, with two churches, a supermarket, brewery,
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restaurant,  and a large pharmacy).  Following this  you will  pass a

petrol station on the right, then a small patch of marshland on the

left, a short distance before Devonshire Bay Road.

This is a narrow, wooded lane that leads to the South-East

and is easy to miss if you drive too quickly (if you pass it, you will

immediately find a large lawn on your left and a farmer's field on

your right). The road terminates at the Devonshire Bay Park.

Prospect Camp

(Including Fort Prospect, Fort Langton and Navy Wells)

The military began purchasing land on what was then known

as  White  Hill  in  1842,  near  Devonshire's  western  border  with

Pembroke Parish.  Six  years  later,  an officer  and thirty-one other

ranks  from  the  42nd  (Royal  Highland)  Regiment  of  Foot  began
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preparing  the  ground for  the  construction  of  barracks.  The  new

base, called Prospect Camp, eventually was built with a succession

of compulsory purchases, and would swallow up a quarter of the

parish.

In 1865, a large part of Devonshire was acquired in this way,

dispossessing half  the civil  residents of  their  homes.  The specific

reason  for  this  expansion  was  to  obtain  those  houses  for

accommodating military officers (a result of the lack of affordable

homes to  rent  in  the parish),  who were not  normally  housed in

barracks at that time. As William Zuill wrote in "Bermuda Journey"

in 1946, "this compulsory migration carried most of these people

into  Pembroke  and  left  them  with  a  sense  of  impotent  outrage
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which survived for many years".

Government House, the Council, the house of Assembly, and

the Admiralty House had all re-located to Pembroke Parish after the

American War of 1812, leaving the military headquarters behind in

St. George's. The creation of Prospect Camp therefore enabled the

garrison headquarters, and most of the infantry, to relocate close

beside the other centres of Government.

The primary user of the base was the infantry, although the

infantry  was not  exclusivey at  Prospect Camp.  When there were

two  or  more  battalions  in  Bermuda,  only  one  was  normally  at

Prospect with the other at  St.  George's  (detachments of infantry

were also stationed at Bermuda's West End at Ireland Island and,

after  the 1860s,  at  Boaz  and Watford Islands).  There was also a

sizeable cohort from the Royal  Regiment of Artillery manning the

three forts  that  were within the area of  the camp, as well  as of

Royal  Engineers and other supporting corps (some of these units

were  in  the  outlying  south-western  part  of  the  camp  that  is

included  within  the  chapter  on  Pembroke  Parish,  including  Fort

Hamilton and the East Broadway area).

The last regular soldiers stationed in Bermuda (other than
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members of the permanent staffs of the part-time units and Aides-

de-Camp  to  various  Governors)  were  withdrawn  in  1957,  and

Prospect  Camp  was  among  the  Admiralty  and  War  Department

lands  sold  to  the  local  government.  Some  of  it  has  returned  to

residential or commercial use, and parts that the War Department

had used for farming purposes are still arable land.

The main barracks area has been split for decades primarily

between  the  Bermuda  Police  Service  and  the  Department  of

Education. The section occupied by the police remains largely as the

military left it, with the Police Headquarters occupying the former

Command  Headquarters building.  Unfortunately,  this  area  is  not

accessible by the public.

Behind the Police Headquarters is Fort Prospect, built in the

1870s  to  work  in  concert  with  Forts  Hamilton  and  Langton  at

denying entrance to the Pembroke Parish peninsula by any enemy

force that succeeded in landing on the South Shore (the ultimate

purpose having been to prevent enemy field guns bombarding the

Royal  Naval  Dockyard  from Spanish Point).  This  was a  large  fort

designed  for  twelve  RBLs,  which  was  not  to  be  re-armed  with

breechloaders. After the Second World War it was modified for use

as a water catchment and storage facility. The police pistol range is
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located in its dry moat.

The Department of Education had kept its half of the

barracks  intact  until  the  1990s,  when  Bermuda's  public  school

system was re-organised. There had previously been one or more

primary schools in each parish attended by local children, and eight-

or-so secondary schools, which accepted students from anywhere

in Bermuda, dependent upon their scores on a placement exam (a

significant number of these schools were actually "aided" private

schools  that  had  entered  the  public  system,  providing  free

education  and  adhering  to  the  Government's  curriculum,  in

exchange for public funds).
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This system had a number of faults at the secondary level,

most particularly as students who performed poorly tended to be

segregated  in  schools  where  they  had  little  opportunity  for

improvement.  In  the  1990s,  in  a  widely  unpopular  move,  the

Department of  Education converted most secondary schools  into

"middle schools" (equivalent to  Junior High Schools  in the United

states),  and  created  a  single  large  "high  school"  to  serve  all  of

Bermuda's  public  school  students  (although  it  was  subsequently

decided to retain one of the former secondary schools, the Berkeley

Institute, as a second, but smaller, high school).

Called "Cedarbridge Academy", this took over the site of the

Prospect Secondary School, which had formerly occupied barracks

at  Prospect  Camp  (a  primary  school,  called  Friendship  Vale,  for

children  with  special  needs  was  also  located  on  the  grounds  of

Prospect Camp, near the old Command Headquarters). Most of the

military buildings in this area were demolished, however, to make

way for  a  new building.  The Bermuda College had also formerly

occupied part of Prospect Camp, but was relocated to Paget Parish

in the 1990s.

The camp had more than two parade grounds, the larger of

which is now the National  Stadium. This stadium has grown over
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the years by levelling the high ground to its North (on which the

 army's meteorological observatory was located in 1890, and later

the campus of the Bermuda College, which was originally housed in

the former NAAFI building). The territory of the camp had sprawled

well  beyond  this  barracks  area,  and  included  a  golf  club  and

considerable arable land.

To proceed to Prospect Camp from Devonshire Bay, return

to the South  Shore Road and turn left.  Take the first  right  onto

Brighton  Hill  Road.  This  climbs  over  the  ridge  and  ends  at  a  T-

junction with Middle Road, where you should turn left, towards the

City of Hamilton. On the northern side of the Middle Road is the

Devonshire Marsh, with another ridge line behind it.
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The parcel of land to the West of Brighton Hill Road and to

the South of Middle Road is the churchyard that encompasses both

the  Old  Devonshire  Church  and  the  New  Devonshire  Church,

formally known as "Christ Church". This is the parish church of the

established Church of England, now called the  Anglican Church of

Bermuda. The next left from Middle Road would be "Christ Church

Lane", which separates the old and new church buildings, but it has

been blocked off at this end by a bus stop that was built across it,

turning this end of the lane into a car park. A pedestrian or cyclist

can enter at  this point,  but those with cars must continue along

Middle Road, which bends sharply to the left, then take the first left

to enter Christ Church Lane from its opposite end.

As with all  of  the parish churches, there are a number of

military  graves  in  the  churchyard  of  interest,  but  the  primary

interest here is the monument to the parish's First World War dead,

which stands near the bus stop.

From Devonshire Church, return to Middle Road and turn

left, continuing in the direction of the City of Hamilton. In the early

Nineteenth Century,  Middle  Road  had continued diagonally  over

the ridgeline to join  the South Shore Road near  today's  western

entrance to the Botanical Gardens. The army, however, appear to
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have cut a new road mid-Century from Devonshire Church, along

the southern side of Prospect Camp and joining Reid Street in the

then  Town  of  Hamilton  via  Cavendish  Road  and  Reid  Street

Extension, and the old route of Middle Road has disappeared.

The  road  now  makes  a  long,  shallow  ascent  along  the

northern flank of  the southern ridge.  The low valley floor to the

right eventually climbs above the marshland to a hill that bridges

the southern and northern ridges..  

Just  before  the  highest  point  of  land  on  the  right  of  the

Middle Road, a side road, named Orange Valley Road, descends to

the right, past the new parish post office, which sits below Middle

Road (the old post office is the small cottage on the right side of

Middle Road immediately before this turn-off).

Orange Valley Road marks the eastern boundary of the main

section of the Prospect Camp. Continuing along Middle Road, the

next right is  Fort Hill Road, (beyond which, Middle Road begins a

slow descent towards the City of Hamilton) which leads past Fort

Prospect to the Headquarters of the Bermuda Police Service.

Turn  onto  this  road  but,  instead  of  following  it  into  the

police compound, take the first right onto  Alexandra Road.  After
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passing  a  commercial  radio  station,  the  road  turns  through  a

residential area that was formerly the location of Prospect Camp's

married quarters. Take the third right into  Greenwich Lane, which

drops  down  the  hill,  turning  towards  Orange  Valley  Road  and

ending at the Prospect Garrison Cemetery.

This was the main cemetery for the camp, although many

Catholic  soldiers  were  buried  separately  (see  Calvary  Cemetery,

below). This cemetery has the individual gravestones of soldiers of

all ranks, including that of Lieutenant-General Sir  Frederick Walter

Kitchener, the Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Bermuda who

died in office in 1912.

Returning  to  Middle  Road,  immediately  beyond  Fort  Hill

Road is The Arboretum, a wooded park which differs little from the

condition the army had kept the area in. There is a bus stop in front

of  the park  where  you will  note  a  stone  water  trough  that  is  a

military artefact of the camp. A marble plaque affixed to the front

records  that  it  was  "Presented  by  the  1st.  Bn.  Northumberland

Fusiliers in memory of their stay in this island, 1931-1934".

On  the  far  side  of  The  Arboretum,  turn  right  down

Montpelier  Road.  This  marks  the western boundary  of  the camp
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until you come to Happy Valley Road (there appears to be a "Happy

Valley" located beside many current or former British Army bases,

from Cyprus, to Aden, to India, to Hong Kong), which was built by

the army to link Fort Hamilton to the barracks area.

From here, the boundary line proceeds along Happy Valley

Road  for  about  300  yards  (274  metres),  then  turns  right  along

Shelton Road to Parson's Road, crossing which Robert's Avenue can

be taken as the continuation of the boundary, although it actually

passed through land on the right (eastern) side of the road that is

now incorporated into the National Stadium. It is not necessary to

follow the  western  boundary,  however,  as  there  are  no  military

structures to see.

Remaining on Montpelier Road, bypass Happy Valley Road

and continue until the road bends left, becoming Parson's Road. At

this point, turn right onto Frog Lane. On your left will be the former

Garrison Parade Ground, now the National Stadium, and if you take

the next right you will enter the main barracks area of the camp.

The road carries back a short distance at the same level. The Police

Motorcycle Squad and Canine Unit occupy a fenced in enclosure on

the left side of the road.
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At this point, the road forks up a low slope. To the right it

leads  to  the  Police  Headquarters  and  to  Fort  Prospect  (the  old

military Command Headquarters building was actually to the left,

north of  Cedarbridge Academy).  A few barracks buildings remain

there, but most had been reached by following the left fork, which

now leads to the Cedarbridge Academy. Follow the left fork in any

case to Cedarbridge Lane.

There is a two-storey building with a central clock tower on

the right side of the fork, at the top of the slope. This is currently

vacant,  and  cannot  be  entered  by  the  public,  but  is  worthy  of

seeing. Its most recent occupant was the Police Motorcycle Squad,

but this was originally the Prospect Camp Guard House. It is the only

remaining military building that is not in a secured area.

Return  to  Frog  Lane,  and  continue  northwards.  The  road

ends  beside  a  roundabout  on  Palmetto  Road.  Turn  right  onto

Palmetto  Road  and  enter  the  roundabout.  Take  the  third  exit,

staying  on  Palmetto  Road,  then take  the  first  right,  which  leads

immediately to a fork, with Old Military Road (which gave access to

the  Command  Headquarters)  on  the  right  (leading  back  to  Frog

Lane)  and Parson's  Lane  on  the  left.  Before  you reach  the  fork,

there is a driveway on the left that parallels Palmetto Road. This
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leads  to  the  former  Station  Hospital,  which  faces  out  over  the

northern lagoon. Although currently put to other uses, the building

still bears the marks of its original role.

With the successive epidemics of Yellow Fever that struck

Bermuda throughout the Nineteenth Century, both the British Army

and the Royal Navy maintained large military and naval hospitals.

The hospital at Prospect was built in 1868. Although civilian doctors

were preferred by soldiers' wives, the army could not rely on civil

hospitals  as  there  was  no general  hospital  until  1920,  when the

King Edward VII Memorial Hospital  opened. The  Cottage Hospital,

opened in Happy Valley in 1887, had been very small, and had not

accepted free or coloured patients.

The War Office had offered to sell the local government two

acres of land at  Smith's Hill (directly northward of Fort Hamilton),

for  a  hospital  in  1911.  The  offer  had  been refused as  the  £800

asking price was ludicrously more than the £300 value of the land

(as assessed by the War Office itself in 1907).

Leaving the hospital, keep left and follow Parson's Lane past

its intersection with the northern end of Orange Valley Road. From

this point, the land on the left (northern) side of Parson's Lane was
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part of Prospect Camp. The land on the right side was not acquired

for reasons that become obvious as you continue along the road. 

White Hill joins the ridge running along the North Shore of

Pembroke  and  Devonshire  with  another  that  runs  parallel  to  its

South.  The  hill  splits  what  would  otherwise  be  a  single  valley

between these ridges into two: one to the West in Pembroke, the

other to the East in Devonshire.  Extensive areas  of  the floors of

these  two  valleys  are  marshland.  Although  much  of  Pembroke

Marsh has been infilled, Devonshire Marsh remains largely intact. 

Parson's  Lane  drops,  then  climbs  sharply  and  levels  off,

moving  along the southern side of the northern ridge as the land

on the right  side of  the road drops,  giving a  panorama over the

western part of the marsh. On its southern side, the lane passes

Watlington  House,  one  of  the  private  homes  swallowed  up  by

Prospect Camp, which, like the adjacent Watlington Waterworks (a

business that siphons fresh water from a subterranean "lens" for

supply via mains to homes and businesses), bears the name of one

of Bermuda's more prominent families.

On the northern side of the lane is the driveway leading to

the clubhouse of the Ocean View Golf Club. The club's course was
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originally created as the  Garrison Golf Links of Prospect Camp. In

the  1930s,  the  army  leased  the  course  to  Frank  W.  Wilson.  It

became private again after the Second World War, with the Ocean

View Golf Club  being founded in 1951 by Bill Pitt, Erskine Simons

and George Lowe. Watlington House was the original civilian club

house. It was not, however, the original military club house, which

lies further ahead on this route.

Continue along Parson's Lane, which drops down the flank

of the ridge to an intersection with four other roads.  Barker's Hill

(Road) climbs directly over the ridge to the left, and  Vesey Street

continues along between the southern side of  the ridge and the

northern edge of the Devonshire Marsh. The historic boundary of

Prospect Camp continued along Vesey Street as far as the current

location of the harness-racing circuit of the Driving Horse and Pony

Club, then turned to cross over the ridge to the North Shore.

Continuing ahead from Parson's Lane, if you were to bypass

both of these roads and drive through the intersection, bearing left,

the road bends eastward, ending in a T-junction on the outside of a

corner  of  Middle  Road.  On  the  inside  of  this  corner  is  the

Devonshire Church property.
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However, from the intersection at the end of Parson's Lane,

turn sharply left and drive over Barker's Hill.  This passes through

the  golf  course,  before  depositing  you  at  a  roundabout  on  the

North Shore Road, which also marks the eastern end of Palmetto

Road. To the right (enter the roundabout and take the third exit) is

a field, and then an old house nestling behind trees.

Named Palmetto Hall, this was another of the many homes

acquired  by  the  War  Department  for  the  1860s  expansion  of

Prospect  Camp.  Built  about  1700,  the  house  was  originally  the

home of Bermudian sea captain  William Williams.  It  remained in

the hands of his descendants until its compulsory purchase by the

military from Benjamin Williams, the Warden of Devonshire Church

(and presumably a son or grandson of Colonel  Benjamin Williams,

the  Commanding  Officer  of  the  Bermuda  Militia  during  the

American War of Independence, who died in 1787).

The Easternmost boundary of the camp lay about 300 yards

(274  metres)  to  the  East.  The  army  first  utilised  the  house  as

quarters  for  unmarried  officers,  but  with  the  creation  of  the

Garrison Golf Links it became the clubhouse.

The  house  was  purchased  from  the  War  Office  by  the
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Bermuda National Trust in 1948. Like many Trust properties, it was

rented out as a private home, being occupied for many years by

Wing-Commender  E.M.  Ware,  the  commander  of  the  Royal  Air

Force establishment in Bermuda during the Second World War, and

later the Director of Civil Aviation.

Return to the roundabout. If you take the second exit, for

Palmetto Road, you will travel up an incline on the northern flank of

the ridge. Where the road levels, you will find the Public Transport

Board's bus garage on the left. This site is not publicly accessible,

and  from  the  perspective  of  anyone  interested  in  Bermuda's

military history is highly lamentable. This was the location of  Fort

Langton,  built  in the 1870s along with nearby Fort  Prospect and

Fort Hamilton.

Completed in 1881, the fort was armed with RMLs. Although

not re-armed with breech loaders, the US Army placed a battery of

four 105mm field guns beside it during the Second World War. The

fort was destroyed in the 1980s to make way for the bus garage,

which had previously  been located in  the old  train  sheds of  the

Bermuda Railway on East Broadway (which were demolished at the

same time).
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Returning down the hill to the roundabout, take the first exit

to  proceed  westward  along  the  North  Shore  Road.  Passing

Watlington Point,  a small headland on the right,  the road travels

along  the  shoreline  behind  Tyne's  Bay  for  about  600  yards  (549

metres) until you reach a residential property called  Seven Wells.

This was the site purchased by the Admiralty in the 1790s where

wells were dug to supply water to ships of the Royal Navy. Called

Navy  Wells,  it  was  transferred,  along  with  Naval  Tanks  in  St.

George's, to the War Department in the 1860s, becoming part of

Prospect Camp. The British Army used the site as a bathing facility

for officers and their families.

Continue past  Navy  Wells  and you will  pass  a  very small,

sheltered harbour called  Devonshire Dock.  Immediately after this,

take the first left up  Dock Hill.  This takes you to the roundabout

beside the intersection of Palmetto Road and Frog Lane. Enter the

roundabout  and  take  the  second  exit,  moving  westward  on

Palmetto Road. Pass the Frog Lane turn-off and take the third right

onto Roberts Avenue, then stop at the gate on the right side of the

road. This is the entrance to the Prospect Roman Catholic Cemetery,

now known as the Calvary Cemetery.

This  was not  strictly  a  military  cemetery,  the land having
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been purchased in 1876 by the Roman Catholic Church. A quarter of

it was set aside for military burials, however. Although many other

Catholic  servicemen were  buried  here,  the  only  obvious  military

gravestones are five that were provided by the Commonwealth War

Graves Commission. Service personnel buried here came from the

British Army and its local reserves, as well as from the Royal Navy

and the Canadian Army.
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The State House

A Canadian submarine on St. George's Harbour. NAS docks at right, rear.
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First World War mementos in Somers Gardens (now at Fort St. Catherine's).

Ordnance Island as seen from the State House
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Fort George
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The Ferry Keeper's Cottage, which was originally a barracks.
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Ferry Point Magazine, with the Martello Tower beyond.

Ferry Point Magazine
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The Martello Tower
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The Martello Tower, seen from Burnt Point Fort.
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Burnt Point Fort.
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Burnt Point Fort.

Burnt Point Fort, with Ferry Island Fort and the airport beyond.
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Ferry Island Fort with the Martello Tower beyond.

Ferry Island Fort.
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Ferry Island Fort, with Burnt Point beyond.

Ferry Island, the causeway, Castle Island (left horizon) and Paynter's Hill (right)
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One of the two 9.2 inch guns at St. David's Battery.
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9.2 inch gun at St. David's Battery.

Two 6 inch guns and one of the two 9.2 inch guns.
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9.2 inch guns at St. David's Battery.
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6 inch gun at St. David's Battery. In the distance in the upper photogaph, Fort
George is at left, Paget Island at centre, and Fort St. Catherine's at right.
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A range-finder pillbox at St. David's Battery.

Defence Electric Light pillbox at St. David's Battery.
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Former barracks buildings at St. David's Battery.
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Little Head, seen from Great Head. DEL pillbox and Fort St. Catherine's in view.

Former US Army base end station and St. David's Lighthouse.
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P-3C Orions at USNAS Bermuda ca. 1990.

Helicopter at USNAS Bermuda ca. 1990.
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Display aircraft at a US NAS Bermuda airshow (note chapel at left, above).
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The three runways with Cooper's Island in the distance.

US Navy ship in St. George's Harbour with the NAS and Castle Harbour beyond.
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RAF Victor and Canberra aircraft at the Civil Air Terminal in the 1980s.
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Two RAF VC-10s and an L1011 in the 1990s.

An RAF L1011 with Ferry Reach in the background.
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RAF Harriers at the Civil Air Terminal in the 1990s.

Fleet Air Arm Sea Harriers at the Civil Air Terminal in the 1990s.
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RAF Nimrod with Ferry Point in the background (right).

RAF Tornado fighter-bombers at the Civil Air Terminal.
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RAF Tornado fighter and fighter-bomber in the NATO Hangar.
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An Egyptian C-130 refuels alongside a flight of RAF Harriers.

A Dutch Fokker F-27 at the Civil Air Terminal.
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Bailey's Bay, where Admiralty House was located at Mt. Wyndham.

Harrington Sound, where the Admiralty planned to cut an inlet.
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The South Shore of Hamilton Parish

Spittal Pond
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The coastline south of Spittal Pond. McGall's Hill at right.

A War Department marker at Spittal Pond.
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Monument beside Middle Road, in front of The Arboretum, left by the
1st.Battalion, Northumberland Fusiliers.
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The former Guard House at Prospect Camp.

A former barracks building at Prospect Camp.
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The Cenotaph, in front of the Cabinet Building in the City of Hamilton.

Remembrance Day, 1990. Major D.H. Burns is third from right, front rank.
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The Princess Hotel

Hamilton City Hall, on the site of the Hamilton Hotel, and Cathedral.
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Police and army boats and the Royal Bermuda Yacht Club at Barr's Bay.

The former Marine Police and USN Shore Patrol station.
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Queen's Birthday Parade at The Flagpole, on Front Street.
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Naval vessels frequently berth at Front Street.
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A powerboat passes through Two-Rock Passage in front of Agar's Island.

E. Broadway from the water. The former NAAFI is the large building at right.
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Ferries at at the former RASC Wharf below Fort Hamilton, hidden atop the hill.

2003. Queen of the East is ovegrown beside it.NAAFI at far right.
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2003 construction that uncovered artillery shells near red-walled Queen of the
East. White's Island and Gibb's Hill are in the background (top-left).

A plaque in the Armoury reveals its former role as a BVRC drill hall.
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White's Island (above) and Hinson's Island (below).
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The Long Island Cemetery
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Long Island (top), Port's and Nelly's Islands (below).
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The post-war Marine Air Terminal at Darrell's Island

Spithead
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The new Belmont Hills development.

Gun positions at the former US Navy AATC in Warwick.
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Warwick Long Bay

Horseshoe Bay
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Jobson's Cove, seen from the South Shore Road.

Soldiers training in the area between Long Bay and Horseshoe Bay.
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The only serviceable artillery in Bermuda today are the two 25 Pounder field
guns of the Bermuda Regiment's Gun Troop.
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Gibb's Hill Lighthouse, seen from the Great Sound.

View of Riddell's Bay, Darrell's Island and Pembroke from Gibb's Hill.
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Wreck Hill as seen from Scaur Hill Fort.
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A gun in a disappearing mount at Scaur Hill Fort.
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The dry moat cut across Somerset Island at Scaur Hill.
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The dry-moat at Scaur Hill.
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Morgan's Point seen from Scaur Hill Fort.

US NAS Annex buildings swallowed by forest await the bulldozer.
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Bermuda Regiment training at the US Naval Annex in 1993.
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Sand-filled wall around munitions storehouses at NAS Bermuda Annex.

Bermuda Regiment Landrover in the Annex munitions stores.
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Remnants of old Watford Bridge and horse ferry beside the new bridge.

HMS Malabar's Harbour Launch Diesel at Cut Wharf in the 1980s.
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Moresby House, nine years after the closure of HMS Malabar.

HMS Ambuscade at the South Yard Berthing area in the 1980s.
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The Storehouse, behind the Great Wharf.
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Casemates Naval Barracks.

The Commissioner's House.
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The Keep fortress.

The Bermuda's Defence Heritage Exhibit, inside the Commissioner's House.
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The bow of HMS Vixen, sunk as a blockship off Daniel's Island.

Memorial plaque to the dead of HMS Valerian, at the Commissioner's House.
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5
PEMBROKE PARISH

Pembroke,  like  most  of  the  Main  Island,  was  a  quiet,

forested district until its development was spurred by the discovery

of Hurd's Channel. Not only did this allow the Royal  Navy's  large

warships to reach Murray's  Anchorage,  Ireland Island and Grassy

Bay,  but  it  also enabled larger  merchant  ships  to  gain  access  to

Hamilton  Harbour,  a  V-shaped  body  of  water  between  the

peninsula of Pembroke Parish and the North Shore of Paget, which

opens to the West into the Great Sound.

As it was accessible to ships that were too large to enter St.

George's  Harbour,  and was centrally  located on the Main Island,

Hamilton Harbour provided a superior port for most of Bermuda.

The  settlement  on  its  northern  shore  quickly  began  to  rob  St.

George's  Town  of  its  role  as  the  economic  and  social  centre  of

Bermuda.

This  process  was  accelerated  during  the  governorship  of

Major  Henry Hamilton  of the 88th Regiment of Foot, a veteran of
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the Seven Years' War and the American War of Independence who

was sent to Bermuda in 1785. Under "An Act for effecting a Collection

of  Trade at  the West End of the Islands of  Bermuda, for the Ease and

Convenience  of  the  Inhabitants,  in  conformity  to  certain  Royal

Instructions",  passed  by  the  House  of  Assembly  in  1790,  the  small

collection  of  homes  on  the  Pembroke  shore  of  what  was  then

known as Crow Lane Harbour (Crow Lane having been an alternate

name for Paget Parish, on the opposite side of the harbour) was

expanded, with new streets laid out and plans for its incorporation.

Both the town and harbour were re-named in honour of Governor

Hamilton  (unlike  Hamilton  Parish,  which  had  been  named  for  a

Scottish  Peer  who  had  accompanied  King  James  VI  of  Scotland

when he moved south to become James I of England).

In 1815, following the American War of 1812, the House of

Assembly and the Council  were  moved to  Hamilton,  making  the

town the new capital. At the turn of the century Hamilton became a

city, when Bermuda received its own bishop and cathedral (it had

previously shared Newfoundland's). The town was spread along a

stretch of  the southern flank of  the southern ridge that  extends

along  the  peninsula's  shore,  westward  from  White  Hill.  The

northern flank of this ridge faces the Pembroke Marsh. Government

House  was  moved  to  an  estate  on  Mount  Langton,  part  of  the
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northern ridge, with a view to the South over Pembroke Marsh.

Admiralty House was moved to Pembroke about the same

time.  The  Governor,  who  also  filled  the  roles  of  Military

Commander-in-Chief and Vice-Admiral of the Royal Navy, was the

chief civil, naval and military officer of Bermuda. Although the naval

establishment  and  the  regular  army  garrison  are  now  parts  of

history, the Governor retains the title of Commander-in-Chief, with

control  of  the part-time Bermuda Regiment.  Government House,

which was moved in 1892 to a new building, constructed near the

former Mount Langton house, consequently has been, and remains,

an important military site in Bermuda. Other locations of military

significance are scattered about the parish.

Bermuda was divided into three military districts after the

1860s.  The  Eastern  District  was  controlled  from  St.  George's

Garrison, the Central from Prospect Camp, and the Western from

Boaz  Island,  which  was  taken  over  from  the  Royal  Navy.  Each

district had a separate supporting establishment.

In  addition  to  the  Army  Ordnance  munitions  depot  on

Ordnance Island,  another was created for  the Central  District  on

Agar's Island, off the western shore of the Pembroke peninsula. A
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second Army Service Corps Wharf would be located on the shore of

Hamilton Harbour at East Broadway, a thoroughfare which passes

under the guns of Fort Hamilton to become the city's Front Street.

With the creation in the 1890s of a new part-time reserve

for the garrison, the Headquarters of the Bermuda Volunteer Rifle

Corps was placed in Hamilton.  The corps was originally split  into

three companies, with one in each military district. B Company was

based with the Headquarters in the Central District, and from 1922

they occupied their own armoury building, which still stands in the

centre of the city.

Hamilton has long been the place where Bermuda's military

establishment has been most visible to the civil  populace and to

visitors to the island as virtually all of the many public ceremonies in

which a military honour guard or  band take part  occur on Front

Street. Parades for The Queen's Birthday (in June), the Opening of

Parliament,  and  Remembrance  Day  are  highlights  of  Hamilton's

calendar.

Other sites around the parish also have also been significant

in  Bermuda's  naval  or  military  history,  some  of  which  are

mentioned below.
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Black Watch Pass and Black Watch Well

From  the  Prospect  Roman  Catholic  Cemetery,  return  to

Palmetto Road and turn right. Follow the road past North Village. A

cut through a hill  allows the road to remain level  (passing under

another road). On the other side it emerges as Marsh Folly Road to

run along the southern flank of the ridge that lies on the northern

side  of  Pembroke  Marsh,  before  turning  southwards  to  become

Cedar Avenue within the City of Hamilton.

Much of the marshland has now been infilled, including the

area  that  had  served  as  Bermuda's  main  landfill,  the  Pembroke

Dump,  until  the  1990s  (when  the  Tyne's  Bay  Incinerator  was

constructed,  and  recycling  was  introduced).  Follow  Marsh  Folly

Road along the back of the former landfill and take the first right.

This leads into the  Black Watch Pass, the deepest cut made for a

road in Bermuda which links Marsh Folly Road to the North Shore

Road.

The pass was cut through the Government House estate in

1934, between the house itself and Langton Hill (Road), which runs

over the ridge, parallel to the pass, and from which Government

House is  accessed.  As  a  result,  the Government House driveway
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now crosses a bridge over the pass.

Although  the  pass  bears  the  name  of  one  of  the  most

famous of Scottish Highland regiments, the  42nd (Royal Highland)

Regiment of Foot, better known as The Black Watch, (since 2006, it

has been The Black Watch, the 3rd Battalion of The Royal Regiment

of Scotland) its link with the regiment is indirect, and can be found

at its far end, at the intersection with the North Shore Road.

Here you will find a small well with a large sign describing its

history. The well was dug by soldiers from the 1st Battalion of the

Black Watch in 1849, to relieve the poor at a time of drought, and

has been known since as the Black Watch Well. When the pass was

cut, it took its name from the well.

Ducking Stool

The area at the northern end of Black Watch Pass is known

as  Ducking  Stool.  The  name  applies  more  strictly  to  the  small

headland jutting into the northern lagoon on the opposite side of

the North Shore Road. At this location, nagging housewives were

once punished by being dropped overboard on the end of a long

pole (during the summer months, this is re-enacted weekly for the

amusement of the public in the King's Square, St. George's).
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Behind a low wall  on the inland side of  the road,  a large

lawn extending eastward belongs to Government House, which is

largely hidden from view at the top of the wooded slope behind it.

This  area played a role in Bermuda's  military  history well  before

either the well or Government House was located there.

When  Britain's  victory  over  Napoleonic  France  in  the

Peninsular War freed British naval and military units to be sent to

the war in North America, this was where the brigade under Major-

General Robert Ross was was encamped upon its arrival in Bermuda

in July, 1814 (see "Mount Wyndham", in the chapter on Hamilton

Parish). They spent two weeks here before departing for the United

States. Absorbing units already in Bermuda, including Royal Marines

and Royal Navy units, the total force numbered 4,370 and was split

into three brigades for the Chesapeake Campaign.

Admiralty House (Clarence Hill)

Follow the North Shore Road westward from Black Watch

Well.  The  slope on  the  inland side  of  the  road in  this  area  is  a

densely built residential area. This gives way to trees on both sides

as the road turns inland from the sea and terminates at a T-junction

with Spanish Point Road. On the West side of the North Shore Road,
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at this point, is a wooded estate behind a stone wall that is public

parkland. The property rises to what appears from the road to be a

small knoll, but from the northern lagoon is revealed as a somewhat

higher hill on the water's edge. The parkland encloses a small bay

that is hidden from the view of those on the road.

This was originally a private estate called St. John's Hill. The

bay below it was originally named Abbott's Bay (for Morris Abbott,

one of the original "Adventurers" of the Virginia Company), but had

become  St.  John's  Bay  by the Nineteenth  Century.  The  property

belonged to  John Dunscombe, who later moved to Newfoundland

where he was appointed Lieutenant-Governor. He rented it to the

Admiralty  in  1810  as  a  residence  for  the  then-Royal  Naval

Commander-in-Chief, Admiral Sir John Warren, but Admiralty House

was moved to Mount Wyndham instead.

St.  John's  Hill  remained  vacant  until  1812  when  it  was

pressed into use as a naval hospital during a yellow fever epidemic

(restricted  to  officers  from  1814,  when  the  hulk  Romulus  was

moored at  Spanish  Point  to serve as  a  hospital  for  ratings).  The

Government  of  Bermuda  purchased  St.  John's  Hill  in  1816  for

£2,000-3,000  pounds  and  gifted  it  to  the  Admiralty.  The  Flag

Captain took up residence there, but the naval Commander-in-Chief
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remained at Mount Wyndham 'til  at  least  1819 due to the poor

condition of St. John's Hill.

The property is roughly a mile-and-a-half across the mouth

of  the  Great  Sound  from  the  Royal  Naval  Dockyard,  although

movement between is rapid by boat.  In 1822, St.  John's  Hill  was

renamed  "Clarence  Hill",  in  honour  of  the  Admiral  of  the  Fleet,

Prince  William,  the  Duke  of  Clarence  (who  later  became  King

George IV). St. John's Bay was renamed Clarence Cove at the same

time.

Clarence  Hill  remained  the  Admiralty  House  of  what

ultimately became the Americas and West Indies Station until the

departure  of  the  naval  Commander-in-Chief  from  Bermuda  in

March, 1956. The property was transferred to the Government of

Bermuda for use by the Headquarters of the Bermuda Local Forces,

which  oversaw  the  part-time  Bermuda  Militia  Artillery  and  the

Bermuda Rifles, and was subsidiary to the Command Headquarters

of the Bermuda Garrison at Prospect Camp.

The two units amalgamated in 1965 to form the Bermuda

Regiment. Initially, soldiers from Pembroke West and the eastern

parishes trained at Admiralty House and those from Pembroke East
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and  the  western  parishes  trained  at  Warwick  Camp.  Admiralty

House lacked field training areas and rifle ranges, however, and all

training  was  soon  concentrated  at  Warwick  Camp,  with  the

different rifle companies training on different nights of the week

and weekends of the month.

The Headquarters Company of the new regiment remained

at  Admiralty  House  until  the  1970s,  when  it  joined  the  other

companies  at  Warwick  Camp.  The  Bermuda  Government

subsequently used Admiralty House as a police barracks (although

the  first  constables  housed  there  were  originally  caretakers).  In

1973 it was leased to a charity as a rehabilitation facility for drug

addicts.  The  building  was  deemed  unsafe,  however,  and  was

deliberately burnt to the ground on the 24th of January, 1974.

The property retains a naval connection as the headquarters

unit for the Bermuda Sea Cadet Corps, TS Bermuda, is located there

(enter through the gate on the North Shore Road. The Pembroke

Community Centre is on the right side, and TS Bermuda is on the

left. Between them is a drive that descends to Clarence Cove). This

is  a  youth organisation,  effectively  a  local  arm of  the Sea Cadet

Corps of the United Kingdom, that is linked with the Royal Navy. Its

cadets are aged fourteen to eighteen, and wear Royal Navy ratings'
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dress.  The  adult  instructors  are  honorary  Royal  Navy  Reserve

officers.

There are two entrances from Spanish Point Road, one at

either end of a U-shaped driveway that leads up the hill and down

again. From here, you can walk down the slope to Clarence Cove

where there is a dock and a small beach. A system of tunnels was

was excavated into the spit of land that protects the cove from the

wind.

Spanish Point

The  Admiralty  House  park  is  roughly  1,000  yards  (914

metres) from the extremity of  the Pembroke peninsula,  which is

known as Spanish Point. This is on the opposite side of Grassy Bay

from  Ireland  Island,  and  all  ships  entering  or  exiting  the  Great

Sound  must  pass  between  the  two  points  (although  there  are

alternative passages for smaller vessels).

Two small islets lie off the point, the larger of which is called

Cobbler's Island. In Judge Green's 1798 survey for the Committee of

Council and Assembly, it had been proposed to build a fort on this

island, but this was not acted upon. Had it been built, it would have

worked in concert with Maria's Hill Fort  on Ireland Island to guard
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the mouth of the Great Sound.

The Admiralty occupied Spanish Point in 1813 for a token

rent  of  a  peppercorn.  The  area  was  used  primarily  for  mooring

vessels in the sheltered inlets. This included the first floating dry-

dock for Ireland Island, the AFD Bermuda. This was a type of giant

vessel with a U-shaped cross-section containing ballast tanks that

could be filled with water to partially submerge it, like a submarine,

enabling  a  ship  to  be  floated  within  and  braced into  place.  The

water  was then pumped out  of  the ballast  tanks,  re-floating the

dock and lifting the braced ship out of the water.

A traditional dockyard relied on dry-docks dug into the shore

that could be closed off from the sea and pumped dry after a ship

had been brought in. This was not possible in Bermuda due to the

porous limestone, and without the floating dry-dock there would

have been no way to make repairs below waterlines of the ships

based there, other than by careening (pulling the ship onto its side

in the shallows) or diving.

The AFD Bermuda was delivered to Bermuda on the 28th of

July, 1869, but could not be put in its intended place in the Camber

(what  is  now  called  the  North  Basin)  until  site  preparation  was
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completed the following year. The dry-dock was moored, 'til then,

in  Boss'  Cove,  on the southern side of  Spanish Point  (beside the

entrance to Mill's Creek).

AFD Bermuda was replaced in 1902 by AFD No. 1, which was

also  moored  at  Boss'  Cove  on  its  arrival  on  the  8th  of  August

(although the Admiralty had evidently ended its lease of Spanish

Point by then). AFD Bermuda was sold to a German scrapyard, but

she broke free from her tugs in Grassy Bay and grounded in the

shallows at Stovel Bay, in Spanish Point. She was left there to rust,

and what remains of her can be seen today off the Spanish Point

Yacht  Club.  AFD No.  1 was moved from Boss'  Cove to the Royal

Naval Dockyard on the 6th of June, 1906.

A telegraph cable from Admiralty House was lain between
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Spanish Point and Ireland Island by the Royal  Engineers in 1868,

connecting the naval base to an island-wide network that included

St. George's Garrison, Government House, and the Hamilton Post

Office.  At  the  time,  this  was  the  longest  telegraph  network

operated by the Royal Engineers anywhere in the World. In 1936, a

submarine power line carrying 14,000 volts was lain between the

same two points.

To  reach  Spanish  Point  from  Admiralty  House,  follow

Spanish Point Road westward. The road ends at Stovel Bay. There is

a car park behind the main beach at the back of the bay. Long Point,

on the northern side of the bay, is public parkland, and the small

beaches on either side are suitable for swimming.

To reach Boss' Cove from here, continue along Spanish Point

Road  until  it  it  ends  at  an  X-intersection  with  Stovel  Bay  Road,

which skirts the southern side of the bay, leading to the car park of

the Spanish Point Yacht Club, and Shaw Wood Road. Follow Shaw

Wood Road to its end at a T-intersection. Turning right would take

you onto Bluck Point Road. Turning left takes you onto Boss' Cove

Road, which moves along the north-western side of the bay.

This  area  is  a  very  pleasant  mixture  of  woodland  and
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housing, although the view of the water from the road is not very

clear. To return to Spanish Point Road, continue along Boss' Cove

Road 'til it ends at a T-junction. Turn left onto North Cote and follow

this 'til  it also ends at a T-junction. Turn right onto Spanish Point

Road, in the direction of Admiralty House.

The Princess Hotel

From  Spanish  Point,  make  your  way  into  the  City  of

Hamilton.  Follow  Spanish  Point  Road  eastward.  After  passing

Admiralty House, and the intersection with the North Shore Road, it

becomes  St.  John's  Road.  Follow  this  'til  it  descends  along  the

southern side of the ridge to a T-junction with Pitt's Bay Road. St.

John's Road continues ahead, but you should turn right, into Pitt's

Bay  Road.  Warehouses  line  both  sides  of  the  street  for  a  short

distance,  and  the  brackish  Mill's  Creek  passes  under  the  road

(taking the second right onto Mill's Creek Road would lead you to a

commercial  boatyard  which  sits  on  the  inward-most  part  of  the

creek's  estuary,  which  provides  a  sheltered  anchorage  for

numerous working and pleasure boats).

Remain on Pitt's Bay Road as it moves through an affluent

residential  area to reach the southern shore of  the peninsula at

Pitt's Bay, a small inlet that opens into Hamilton Harbour. The bay is
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dominated by the Princess Hotel, which has played more than one

role in the military history of Bermuda. Completed in 1885, it was

named for Princess Louise, whose visit to Bermuda two years earlier

had brought much attention to the colony (she had rented a house

on Trimingham Hill, Paget).

The hotel was intended as an important part of the planned

development of Bermuda's nascent tourism industry, but American

investment had been sought for it. This had required the approval

of the Secretary of State for War as foreign investment in Bermuda

was perceived as weakening the security of the colony (as a foreign

government might invade to protect the interests of its nationals).

The British Government had tried without success for eight

decades  to  encourage  the  Bermuda  Government  to  replace  the

Militia that had become moribund after the American War of 1812.

The Secretary of State ransomed his approval for both the American

investment into the Princess and the widening of the St. George's

shipping channel (which could make it easier for an enemy to land

forces), obliging the local parliament to agree to the formation of a

new military reserve (although the relevant Acts were not passed

until 1892, and the first of the units was not formed until 1894).
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Like the Castle Harbour Hotel, the Princess was used for the

war  effort  during  the  Second  World  War,  accommodating  Allied

personnel  and  with  its  basement  taken  over  by  British  Imperial

Censorship, which was part of British Security Coordination (BSC),

the intelligence department headed by former First World War RAF

ace Sir  William Stephenson, the subject of the book and film titled

"A  Man  Called  Intrepid"  (written  by  Canadian  author  William

Stevenson,  a  war  time  Royal  Navy  officer  who  served  alongside

Bermudian  lawyer  William  Kempe  as  a  Fleet  Air  Arm  fighter-

reconnaissance pilot).

With the co-operation of  the US Government,  all  mail,  as

well as telegraphic messages, sent between the still-neutral United

States  and  Europe  was  routed  through  Bermuda,  where  1,200

censors examined them for communications by enemy spies.

The hotel returned to serving the visitor industry after the

war,  although  Sir  William Stephenson  resided there  for  a  period

before buying a home on the island. One of his former subordinates

was Ian Fleming, the author of the James Bond novels, who visited

him there. Fleming incorporated the hotel's fish tank into one of his

novels. Stephenson remained in Bermuda for the rest of his life, and

is buried as St. John's, the Parish Church which is situated between
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the eastern end of St. John's Road and the western end of Marsh

Folly Road.

Barr's Bay

Continuing eastward along Pitt's Bay Road, the view of the

harbour  is  blocked  by  a  line  of  modern  office  and  commercial

buildings  (and  a  sole  remaining  Nineteenth  Century  house).  The

view opens again as the road passes behind Barr's Bay. Although a

low wall blocks sight of the water's edge by motorists, those who

stop to gaze  over the wall  will  find a lawn area below, which is

known as Barr's Bay Park, squeezed between the dock face and the

road (a ramped foot-way allows you to walk down to the park from

the road).

Before the Second World War, this park was routinely used

by the military bands for public concerts.  The knoll  on the other

side of the road is now occupied by office buildings, but was for

decades the site of the Bermudiana Hotel (or hotels: The first was

destroyed by fire in the 1950s, but replaced by another of the same

name), and performances such as these were considered important

to Bermuda's tourism industry.

During the Second World War, the Bermudiana, like other
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hotels, was pressed into use to aid the war effort when it housed

the  Naval  Recreation  Club  (which  became  in  1940  the  Ladies'

Hospitality Organisation). Also during the Second World War, Barr's

Bay  was  one  of  the  locations  used  by  the  United  States  armed

forces.  The US Navy stationed a Shore Patrol  detachment in the

small building at the back of the park until 1995 (shared with the

Marine  Section  of  the  Bermuda  Police,  which  became  the  sole

occupant from 1995 until it relocated to the Royal Naval Dockyard

in August, 2013).

Albouy's Point

Most of the water area of Barr's Bay is now closed off by a

breakwater,  inside of  which is  the marina of  the  Royal Bermuda

Yacht Club. The clubhouse sits on the western side of a headland

called  Albouy's  Point  (or  alternately  Point  Pleasant,  which  name

appears to have been taken from the Point Pleasant Hotel that once

occupied the area, and where a meeting of white veterans of the

First World War was held on the 6th of November, 1919, to discuss

the formation of the Bermuda War Veterans' Association).

The  Royal  Bermuda  Yacht  Club  was  founded  (its  original

clubhouse was not at this location) in 1844 by army officers from

Prospect  Camp  who  were  keenly  involved  in  sporting  activities.
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Most Royal  Navy and British Army officers had been acculturated

into sportsmanship as public school boys, and they introduced and

popularised the formalised games of cricket, football, rugby, tennis,

and  golf  in  Bermuda  during  the  Nineteenth  Century.  Although

Bermudians had built world-renowned sailing sloops, dinghies and

cutters for centuries,  they made no sporting use of them before

military and naval  officers began renting and purchasing working

boats for use as racing yachts.

Albouy's Point is of particular interest for naval  historians.

Walk up the tarmac-surfaced access lane from Barr's Bay and turn

right, in front of the RBYC clubhouse) at the end to reach the point.

Alternately,  from  Pitt's  Bay  Road,  continue  eastward.  Pitt's  Bay

Road  becomes  Front  Street  at  this  point.  Bypass  the  first  right

(which is a one-way exit from Albouy's Point) and take the second

right,  to  enter  between the former headquarters  building  of  the

Bank  of  Bermuda  (now  part  of  HSBC)  and  a  low  pink  building

standing on the water's edge on the eastern side of the point.

This  latter  building  contains  the  Hamilton  Ferry  Terminal

(entered  from the  side  facing  the  harbour),  the  Visitors'  Service

Bureau, the offices of the Chamber of Commerce, shops and other

businesses,  and  public  rest-rooms.  Behind  these  two  buildings,
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Albouy's Point is occupied by a dock-edged lawn and a small car-

park.

At the front of the lawn (and the back of the car park) is a

small memorial dedicated to the Captain and crew of HMS  Jervis

Bay. The Jervis Bay was a pre-war ocean liner, built in 1922 to carry

emigrants  from  Britain  to  Australia.  With  the  outbreak  of  the

Second World War, the Royal Navy found itself (as it had during the

First  World  War)  to  be  critically  short  of  the  smaller  warships

needed to guard trans-Atlantic convoys from German submarines. 

This would result in the design of the famous  Flower Class

corvette  and  the  Destroyers-for-Bases  Agreement  (whereby  the

United Kingdom granted the United States leases for bases in British

territories in exchange for the loan of obsolete destroyers), but in

the short-term the Royal Navy took up from trade (TUFT) a number

of fast ocean liners,  such as the Queen of Bermuda. These were

refitted as "Armed Merchant Cruisers" and commissioned as naval

vessels.

The Jervis Bay became  HMS Jervis Bay  in this way, lightly-

armoured  and  armed  with  ageing  6-inch  guns  like  those  at  St.

David's Battery. Aside from its numerical disadvantage on the high
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seas, the German Navy (the Kriegsmarine) had little ability to slip its

surface  vessels  out  of  its  ports  on  the  Baltic  and  in  occupied

Western Europe without interception by the Royal Navy or Royal Air

Force. For this reason, German strategy in the Battle of the Atlantic

focussed on commerce raiding by submarine. However, a handful of

German capital ships did manage to get out onto the Atlantic early

in  the  war.  Like  the  submarines,  these  targeted  Allied

merchantmen,  whether  travelling  singly  or  in  convoys,  while

evading the Royal Navy's pursuing carriers and cruisers.

The small escort vessels intended to protect British convoys

from submarines were helpless against these German capital ships,

and little capable of defending themselves, let alone the freighters

and tankers under their charges. HMS Jervis Bay, however, was to

sacrifice herself to save the convoy under her watch in 1940.

Sailing  from  Hamilton,  Bermuda,  under  the  command  of

Captain  E. S.  Fogerty  Fegen,  she was the sole  escort  for  Convoy

HX84 (the HX-coded convoys travelled from Halifax, Nova Scotia, to

Europe, merging at sea with the BHX-coded convoys from Bermuda)

when a German pocket-battleship, the Admiral Scheer, was sighted

on the 5th of November. The crew of the Jervis Bay turned their

ship towards the enemy vessel,  firing their forward gun although
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they were out of range and could not hope to scratch the Scheer

before coming under fire themselves. The Jervis Bay was hammered

to  a  halt  by  the  battleship's  larger,  longer-ranged  guns  and

destroyed within 24 minutes. Although none of her own shells had

struck the Scheer, her attack bought time for the convoy to disperse

and for most of the ships to make good their escapes. The Jervis Bay

sank with 186 of her 254 crew (three more subsequently died of

wounds), including Fegen, who was awarded a posthumous Victoria

Cross.

Not  recorded  on  the  memorial  at  Albouy's  Point,  and

generally  not  recalled  by  most  books  that  mention  the  action,

another ship and crew would deliberately sacrifice themselves to

save the convoy. The crew of the merchantman SS Beaverford, run

down by the faster Scheer after the Jervis Bay's destruction, turned

their own ship upon their pusuer. The Beaverford was armed with a

single 4-inch gun, and her action was even more suicidal than that

of the Jervis Bay's. Nonetheless, she battled the Scheer for forty-

five  minutes  before  joining  the  Jervis  Bay  on  the  floor  of  the

Atlantic.  Captain  Hugh  Pettigrew  and  all  of  the  seventy-six  men

under his command died in the action. Thanks to the sacrifice of the

crews of the Jervis Bay and the Beaverford, the Scheer was only

able  to  sink  four  other  vessels  before  the  remaining  thirty-two
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escaped into the night.

A  small  ceremony  (separate  from the  larger  one  held  on

Front Street, in front of the Cenotaph), is held before this memorial

every Remembrance Day by Royal Naval personnel (until its 1995

closure, from HMS Malabar, which was that part of the Royal Naval

Dockyard remaining in operation after the 1950s), the Bermuda Sea

Cadet Corps, and the Royal Naval Association.

Hamilton Hotel and the Hamilton Cathedrals

From Albouy's  Point, return to Front Street and turn right

(eastwards),  passing  the  former  headquarters  of  the  Bank  of

Bermuda again, and the Hamilton Ferry Terminal. From this point

on there are no buildings along the dock-face on the right side of

the street, allowing a clear view of the harbour. A short distance

past  the  Ferry  Terminal,  a  small  stone  platform  with  a  roof

supported by an enclosing structure of steel tubing stands in the

middle of Front Street,  at  Heyl's  Corner,  its intersection with the

southern end of Queen Street.

Known  as  The  Birdcage,  this  was  used  (prior  to  the

installation in the 1980s of the city's traffic lights) by a constable

tasked  with  directing  traffic  by  hand-signals.  A  policeman  still
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directs  traffic  from  it  at  set  times  during  the  summer  months,

primarily for the benefit of visitors with cameras.

Turn left  into  Queen Street.  At  its  T-intersection with the

western end of Reid Street (which is to the right), you will pass the

Perot Post Office  on the left.  Built  about 1840, this is  named for

William Bennett Perot, Hamilton's postmaster from 1819 to 1862,

who  created  the  famous  Perot  stamps.  Connected  to  this  by  a

verandah is Par-la-Ville (at the time of its construction it sat on the

Hamilton boundary,  hence its name), originally the Perot family's

home, which now houses the  Bermuda Library  and the  Bermuda

Historical Society Museum.

Anyone  researching  or  interested  in  Bermuda's  history,

including its  military  history,  will  find both the museum and the

library to be valuable resources. Perot's garden, behind these two

buildings, is now the Queen Elizabeth II Park  (known previously as

Par-la-Ville Park,  but renamed in 2012 in commemoration of Her

Majesty's Diamond Jubilee).

At  the  top  end  of  Queen  Street,  turn  right  onto  Church

Street.  The  Hamilton Hotel, Bermuda's first grand hotel, was built

here,  on the northern side of  Church Street,  between 1855 and
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1863. The hotel was the property of the Corporation of Hamilton,

but  was  originally  operated  under  a  thirty-year  lease  by  an

American hotelier, Walter Aiken of New Hampshire. Like the Castle

Harbour  and  Princess  Hotels,  it  was  turned  to  the  Allied  effort

during the Second World War, housing a canteen operated by the

American United Services Organisation. The hotel was destroyed by

arson  in  1955,  and  its  former  site  is  now  occupied  by  the

Corporation of Hamilton's City Hall (which contains a theatre and an

art gallery that is open to the public) and a car park.

Beyond the City Hall, Church Street rises to the highest point

within the city, where the Cathedral of the Most Holy Trinity stands.

This is the cathedral of the established Church of England (the local

branch of which has since 1978 been called the Anglican Church of

Bermuda). Although the Anglican cathedral is commonly called The

Hamilton  Cathedral,  there  is  another  in  the  city.  The  Roman

Catholic Church's Cathedral of Saint Theresa of the Little Flower of

Lisieux (commonly called St. Theresa's) stands on the western side

of  Cedar  Avenue,  (take  the  second  left,  immediately  before  the

Anglican cathedral) four blocks back from Church Street.

After the separation of the Church of England, the (Roman)

Catholic  Church  was  proscribed in  England,  and subsequently  its
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colonies. This began to change with the passage of Papists Act 1778,

but did not end until the passage of the Roman Catholic Relief Act

1829.  The 1801  merger  of  the English-ruled  Kingdom of  Ireland,

populated mostly by Catholics,  into the Kingdom of Great Britain

(which had itself resulted from the union in 1707 of the Kingdoms

of England and Scotland) was to be the major engine of this change.

The  Irish  Army,  Irish  Board  of  Ordnance  and  Irish  Militia  were

absorbed into their British counterparts at the same time. Catholic

Irishmen had been permitted to enlist into the British Army since

the previous century, and would make up a significant percentage

of its soldiers by the Napoleonic Wars.

The  law in  Bermuda  stated  that  any  church  permitted  in

Britain and Ireland was to be permitted also in the colony. The first

Catholic  masses  were  held  in  Bermuda  by  the  Chaplains  of  the

British Army, prior to the establishment of a Catholic parish for the

town of Hamilton in 1859. This parish was served by  St. Edward’s

Church until its replacement in 1932 by St. Theresa's, which became

a cathedral with the founding of the  Diocese of Hamilton  in 1967

(Bermuda had previously  fallen under  the Archbishop of  Halifax,

Nova Scotia).

Another link between the Catholic Church of Bermuda and
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the British Army is located nearby.  Mount Saint Agnes Academy, a

private school operated by the Church, occupies most of the block

to  the South  of  the Cathedral  (although its  main entrance is  on

Dundonald Street). It was opened in 1890 at the request of officers

of  the  86th (Royal  County Down) Regiment of  Foot  (stationed in

Bermuda from 1880 to 1883), to school the children of Irish Catholic

soldiers.

Cedar Avenue was also the location of the  Royal Air Force

Association's  branch, on the north-eastern side of its intersection

with  Victoria  Street,  facing  Victoria  Park.  This  appears  to  have

closed due to the dwindling membership, along with the Bermudian

branch  of  the  Royal  Naval  Association  and  the  Bermuda  War

Veterans'  Association.  Victoria  Park,  named  for  Queen  Victoria,

contains a memorial to the Bermuda Volunteer Rifle Corps' dead of

the two world wars.

Returning  to  Church  Street,  the  Hamilton  Cathedral  has

been the site  of  many  services  and celebrations  connected  with

Bermuda's naval and military history. Inside is a  Warriors' Chapel

and  a  number  of  memorials  dedicated  to  naval  and  military

personnel, as well as the ensign flown by the last HMS Bermuda, a

Colony Class cruiser, during the Second World War.
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Masonic Hall

Passing  the  Hamilton  Cathedral,  take  the  first  right  onto

Parliament Street, which passes between the Sessions House (home

to the House of Assembly and the Supreme Court) and Magistrate's

Court on the left, and the General Post Office and the government's

administration building on the right. Take the next right, again, onto

Reid Street (named for Major-General Sir William Reid, the popular

Governor and Commander-in-Chief from 1839 to 1846).

About  halfway  along  the  block,  on  the  right  side,  is  the

Masonic  Hall  (with  its  ground  floor  set  above  street  level).  This

building has a close connection with Bermuda's naval and military

history as most of the colony's first Masonic Lodges were military.

The  military  lodges  were  technically  "travelling  lodges",  which

moved along with the battalions from which their members were

drawn. Masonic lodges, belonging to the English, Scottish, and Irish

constitutions, became very popular with Bermudians, and a number

of permanent ones have been established. The military heritage of

some of Bermuda's lodges is obvious in their names, including the

Bermuda Garrison Lodge #580, The Broad Arrow Lodge #1890, and

the Lodge Civil & Military #726.
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Completed in 1849, the Masonic Hall is currently home to a

number of lodges, including Abercorn Lodge #123, Atlantic Phoenix

Lodge,  Bermuda Garrison Lodge #580,  Bermuda Installed Masters

Lodge  #9271,  The  Broad  Arrow  Lodge  #1890,  Friendship  and

Harmony Lodge #224, and the Lodge of Loyalty #358.

The Armoury

Two doors past the Masonic Hall  is  the  Armoury Building.

This  did  not  have  a  military  origin,  having  been  occupied  by  a

gymnasium at the time of its purchase by the government under

the  Gymnasium  Property  Act  1921.  It  was  converted  into  the

Hamilton Armoury of the Bermuda Volunteer Rifle Corps, and the

Corps'  Headquarters  and  B  Company  relocated  there  from  Fort

Hamilton in May, 1922 (on the formation of the corps in 1895, B

Company and the Headquarters had originally operated from the

old  Hamilton Town Hall  on the T-intersection of Front and Court

Streets).

The BVRC occupied the building until the end of the Second

World War. The locally-raised military units were all demobilised in

1946. The Bermuda Militia Infantry,  Bermuda Volunteer Engineers,

and  Bermuda Home Guard  ceased to exist.  The  Bermuda Militia

Artillery  and  Bermuda  Volunteer  Rifle  Corps  were  reduced  to
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skeleton staffs. Both were built-up again through new recruiting in

1951,  but  the  BVRC  (renamed  the  Bermuda  Rifles)  collected  its

companies at Warwick Camp at the same time (the BMA converted

to the infantry role and moved to Warwick Camp, also, in 1953).

Today,  the  Armoury  Building  is  occupied  by  restaurants,

shops,  and  offices,  but  a  large  plaque  mounted  in  the  central

entrance hall records the history of the BVRC 'til 1946.

The Cenotaph

Leaving the Armoury, continue along Reid Street and take

the first left down Burnaby Street. This ends after one block at the

bottom of a hill in a T-junction with Front Street. On the harbour

side of the road at this point is a masonry stepped viewing platform

and The Flagpole, before which the Queen's Birthday Parade takes

place each June.

Turn  left  onto  Front  Street  and  continue  eastward  for  a

block-and a-half. This will place you before the Cabinet Building of

the Government of Bermuda (on the left side of the road), which

houses the Cabinet and the Senate. The building sits at the back of a

large, fenced-in lawn, in front of which is a war memorial. Called

The Cenotaph, it was erected in 1925 to commemorate Bermuda's
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dead from the First World War, and it replicates the monument of

the same name erected in London in 1920.

A large parade is held here every Remembrance Day. This is

a public holiday on the 11th of November, the anniversary of the

Armistice of 1918 that ended the First World War. Every naval and

military organisation in Bermuda prior to 1995 had contributed a

detachment,  including  the  Royal  Navy,  the  Regular  Army  (until

1957), the Bermuda Militia Artillery and Bermuda Rifles (after 1965,

amalgamated as the Bermuda Regiment), the Royal Air Force (until

1945), the Royal Canadian Navy (after 1968, the Canadian Forces),

the US Navy, US Air Force (until 1970), Bermuda Sea Cadet Corps,

and  Bermuda  Cadet  Corps,  the  Cadet  Pipe  Band,  as  well  as  the

Bermuda Police Service and the Bermuda Fire Service.

Since  the  1995  closure  of  the  bases,  the  only  naval  and

military detachments have come from the Royal Navy (provided by

Atlantic Patrol Tasking North, the roving guard ship for the British

territories in the former North Atlantic and West Indies station), the

Bermuda  Regiment  and  the  Sea  Cadet  Corps  and  the  Bermuda

Cadet  Corps  (now absorbed into the Bermuda Regiment's  Junior

Leaders).
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Royal Army Service Corps Wharf

Continue eastward along Front Street. On the harbour side

of  the  street,  opposite  the  Cenotaph,  are  the  offices  of  HM

Customs, which sit beside the Hamilton freight dock. Beyond the

Customs  building,  the  view  of  the  dockside  is  blocked  by  a  tall

hedge and fence. This ends after about 300 yards (274 metres) at

the  entrance  used  by  tractor-trailers  to  access  the  freight  dock.

Immediately beside this is the building housing the Department of

Marine and Ports,  part  of the Government of  Bermuda,  which is

responsible for  the harbours and channels,  the Pilot  Service,  the

Ferry Service, and the licensing of boats and seamen.

The  departmental  offices  are  located  in  a  two-storey

building on its  own wharf,  where ferry boats  are docked for the

nights.  This  location was previously  the Central  Military  District's

Royal Army Service Corps Wharf, equivalent to the Eastern District's

wharf on Water Street in St.  George's.  This was evidently where

munitions from the Ordnance Depot on  Agar's Island  (see below)

were landed by boat before transfer to forts and batteries in the

Central District.

Although  the  1899  Ordnance  Survey  map  produced  by
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Lieutenant  Arthur  Johnson  Savage,  Royal  Engineers,  shows  the

Army Service Corps (the "Royal" title was awarded after the First

World War) used only the small length of wharf currently occupied

by the Department of Marine and Ports, nearly a hundred artillery

rounds were excavated 150 yards (137 metres) to the East when

Crockwell's marine petrol station and neighbouring buildings were

removed in 2003 to make way for a new office building.

The army presumably made use of all the land between the

Eighteenth Century house called the "Queen of The East" and the

ASC Wharf. The Queen of The East itself was used as a soldiers' and

sailors' club. The ASC wharves in Bermuda were also used by the

Royal  Engineers  responsible  for  maintaining  the  underwater

torpedo and mine defences.

NAAFI Building

After passing Marine and Ports, Front Street exits the City of

Hamilton and becomes East Broadway. Land on both sides of East

Broadway  was  utilised by  both  the army garrison  and the Royal

Navy, and what was actually War Office property in this area is not

easy to discern.  The hills  to  the immediate  North were certainly

War  Office  land,  stretching  eastward  towards  the  main  area  of

Prospect  Camp,  including  what  is  now  the  Cavendish  Heights
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housing estate overlooking the eastern harbour.

The strip of land on the left side of East Broadway lies at the

foot of a man-made escarpment (above which is the western end of

Middle Road, at this point known as Cavendish Road and becoming

Reid  Street  Extension  as  it  enters  the  City  of  Hamilton).  On  the

eastern side of a petrol station (built in 1953 by Shell Petroleum), is

a tall building that has for many years contained a home furnishings

shop called "Hamma Galleries".

This also once housed a company called Nicholl and Ashton

Ltd., but, following the outbreak of the First World War in 1914, had
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been the  location  of  a  canteen  operated  by  the  Naval  Canteen

Service. In 1917, the Naval Canteen Service amalgamated into the

Navy  and  Army  Canteen  Board,  and  in  December,  1920,  this

became the Navy, Army, Air Forces Institute (NAAFI).

The canteen was later moved to Prospect Camp, occupying

until 1957 the building which later served as the original campus of

the Bermuda College. The NAAFI  was supplied by the  Main Store,

located in  the Casemates  Naval  Barracks  at  the dockyard,  which

also supplied the Fleet Canteen and the Sailors' Home at the West

End.  Inglenook,  the  house  across  East  Broadway  from  Hamma

Galleries (and on the eastern side of the Blue Waters Anglers' Club),

was reportedly also used by the Royal Navy.

Fort Hamilton

Immediately upon passing Hamma Galleries, East Broadway

splits into two eastbound and two westbound lanes separated by a

grassy strip. At this same point, bear left onto a side road named

Lane Hill  that climbs up the escarpment.  At the top,  turn to the

right,  onto  Cavendish Road,  then take the first  left  onto  Shelton

Road, and continue to the T-intersection at its far-end.
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Turn left onto Happy Valley Road and travel westward until

you  reach  the  fifth  left,  which  is  Fort  Hamilton  Drive.  This  lane

describes a half-circle around Fort Hamilton, one of the three forts

built in the area of Prospect Camp in the 1870s. The fort is accessed

over a drawbridge from a car-park on its Happy Valley Road-side,

but a pretty view of Hamilton Harbour can be obtained from Fort

Hamilton Drive.

Fort  Hamilton  was  armed  with  seven  64-pounder  canon,

converted to RMLs, with arcs of fire covering the City of Hamilton,

Hamilton Harbour and the northern side of Paget Parish, as well as

the overland approaches to Pembroke Parish from the East, where

its  fire would have overlapped with that  of  Fort  Prospect.  These

guns were becoming obsolescent even as these forts were being

constructed,  and  Fort  Hamilton  was  not  re-armed  in  the  1890s

when RBLs appeared. At some point, the fixed guns were removed

and the fort ceased to play a defensive role.

In  January,  1902,  the  BVRC  moved its  head-quarters  to  the  fort

from the  old  Hamilton  Town  Hall.  Each  year  between 1902  and

1908, the three BVRC rifle companies held a collective annual camp

at the fort (previously, each had held a separate camp within its

own district, and from 1909 the annual camps took place at 
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Warwick Camp).

BVRC  Head-

quarters  remained  at

the fort 'til  moving to

the Hamilton Armoury

in  1922.  The  fort  has

been  occassionally

used  by  the  Bermuda

Regiment  since  1965,

including  for  the

positioning  of  soldiers

ready  to  intervene

against  civil

disobedience  in  1968,

for public performances by the Band, and for firing salutes with the

Gun Troop's 25-Pounders to accompany public ceremonies on Front

Street. Like most of Bermuda's forts, however, it is in the hands of

the Parks Department, not the Defence Department.

The  fort  is  currently  open  to  the  public,  with  a  lawn,

decorative  plants,  and  benches  from  which  a  commanding  view

over the city and harbour can be enjoyed. Three large RMLs were
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moved here from Fort Langton prior to its destruction. As the gun

positions  in  Fort  Hamilton were not  designed for  these,  and the

carriages from Fort Langton are missing, they have been set atop

blocks of concrete, aiming over the harbour. The fort's moat is the

site of a garden.

Agar's Island

The  last  site  of  military  interest  in  Pembroke  cannot  be

reached by road. South of Mill's Creek is an area called Mill's Shares.

South of this is  Fairylands Creek.  The neighbourhood surrounding

this inlet is called Fairylands. On the western side of Fairylands is a

broad  peninsula,  almost  a  separate  island,  named  Point  Shares.

Fairylands  is  Bermuda's  most  exclusive  neighbourhood,  after

Tucker's Town. Most residents, however, are affluent Bermudians

or permanent residents.

Five islands (and a several islets) extend in a line roughly 100

yards (91 metres) off the western shoreline of Pembroke from the

entrance  to  Boss'  Cove  and  Mill's  Creek  as  far  as  "Two  Rock

Passage",  the  main  shipping  channel  leading  into  Hamilton

Harbour. The largest and most southerly of these is  Agar's Island,

which can be seen from the shoreline of Point Shares. As all of the

area is private property, however, the easiest way to view Agar's
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Island is from the water.

Any ferry boat travelling to the Royal  Naval  Dockyard will

pass  close  to  it.  As  you  move  through  Two  Rock  Passage  from

Hamilton Harbour onto the Great Sound, Agar's Island will be the

nearest  land on the starboard  side.  To  explore  the area  at  your

leisure you should rent a self-drive power boat.

The  island  itself  is  private  property,  and  now  forms  the

estate of an expensive house belonging to billionaire James Martin.

Formerly, it was the site of a secret British Army munitions depot,

built  around  1870  for  what  was  to  become  the  Royal  Army

Ordnance Corps. This was the Central Military District's equivalent

to the Eastern District's Ordnance Island, supplying gunpowder to

the forts on White Hill and to the mobile batteries responsible for

defending the South Shore.  None of  the military buildings above

ground remain, but the underground bunkers still exist (under the

highest part of the island).

In 1901, Professor Charles L. Bristol of the University of New

York  founded  The  Bermuda  Natural  History  Society.  The  Society

oversaw  the  Bermuda  Museum  of  Natural  History  (which  was

established  the  following  year  at  Par-la-Ville),  the  Bermuda
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Biological  Station  for  Research  (or  BBSR,  which  was  used  for

research  by  visiting  biologists  and  other  scientists),  and  a  public

aquarium.

The Biological Station lacked a permanent establishment at

the outset, with the professor and students staying annually at the

Frascati Hotel in Flatt's Village. In 1907, the Society was granted use

of  Agar's  Island,  where  a  permanent  biological  station  and  the

aquarium were set up. The aquarium, with its tanks placed in the

underground magazines, opened in 1908, but the First World War

led to its closure in 1917. The station returned to Agar's on war's

end.

The BBSR was incorporated as a non-profit organisation in

1926, and moved into a former hotel at Ferry Reach. In 2006 it was

renamed the  Bermuda Institute of  Ocean Sciences  (BIOS).  At  the

same time, a new aquarium was established by the Government of

Bermuda at Flatt's Village. Now known as the Bermuda Aquarium,

Museum and Zoo, it includes the Bermuda Natural History Museum.

The  Bermuda  Natural  History  Society  had  vacated  Agar's

Island to make way for a US Navy supply station, which operated

during the last year of the First World War in concert with another
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American base on White's Island (see below). Both US Naval bases

were closed upon the cessation of hostilities.
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6
PAGET PARISH

Paget Parish, like most of the other parishes, was named for

a major shareholder in  the Virginia and Somers Isles  Companies,

William  Paget,  4th  Baron  Paget  of  Beaudesert.  It  was  also

frequently  referred  to  as  Crow  Lane  Parish,  although  Crow Lane

itself is in Pembroke Parish. The origin of the name "Crow Lane" is

unclear.

Hamilton Harbour was originally known as  Paget's Port, as

shown on the 1621 version of Richard Norwood's map of Bermuda.

It was subsequently known alternately as  Crow Lane Harbour until

the town of Hamilton was established in 1784, from which point it

was marked on maps as  Hamilton Harbour or  Crow Lane Harbour.

Norwood's 1663 map shows the Hamilton Harbour as Paget's Port

alias Crowlane, and the harbour is referred to as Crow Lane, rather

than Crow Lane Harbour, when used as a point of reference in fixing

the  location  of  shares  in  the  accompanying  survey.  As  no  road

around the eastern end of the harbour is shown on the map, it is

possible that Crow Lane originally referred to the body of water.
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Terms  that  today  are  thought  to  refer  exclusively  to  overland

throughfares were frequently used in past for waterways, as in the

case of Castle Roads, or the still current term "shipping lane". Why

the  harbour  would  have  been  named  "Crow",  however,  is  not

readily obvious. 

Although not marked on the 1663 map, it  is possible that

there  was  a  path  around  eastern  Hamilton  Harbour  by  the  mid

Seventeenth Century, but which was not part of the official  road

system  (largely  limited  to  the  ''Tribe  Roads''  that  marked  the

boundaries between shares and served only to reach the nearest

shore as most traffic around Bermuda was by boat).  Such a lane

would  not  have  been  a  public  road,  and  would  have  crossed

through shares belonging to different owners, but may have been

used by mutual agreement and for mutual benefit by those living

around the harbour.

Today,  the  road  leading  westward  from  Crow  Lane

Roundabout  (which  currently  marks  the  end  of  Crow  Lane)  into

Paget  is  today  known  as  The  Lane,  but  presumably  was  once

considered  part  of  Crow  Lane,  and  crossed  diagonally  over  the

ridgeline and deep into Paget, ending in a T-junction with what is

now the South Shore Road near to the modern entrance to Lovers'
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Lane).  Although  it  is  not  shown  on  the  map  prepared  by  Royal

Engineers Captain Clement L'Empriere in 1787, this is shown on an

1863 map by R.H. Laurie (partly based on L'Empriere's), which may

reflect  that  an  informal  footpath  had become part  of  the public

road system during the intervening years.

This would have placed most of Crow Lane in Paget, which

might  explain  why  that  parish,  rather  than  Pembroke,  was

alternately known as  Crow Lane Parish.  Whether it was originally

applied to a body of water or a footpath, the appellation of Crow

still begs explanation.

The Seventeenth Century origin of the name far pre-dates

the  1838  introduction  of  the  American  Crow  (Corvus

brachyrhynchos) to Bermuda. Crow  is,  however,  a  common name

given to former drove-roads in traditionally Gaelic-speaking areas;

an Anglicisation of  crodh, which is a Gaelic word for cattle (it may

originally have applied to all livestock or herd animals as Gaelic also

uses  mart and  the  Indo-European  bó  for  cattle,  whereas  cro,

crocharsach,  and  crò  are  all  connected  with  sheep,  sheep

enclosures or meadows). Bermuda is not generally thought of as a

traditionally-Gaelic  speaking  area,  but  that  assumption  is

erroneous.
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In  the 1650s,  following  the conquest  of  Ireland by  Oliver

Cromwell's New Model Army, fifty-thousand Irish prisoners-of-war

and ethnically-cleansed civilians were forcibly transported to trans-

Atlantic English colonies, including Bermuda. Although qualified as

indentured servants, rather than as  chattel slaves, this made little

difference in  regards  to their  treatment.  Those sent  to Bermuda

certainly did not consent to their forced expatriation and sale. Their

reputation for being troublesome meant that those who purchased

them  generally  utilised  the  Irish  as  field  labourers,  reportedly

preferring  Native  Americans  as  domestic  slaves  (there  were  also

voluntary  black  indentured  servants  in  Bermuda,  from  former

Spanish territories in the West Indies, as well as small numbers of

black slaves, but the majority of Bermuda's labouring classes prior

to the 1684 revocation  of  the Royal  Charter  of  the Somers Isles

Company were voluntarily-indentured servants from England, who

exchanged seven years of labour for the cost of transport).

The  Bermudian  Irish  were  not  simply  reluctant  labourers,

but frequently involved in violent acts against English majority. In

1661, the government alleged that a plot involving the murder of all

of the English (or, by some accounts, "protestant") population was

being conspired by Irish and black slaves. Governor  William Sayle
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ordered a nightly watch throughout the colony,  the disarming of

slaves  and  Irish  of  Militia  weapons  (that  they  presumably  had

access  to  because  they  were  liable  for  militia  service),  and  the

dispersal  of  any  gathering  of  two  or  more  Irish  or  slaves  by

whipping. The Irish were perceived as the key conspirators, and the

further importation of Irish people was ultimately banned.

Bermuda's  Irish  population  (and  a  smaller  number  of

Scottish POWs shipped to the colony following Cromwell's invasion

of Scotland) quickly merged with the free and enslaved blacks and

Native Americans so that the population was perceived by the 19th

century as composed of white and coloured (anyone not entirely

white) islanders with a more-or-less common culture.

Very little of Bermuda's Seventeenth Century Irish (or other

non-English)  culture  survives,  although  words  such  as  killick  (an

increasingly  archaic  word  for  a  stone-and-wood anchor)  and the

tendency of many Bermudians to pronounce the letter "d" as a "j"

(as  in  Bermujin,  for  Bermudian)  may have originally been loaned

from  Gaelic.  This  presence  of  Gaels  in  Bermuda  means  that

farmhands  who used it  as  a  drove road during  the Seventeenth

Century may have been responsible for the naming of  Crow Lane.

That, however, remains speculation at the time of writing.
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Like most of the Main Island parishes, Paget's South Shore

had  been  guarded  by  Militia  Artillery  batteries,  and  the  Paget

company of  Militia Infantry had been responsible for field duties

within the parish in the event of war or emergency. With the rest of

Bermuda's  Militia,  this  force  was  replaced by  the  regular  British

Army after the American War of 1812.

As  elsewhere  along  the  South  Shore,  the  regular  army

ultimately  adopted a defensive plan that  relied on mobile forces

based at Prospect Camp and Boaz Island. The permanent coastal

batteries of the Militia were replaced by prepared sites that could

be occupied as required by mobile  batteries  equipped with field

guns. There was already a road stretching along parts of the South

Shore and in other places near to it, from Tucker's Town to Paget (a

spot  known  today  as  the  Paget  Stoplights as  it  was  the  site  of

Bermuda's  first  traffic  light).  That  road  continued  from  there

travelling down the centreline of the Main Island until joining the

northern  shore  at  Heron  Bay in  Warwick.  After  passing  behind

Frank's,  Jenning's,  Evan's Bays in Southampton, this moved inland

again until coming to shore at Somerset Bridge.

This road still exists, but today it is known west of the Paget
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Stoplights as Middle Road (not to be confused with the Middle Road

running eastward from Cavendish Road to Flatts Village) and east of

the traffic lights it now forms part of the South Shore Road. The

western part of the modern South Shore Road was a military road

built in the 1860s from the Paget Stoplights to another intersection

with the Middle Road behind Evans' Bay (the western extremity of

the South shore Road today turns to meet Middle Road far sooner

at Barnes' Corner.

Crow Lane linked not only the town of Hamilton but also

Prospect Camp with the Paget Stoplights area, and the new military

road  enabled  forces  from  Prospect  to  quickly  deploy  to  former

coastal batteries as far west as  West Whale Bay in Southampton.

This  meant  that,  although  there  were  no  tactical  military  forces

based  in  Paget  Parish,  and  virtually  no  military  structures,  the

military did take over all of the former colonial military land in the

there  in  addition  to  other  land  acquisitions  necessary  for  the

construction  of  the  military  road.  By  the  end  of  the  Nineteenth

Century, War Office landholdings in Paget were not inconsiderable.

During the final year of the First World War, the US Navy

would be permitted to operate a base in Paget Parish, but this was

on small White's Island, in Hamilton Harbour, that many mistakenly
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think  of  as  part  of  Pembroke,  and  not  on  the  Main  Island.  A

considerable part of the northern shore-lands of Paget Parish can

be best viewed from Fort Hamilton. To reach Paget from the fort,

continue  west  along  Happy  Valley  Road,  which  ends  at  an

intersection with King Street. Turn left, down King Street, pass the

Hamilton Fire Station (on the left side of the road, below the fort)

and take the first left onto Reid Street, which ends in a fork a block

later,  with  Cavendish  Road  bearing  left  and  Spurling Hill  bearing

right.

Drive down Spurling Hill which feeds you into an eastbound

lane  of  East  Broadway  (just  past  Marine  and  Ports).  Continue

eastward on East Broadway.  After  East Broadway becomes Crow

Lane, it curves around to end at Crow Lane Roundabout, behind a

small park at the eastern end of Hamilton Harbour. Known as Foot-

of-the-Lane,  three  parishes  meet  at  this  point:  Pembroke,

Devonshire and Paget.

Take the second exit from the roundabout, which leads over

Trimingham Hill  to another roundabout on the South Shore Road.

Turn  left  and  travel  along  South  Shore  Road  until  the  Botanical

Gardens appear on the left hand side. Opposite, and about 20 yards

past,  the  first  gate  into  the Botanical  Gardens,  turn  down  Tribe
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Road No. 1. and follow it to it's end on the water's edge at the back

of  Hungry  Bay.  The  eastern  part  of  the  bay  and  its  shores  are

covered by mangrove forest, and this area is now the "Hungry Bay

Nature Reserve".

Looking south-eastward,  a spit  of  land extends from the

eastern side of the bay's mouth and almost closes it from the sea.

This spit of land is the location of the next colonial battery to the

West  of  Devonshire  Bay  Fort.  The  site  is  nearly  inaccessible

overland, except by moving from Happy Talk Drive (return to the

South Shore Road, turn right, then take the second right) through

private gardens to follow the shore south-westward.

Hungry Bay Fort

Hungry  Bay  is  similar  to  Devonshire  Bay,  but  is  better

protected from wind and wave by the spit of land that almost closes

it from the ocean, on which a D-shaped fort was built by the Militia

at  an  unknown  date.  It  was  first  recorded  in  1798.  Although

transferred to the Board of Ordnance with other colonial defence

lands in 1846, the site was not re-utilised by the regular army. Only

the fort's foundations survive, today.
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White's Island

From  Hungry  Bay,  return  via  the  South  Shore  Road  and

Trimingham Hill  to the roundabout at Foot-of-The-Lane. Take the

first  exit,  onto  The  Lane.  This  immediately  passes  the  Bermuda

National Trust (BNT) headquarters and museum, between the road

and  the  water's  edge  (where  you  are  advised  to  stop),  a  plant

nursery,  and  several  pretty  houses  before  turning  northward  to

meet the shoreline, becoming Harbour Road.

For an even nicer view, take the first right (between the BNT

and the plant nursery) onto Pomander Road, which stays nearer the

water before it passes between the clubhouse and marina of the

Royal Hamilton Amateur Dinghy Club  to terminate at a T-junction

with  Harbour  Road.  Turn  right,  onto  Harbour  Road,  and  travel

behind  Red  Hole,  a  small,  sheltered  bay  where  many  boats  are

moored. Before the road was constructed, the land here sloped to

the water's edge, where boats and small ships were built, including

for the Royal Navy.

Four hundred yards (366 metres) beyond Red Hole, Harbour

Road  passes  behind  a  shallower  bay  called  Blue  Hole,  where  it

comes closest to White's Island (about 300 yards to the North). On

the eastern side of Blue Hole is Lower Ferry, a tiny pink building on a
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small  wharf  that  serves  as  a  station  for  the  public  ferry  from

Hamilton.

Like Agar's  Island, it  is  not accessible overland,  and is not

open to the public. White's Island can be viewed from Front Street,

in Hamilton, from Fort Hamilton, and from the area of Lower Ferry,

on Harbour Road. The public ferry passes it closely, and if you have

a  powerboat  (which  can  be  rented  from  firms  such  as  Aquatic

Bermuda) you can examine it at your leisure (which will  not take

long).

White's  Island  was  privately-owned  by  the  Hunt  family

(hence its earlier name of  Hunt's Island), and used primarily as a

boatyard and storage area during the Nineteenth Century. Although

it lies within Paget Parish, an 1884 Act of Parliament also placed it

within the limits of the town of Hamilton.

The  Bermuda  Natural  History  Society  founder,  Professor

Charles L. Bristol, operated from White's Island in addition to Flatt's,

until the Society was given use of Agar's, studying marine biology

and collecting fish for the display tanks at the New York Aquarium.

On the entry of the United States into the First World War in
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1917,  the US Navy  was pressed by  Britain  to send small  convoy

escort  ships  and  dedicated  submarine  hunters  in  preference  to

more of the cruisers and capital ships of which the Royal Navy had

no shortage.  These small  warships were required to counter the

German U-boats that were waging an effective campaign against

Britain's mercantile fleet in the Atlantic.

The German High Seas Fleet had been confined to the Baltic

Sea since, Admiral Reinhard Scheer, it had challenged the power of

the Royal Navy's  Grand Fleet at the Battle of Jutland in 1916. The

German Navy assessed that it could not counter the Royal Navy's

advantage in battleships and cruisers, ad focused its efforts on the

submarine campaign. The Royal Navy's focus on capital ships had

been at the expense of the unglamorous smaller vessels that were

useful  against  submarines.  The  effectivenes  of  small  and

economical  submarines  even  against  large  surface  warships  had

been demonstrated on the 22nd of September, 1914, when Edwin

William Smith had become the first Bermudian to be killed in the

war. He was a crewman aboard  HMS Aboukir,  a cruiser that was

torpedoed  by  a  German  submarine  off  the  coast  of  the

Netherlands.  The  Aboukir's  sister-ships,  HMS  Hogue and  HMS

Cressy, attempted to rescue her crew, but were sunk by the same

submarine. The Royal Navy lost 1,450 officers and men, including
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Smith.

Whereas  corvettes  and  sloops  were  intended  to  escort

convoys across the Atlantic, the smaller US Navy submarine-hunters

intended to patrol the coasts of Europe could not cross the Atlantic

without  refuelling.  The  US  Navy  was  consequently  permitted  to

lease property in Bermuda for the purpose of operating a staging

post.

On the 15th of April 1918, Captain,  W. G. Cutter, US Navy,

arrived aboard the SS Arethusa to command the new US Naval Base

24  on White's Island (the US Navy supply station on Agar's Island

was established at the same time). Over the subsequent months,

the two bases served 126 transiting submarine-hunters, travelling in

convoys of between one and two dozen vessels (one of which was

re-floated  after  sinking  in  Two Rock  Passage,  but  sank  again  off

Agar's  Island).  Following the 11th of November Armistice, the US

bases were closed in January, 1919.

White's Island has for many years been under the remit of

the  Government  of  Bermuda's  Department  of  Youth,  Sport  and

Recreation, which leased it to the Bermuda Sailing Association (BSA)

until  2010 to train  children in boathandling.  It  was  subsequently
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used  by  another  charity,  which  was  involved  in  the  reform  of

wayward youths. Current plans for the redevelopment of Hamilton

Harbour  include  siting  a  casino  on  White's  Island  (which  would

require a change to Bermuda's laws against gambling).

Crow Lane Defence Land

On the South Shore of Paget Parish, the War Office acquired

two parcels of land in the 1870s, which were referred to collectively

as the "Crow Lane defence land". This may be because part of the

land was historically common land used for colonial defence works,

or perhaps because it was near the end of Crow Lane, over which it

was reached from Prospect Camp.

Unfortunately,  there appears  to be no map of  Bermuda's

public road system (other than of the original tribe roads that move

only  from  North  Shore  to  South  Shore)  dated  earlier  than

Lieutenant  Savage's  1899  Ordnance  Survey.  What  the  highways

anywhere  in  Bermuda  were  like  before  the  military  revised  and

rebuilt them during the Nineteenth Century can therefore only be

imagined.

To reach the former Crow Lane military lands from Lower

Ferry, turn back on Harbour Road in the direction of Red Hole and
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take the first right onto Highwood Lane. This makes a hairpin-turn

and climbs to the top of the ridge-line. This part of the Main Island

has two ridges, running along the southern and northern shorelines,

with a broad, upland valley between.

At the top of the ridge the road forks. Keep left, staying on

Highwood Lane, which skirts around Paget Marsh and terminates at

an  intersection  with  Lovers'  Lane  (a  public  footpath  leads  from

Lover's Lane into the marsh, which is a nature reserve and worthy

of a visit).  Turn right,  and follow Lover's  Lane 'til  it  ends at  a T-

junction with South Shore Road. Turn right onto South Shore Road.

About 300 yards (274 metres) to the west, the road forks at

a traffic light. Keep left, remaining on South Shore Road (the right

fork is Middle Road, which should not be confused with the Middle

Road that runs through Devonshire and Smith's).  From the traffic

light, South Shore Road climbs gently. After 175 yards (160 metres),

or so, it makes a sharp turn to the left and levels off. A little over

another hundred yards further along, it makes a right-angle turn to

the  right,  although  you  can  continue  dead-ahead  along  Mission

Road, which leads in the direction of the South Shore, 550 yards

(503 metres)  from the South Shore Road at  this  point (of  which

distance  Mission  Road  only  covers  half),  and  completely  hidden
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from view by the intervening terrain).

The next left from South Shore Road, 60 yards (55 metres)

after the Mission Road intersection, is  St. Michael's Road, which is

aligned with Mission Road for most of their lengths. This used to

lead to a fork, with the left leading into the grounds of a primary

school named Gilbert Institute. The right fork is Matthew's Lane,

the  woodland  to  the  west  of  which  was  swallowed  up  by  the

development  of  a  new  campus  for  the  Bermuda  College  in  the

1990s.

Matthew's Lane gives access to a handful of houses before

ending behind a rocky spot on the South Shore, on the eastern side

of  Stonington Beach (a small beach which is barely separated from

the longer strand of  Elbow Beach (also known as  Middleton's Bay)

to its west.  Crow Lane Fort  (also known as  New Paget's Fort) was

built  here at  some point before 1756 and armed with four guns

(although  it  had  positions  for  seven).  It  was  built  early  in  the

Nineteenth Century, by which time it was known as East Elbow Bay

Fort.  It  fell  out  of  use  as  a  fixed  battery,  presumably  when the

militia became moribund.

The  site  of  the  fort  would  have  been  transferred  to  the
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Board of Ordnance or the War Department by 1867, at the latest,

but the military ultimately acquired a far larger parcel in this area.

Land totalling more than six acres, roughly between the modern St.

Michael's Road and Mission Road and stretching nearly 300 yards

(274 metres) inland from the shoreline, was purchased from  T.M.

Jones and other private holders between 1870 and 1875 by the War

Department,  in  connection  with  the  construction  of  the  military

road now called the South Shore Road.

The  Royal  Engineers'  Quarries  were  located  here,

presumably where the playing fields of Gilbert Institute are now.

Relatively hard stone from this site was used in the construction of

fortifications and other military projects around Bermuda. The site

of the old fort was re-utilised as a prepared position to which the

Royal Artillery could dispatch field guns as required.

On  the  23rd  of  April,  1928,  this  "Crow  Lane  land"  was

purchased  from  the  War  Office  by  the  colonial  government  for

£1,105.  The  land  was  used  for  the  creation  of  Gilbert  Institute,

which  was  originally  intended  for  pupils  from  Paget's  large

Portuguese community.

The school itself has a military heritage in that it is named
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for Major Charles Gray Gosling Gilbert, OBE, MC, a Bermudian who

had served in the Machine Gun Corps on the Western Front during

the First World War. He was the Government of Bermuda's Director

of Education from 1924 to 1956. One of his sons, Major-General

Glyn Charles Anglim Gilbert,  MC, entered Sandhurst  in 1939 and

received a hurried commission into the Lincolnshire Regiment on

the outbreak of the Second World War. He finished the war as a

company commander in northern Germany, with the rank of Major

and  a  Military  Cross  awarded  for  his  actions  during  the  1944

crossing of the  Escaut Canal.  After the war, he transferred to the

Parachute  Regiment,  retiring  from  the  army  as  a  divisional

commander in 1974.

This  area  is  no  longer  generally  accessible  to  the  public,

although most of it is still government property. Before the entire

campus was relocated there in the 1990s, the Bermuda College had

operated the Stonington Beach Hotel (now called Coco Reef) to the

west of Matthew's Lane where it offered professional training in the

hotel and restaurant fields.

This  hotel,  which  has  since  been  renamed  Coco  Reef,  is

accessed from the South Shore Road via the one-way  Stonington

Avenue, the second left after St. Michael's Road, which leads down
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the western side of the Bermuda College campus (the hotel  and

campus are exited via  College Road,  which threads between the

college and Gilbert Institute), and sits near the eastern end of the

Elbow Beach.

A  small  area  of  land  on  the  water's  edge  has  been

designated as public parkland, and is the site of the former fort. No

remains  of  the  original  fort  are  visible  above  ground,  today,

although  there  are  concrete  magazines  built  during  the  late

Nineteenth Century for the mobile batteries.

Elbow Beach

Two  other  locations  near  to  Elbow  Beach  were  used  for

coastal  artillery  batteries.  Middleton's  Bay  Fort,  later  known  as

Centre Bay Fort, was in use from some point prior to 1762 until the

early  Nineteenth Century.  Its  precise  location  has  been lost,  but

would have been within the extensive grounds of the Elbow Beach

Hotel,  which  was  originally  built  as  Bermuda's  first  beach  hotel

before the Second World War.

The central part of Elbow Beach is still public property, and

accessed down a steep lane (part of one of the original tribe roads)

from the South Shore Road. From St. Michael's Road (or Stonington
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Road), return to South Shore Road and turn left. The road climbs

and  winds  gently,  levelling  and  passing  St.  Michael's  Roman

Catholic Church on the right and the entrance to the Elbow Beach

Hotel on the left.

Immediately after, South Shore Road makes a ninety-degree

turn to the left at a T-junction with the former tribe road. It travels

the route of the tribe road for a hundred yards, then veers to the

right, dropping into a valley between Middleton Hill and the ridge

that lines the shore (which is invisible from the road). At this point,

continue forward, leaving the South Shore Road but remaining on

the original Tribe Road No. 4, which leads down a steep hill to end

at a small car-park behind the beach.

The beach stretches about  380 yards  (347 metres)  to the

west of the public access-way, but the western end of it (above the

high-tide line) is also private, belonging to a small hotel called the

Coral Beach and Tennis Club.

West Elbow Bay Fort  was built  on this  location,  evidently

prior to 1617 when it appeared on the first survey. The site was still

in use at the start of the Nineteenth Century, but presumably fell

out of use with the decline of the Militia. Although the hotel was
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built directly beside it, the fort's remains (primarily the foundations

and floor) escaped destruction. It was excavated and restored (for

purposes of preservation) by archaeologists in 1989, and its remains

can be viewed by guests of the Coral Beach.

Hinson's Island

Port's,  Nelly's,  and  Hawkins  Islands  were  leased  by  the

Admiralty in 1795 (along with Secretary's Point, Tobacco Bay, Navy

Wells, part of Ireland, and Wreck Hill), and were purchased outright

in 1812, along with most of the other islands between the Great

Sound and Hamilton Harbour.  In his book,  "The Andrew and the

Onions",  Lieutenant-Commander  Ian  Stranack shows  Hinson's

Island among those acquired by the Admiralty between 1809 and

1833 and sold to the local government, with other Admiralty and

War Department land, in 1951.

Hinson's was certainly still in Admiralty hands at the turn of

the century, when it was utilised, with most of the other Admiralty

islands in the Great Sound, as part of a prisoner-of-war camp during

the  Second  Boer  War.  As  previously  mentioned,  the  first  South

African prisoners to arrive in June, 1901, were initially held on Paget

Island, but the camp was quickly relocated to the Great Sound.
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Most  prisoners  were  housed  on  the  islands  around

"Paradise Lakes" (Long, Port's, Nelly's, and Hawkins' Islands), which,

with the surrounding waters, constituted the largest military zone in

the  Great  Sound,  placed  under  martial  law and  from  which  the

public was barred. Three other military zones encompassed other

islands and their surrounding waters.

On  the  8th  of  March,  1902,  Hinson's  Island  (which  lies

between Point Shares and the mainland of Paget Parish, at the east

of this chain of islands),  and the water near it, was declared the

fourth of these military zones, and under-age prisoners-of-war were

withdrawn  from  the  other  islands  and  collected  together  at  a

boarding  school  there  the  following  month.  The  prisoner-of-war

camp  in  Bermuda  was  closed  down  in  August,  following  British

victory  in  the  war.  Most  of  the  prisoners  signed  an  oath-of-

allegiance  to  the  British  Crown  and  were  repatriated  to  South

Africa,  although  some  who  refused  to  sign  would  remain  in

Bermuda for the rest of their lives, or resettled in the Americas.

Hinson's  Island  appears  to  have  remained  Admiralty

property  until  1919,  when  it  was  purchased  by  Major  Henry

Hamilton Kitchener  with £20,000 he had inherited from his uncle,

Field  Marshal  Horatio  Herbert  Kitchener,  the  head of  the  British
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Army who had died in the sinking of HMS Hampshire on the 5th of

June,  1916  (responsibility  for  which  had been falsely  claimed by

Fritz Joubert Duquesne, who had escaped in June, 1902, from the

prisoner-of-war camps in Bermuda).

Kitchener  (the  son  of  Lieutenant-General  Sir  Frederick

Walter  Kitchener,  who  had  died  in  office  as  the  Governor  and

Commander-in-Chief  of  Bermuda  in  1912),  originally  a  Royal

Engineers officer,  had served as a pilot in the Royal  Flying Corps

during the First World War,  becoming part  of the new Royal  Air

Force on the 1st of April, 1918. He operated the Bermuda and West

Atlantic Aviation Company with his partner, Major Harold Lemnos,

from Hinson's Island, giving aerial tours of the archipelago. He built

his home, named “Ad Astra” from the motto of the Royal Air Force,

on the highest point of the island.

Kitchener  sold  the  island  in  1945,  his  company  having

wound-down by  the 1930s.  The last  of  the hangars  used for  its

seaplanes was torn down in 1955, but the slip used to haul them

ashore still remains. Today, Hinson's Island is the only one of those

in the Great Sound and Hamilton Harbour that can be reached by

the public  ferry,  although there  is  no public  property.  There are

several houses on the island, now, but  Ad Astra  is still the first to
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draw the eye. The island can also be viewed from the public ferry

station at Darrell's Wharf, on Harbour Road (beside what had been

the  site  of  the  Inverurie  Hotel,  which  briefly  housed  the

headquarters  of  the US Naval  operations  in Bermuda during the

Second World War while the US Naval  Operating Base was being

planned. The hotel was replaced two decades ago by an apartment

block).

To  reach  Darrell's  Wharf  from Elbow  Beach,  re-enter  the

South  Shore  Road  and  turn  right  (in  fact,  carrying  on  straight

ahead). At the intersection where the South Shore Road makes a

right-angle  turn  to  the  right  (towards  St.  Michael's  Church),

continue ahead on  Southcote Road, which follows the path of the

original Tribe Road No. 4 over the ridge. This ends at a T-junction

with Ord Road. Turn right, onto Ord Road, which descends through

two hairpin turns (known as "S Hill") then leads to an intersection

with Middle Road. Turn left onto Middle Road and (after 600 yards)

take the third right into Manse Road (originally part of Tribe Road

No. 6).

This is only about 200 yards (182 metres) long, ending at a T-

junction with Harbour Road. Turn left onto Harbour Road, which at

this  point  is  not  in  sight  of  the  harbour.  After  400  yards  (366
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metres), this begins to descend, rejoining the shoreline at the back

of Darrell's Wharf, which is a combination of public dock and ferry

station. The slips formerly used by the Bermuda and West Atlantic

Aviation Company are visible on the near shore of Hinson's Island,

roughly 500 yards (457 metres) to the West-North-West.
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7
Warwick Parish

As with the other parishes on the Main Island, Warwick was

a  quiet,  sylvan  wilderness  prior  to  American  Independence,  and

shared little in the population growth and prosperity that came to

Pembroke, Paget and Devonshire when the capital,  and then the

garrison headquarters, were relocated to the central parishes.

The Militia establishment in the parish had been limited to a

handful  of small  coastal  batteries to watch over possible landing

spots  an  enemy  might  use  on  the  South  Shore,  and  the  field

company of the parish.

It  was actually Warwick's wild spaces that were to attract

the War Department in the 1860s. Although small rifle ranges were

placed in various locations around Bermuda, many of these were

dangerously  close  to  busy population centres  or  waterways,  and

were  very  cramped,  with  stretches  of  water  between  the  firing

points and the targets. A sandy stretch of lowland lying along the

South Shore of Warwick was identified as suitable for both rifle 309
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ranges  up  to 800 yards  (731 metres),  and for  field  training.  The

area, between and including Warwick Long Bay and Horseshoe Bay,

also  enclosed several  beaches  where  an  enemy might  land,  and

where  the  militia  had  previously  sited  batteries.  Guarding  over

these beaches remained a concern for the regular army.

A new camp was built here by the British Army in 1869, at

the same time as the stretch of the military road (now the South

Shore Road) that passes through it. Originally serving primarily as a

rifle range and training area for all units of the garrison, this is the

only base still active in Bermuda today as the home of the Bermuda

Regiment.

The  parish  does  include  other  locations  of  significance to

naval and military history, however. As with Paget, Warwick Parish

includes a number of small islands lying between the Great Sound

and  Hamilton  Harbour,  most  of  which  were  acquired  by  the

Admiralty  when  Bermuda  became  a  naval  base,  and  several  of

which were used by the British Army to house a prisoner-of-war

camp during the Second Boer War. The Royal Air Force and the US

Navy made use of the parish, also, during the Second World War,

when the RAF took over the pre-war civil airfield on Darrell's Island.
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US Navy Anti-Aircraft Training Centre

The  first  site  in  Warwick  Parish  of  interest  to  naval  and

military historians is on a cliff overlooking the South Shore. From

Darrell's  Wharf, turn back eastward onto Harbour Road and take

the first right up Cobb's Hill Road. This is a minor road that marks

the boundary line between Paget and Warwick Parishes. It crosses

the Middle Road and Ord Road before ending at a T-junction with

the South Shore Road.

Turn right, onto South Shore Road, which is climbing, at this

point, to a hilltop. It immediately descends again into a valley, with

the main ridge-line to the right and a lower ridge to the left that

obscures the view of the sea. The road soon climbs again and levels

off at a junction with the southern end of Dunscombe Road (on the

right, beside the Warwick branch of the Swizzle Inn pub).

On the left side of the South Shore Road at this point is a

housing estate which hovers on the brink of doom atop a rapidly

receding cliff. Half a century ago, this was not a cliff but a steep

debris  slope  to  the  sea.  The  waves  have  cut  it  back  quite

dramatically since then and it is best to keep a safe distance from

the crumbling edge. This piece of land once belonged to the great-

grandfather of the author,  Lemuel Norman Tucker, who owned all
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the land from the shoreline to the top of the ridge on the opposite

side  of  the  road,  and  between  Dunscombe  Road  and  the

neighbouring estate of "Southlands".

Southlands is generally referred to as  Maconochie's  by the

older  families  of  the area in deference to its  post-Second World

War  owner,  Brigadier  Harry  Dunbar  Maconochie,  MC,  who  had

been the  Officer  Commanding  the  Bermuda  Garrison  during  the

Second World War.The age of the house and property is unclear,

but  it  was  home to  the family  of  Thomas T.  Dunscombe,  whose

surname now graces nearby Dunscombe Road, from the 1820s to at

least 1848.

Maconochie  was  not  its  only  occupant  with  links  to  the

armed forces. Following Dunscombe, the house was the residence

of the Presbyterian minister of nearby Christ Church, the Reverend

James Morrison. Presbyterians had been present in Bermuda since

settlement,  but  were  long  regarded  by  the  government  and  its

established church as merely an unruly clique within the Church of

England. Although never proscribed the way that Catholics were,

they were not acknowledged as a separate denomination until the

Eighteenth Century, and even then were barred from carrying out

funerals, marriages and burials.
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When  the  1st  Battalion  of  the  42nd  (Royal  Highland)

Regiment of Foot  (The Black Watch)  was posted to Bermuda, with

the  majority  of  its  soldiers  being  Presbyterians,  Morrison  was

appointed  a  military  Chaplain  (although  the  Regiment  attended

regular  Sunday  services  at  St.  Andrew's  Church  in  the  City  of

Hamilton).  After  his  death  at  Southlands  in  1849,  Reverend

Morrison  was  given  a  military  funeral  at  Christ  Church  by  the

Regiment,  with  Regimental  bandsmen  singing  at  the  service,  his

coffin  borne by Highlanders and a volley fired over  the grave in

salute. Morrison appears to have rented the property, which was

sold  around  the  turn-of-the-century  to  Glasgow-born,  Quebec

resident James P. Morgan as a second home.

The Southlands estate was rented for $750 a month during

the  Second  World  War  by  the  US  Navy,  which  placed  an  Anti-

Aircraft Training Centre here in 1942. This taught personnel from US

Naval  and Allied vessels working-up in the area around Bermuda

and was equipped with 1.1 inch, 40mm Bofors, and 20mm Oerlikon

anti-aircraft guns.

The  trainees  fired  out  over  the  Atlantic  at  targets  towed

behind Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm aeroplanes based at Boaz Island

and Kindley Field. Three magazine bunkers, facing the ocean, were
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placed  in  a  berm  across  the  road  from  the  current  pub  (an

escarpment facing the pub showed a natural hillock had formed the

base).  The  western-most  part  of  the  battery  area  was  on  the

Southlands  property  and  the  eastern  part  on  Tucker's  property.

Officers' mess and accommodations were located in the Southlands'

main house (which had been rebuilt about the turn of the century

by Morgan) and carriage house.

The training centre was closed with the end of the war, the

guns  were  removed  and  the  battery  site  became  derelict.  The

magazine bunkers and the gun emplacements survived 'til the end

of the century. The eastern part of the battery was acquired from

Tucker's heirs about 1990 and merged with the Southlands estate

and three small hotel properties to the east of the former AATC for

redevelopment as a Ritz resort.

The recession of  the early 1990s stopped the Ritz project

before it began, but the area became the subject of a new proposal

for a resort hotel in 2007. The Bermuda Government granted the

developers a Special Development Order, enabling them to avoid

the  usual  procedure  of  obtaining  planning  approval.  After

widespread protests at the planned destruction of one of the last

natural  spaces  remaining  in  the  central  parishes,  the  Bermuda
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Government  acquired  the  property  from  the  developers  in

exchange for the former US Naval Air Station Annex on the border

of Southampton and Sandys Parishes (where, sadly, another large

swathe of woodland is to be bulldozed to make way for a hotel and

golf resort).

The Bermuda Government ostensibly acquired the property

to  protect  it  from  development  and  promised  it  would  be

designated as parkland. While this has been true for most of the

land, the eastern part of the Anti-Aircraft Training Centre has been

bulldozed and over-built with the current housing estate. Even the

forested  berm  that  had  contained  the  magazine  bunkers  was

levelled.

The housing development has been greeted with horror by

all who protested the plans for placing a resort here, and especially

by the pre-existing residents of the area who have had the pleasant

woodland  that  lined  the  opposite  side  of  the  South  Shore  Road

replaced with large eyesores. Nothing appears to remain that would

interest  the  student  of  military  history,  although  the  Southlands

estate remains largely as it was when Brigadier Maconochie owned

it and its forested grounds are pleasant to explore.
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These  can  be  entered  by  taking  the  next  right  from  the

South  Shore  Road  after  passing  Dunscombe  Road,  into  a  quiet

driveway under the canopy of towering trees.

Christ Church (Church of Scotland)

From the former Anti-Aircraft Training Centre, cross South

Shore Road and take Dunscombe Road over the ridge. It ends at a Y-

junction with Ord Road. Bear left onto Ord Road and follow this 'til

it ends at a T-Junction with Middle Road directly on the western

side of Christ Church (Church of Scotland). The church has a lay-by

on the side of Middle Road, which it faces, and a small car park on

its the eastern side (a larger car-park on its western side can be

accessed from Dunscombe Road) and it is worthy of a stop.

This  is  the  oldest  Presbyterian  church  outside  the  British

Isles and has a number of monuments in its graveyards of interest

to the student of military history, most notably the large, stone one

directly in front of the main door with a brass plaque dedicated to

fifteen soldiers from the 1st Battalion of the 42nd (Royal Highland)

Regiment of Foot (The Black Watch) who died in Bermuda between

1847  and  1851  (although  the  Regiment  attended  services  at  St.

Andrew's, there was no Presbyterian cemetery in Hamilton, hence

the burials here).
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Among other notable military graves at Christ Church is that

of Brigadier Maconochie, who was buried here in 1972. There are

also memorials inside the church to local  servicemen and former

servicemen  (not  all  of  whom  are  identified  as  having  been

servicemen).  Most  of  the  older  churches,  especially  the  parish

churches, have similar military memorials and are all  worthy of a

visit.

Belmont Hotel

On the opposite side of the Middle Road from Christ Church

are the grounds of the former Belmont Manor Hotel. If you wish to

enter this  property,  turn eastwards  along Middle  Road from the

church and take the first left onto Belmont Hills Drive, which used to

lead  to  the  hotel  building  that  overlooked  the  Great  Sound.

Otherwise,  continue past the entrance of  the drive and take the

second left onto Morgan Road.

The chief advantage of this road over the first left (Keith Hall

Road) is that it passes down one side of Warwick Academy, one of

the  oldest  schools  in  the  Western  Hemisphere.  The  school  was

founded in 1662 on land donated by Robert Riche, the second Earl

of Warwick, for whom the parish is also named. More importantly
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in  the  context  of  this  book,  its  first  headmaster  was  Richard

Norwood who is mentioned frequently in reference to his surveys of

Bermuda in 1616 and 1627 and the map that he produced in the

process.

Many of the school's former students and faculty members

are of interest to naval and military historians, but detailing them

would go beyond the scope of this book. At the far end of Morgan

Road, turn left onto Harbour Road. About 328 yards (300 metres)

along  Harbour  Road  from  the  Morgan  Road  junction  (and  550

metres from Darrell's Wharf) is the  Belmont Ferry Station, a small

dock with a stone shelter that is below the level of the road. This

was named for the previously mentioned Belmont Manor Hotel that

had sat on the high ground on the opposite side of the road.

This hotel had originally been a private home, built in 1815

by  the  Wainwright  family.  In  1911,  it  was  expanded  and

redeveloped as a hotel, originally called the Hotel Belmont, with the

adjacent  Belmont  Golf  Club.  The  hotel  closed  in  1998,  and  was

purchased by Belmont Hills Property Ltd. The original hotel building

was stripped to its framework in 2001, and rebuilt. The golf course

was also remodelled,  and the property  is  now the  Belmont Hills

condominiums and golf club.
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The significance of the hotel to the subject of this book is

explained by its proximity to Darrell's Island, which is roughly 1,500

yards (1,371 metres) to the westward from the Belmont Ferry Dock,

and which became Bermuda's  first  international  airport  in  1937,

serving  the  flying  boat  airliners  of  Imperial  Airways  and  Pan

American. During the Second World War, the Royal Air Force took

over Darrell's Island for use by its  Ferry Command  and  Transport

Command,  and  the  nearby  Belmont  Hotel  was  used  to

accommodate aircrews throughout the war.

RAF  boats  transported  personnel  between the  air  station

and  the  Belmont  ferry  dock.  The  hotel  also  housed  the  local

headquarters  of  both  Ferry  Command  and  Transport  Command

until the latter relocated to Kindley Field in 1943 when the runway

there became operational.

Spithead

Passing westward from Belmont, the Harbour Road moves

back  a  short  distance  from  the  water's  edge,  behind  a  small

promontory.  On the eastern side of the promontory, visible from

the road, is a house called "Spithead". This was never a naval  or

military  property,  but  is  of  interest  in  considering  the  role  of
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privateering in the history of Britain's rise to maritime supremacy

during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.

This was originally the home of an enterprising Bermudian

privateer  named  Hezekiah  Frith,  built  on  the  shoreline  in  the

Eighteenth Century beside a sheltered anchorage he used for his

ships. Many of Bermuda's wealthy merchants of the time invested

in  privateering  and  dabbled  in  more  dubious  activities.  They

consequently chose to build their homes and warehouses (often, as

with Spithead, combined within a single building) on stretches of

shore that were remote from the customs and other governmental

agencies then centred in St. George's. This enabled them to land or

trans-ship goods without  them being identified as contraband or

taxable.

Over  the  last  two  centuries,  Spithead  has  served  as  a

roadhouse and has had a number of notable owners and occupants,

including  American  journalist  Louis  F.  Brown,  playwright  Eugene

O'Neill, and actor Noel Coward. O'Neill's daughter,  Oona, who was

born there, later inherited the house, along with what was then an

extensive  estate  on both sides  of  the Harbour  Road.  Married to

actor Charlie Chaplin, she subdivided the "Chaplin Estate" and sold

it off in the 1970s.
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Darrell's Island and Burt's Island

The harbour briefly disappears from view as Harbour Road

moves  westward  from the  Spithead gate,  but  the  water  is  soon

spied again through trees that line the harbour side of the road. At

this point, Darrell's Island can be seen about 657 yards (600 metres)

from the shore. The shoreline here is private property,  however,

and for an unobstructed view of the former air station you will need

a boat. Viewing this, and the other islands of the Great Sound, can

be combined in the same powerboat outing as White's and Hinson's

Islands.

Darrell's  Island  bears  the  name  one  of  Bermuda's  more

durable families. The name was rendered as  Durrell  in the census

taken  by  Richard  Norwood  in  the  process  of  surveying  the

archipelago in 1662-1663 (his 1616 map actually applied the name

to what is now Hinson's Island, when what is now Darrell's Island

appears  to  have  been  called  Captain  Tucker's  Island)  but  that

spelling is unknown in Bermuda today. The fifteen acre island was

little  used,  other  than  as  a  quarantine  station,  during  the

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.

It  was  purchased early  in  the  Nineteenth  Century  by  the
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Admiralty, which made light use of the islands in the Great Sound

for various purposes, including as quarantine areas. Few buildings

were erected on any of these islands by the Admiralty and most

remain  densely  wooded  today.  The  Admiralty  attempted

unsuccessfully to transfer them to the Board of Ordnance in 1823 in

exchange for the more usefully located Boaz and Watford Islands.

The army, however, was still to make the most intensive use of the

Great Sound islands.

During the Second Boer War, Darrell's was among the Great

Sound islands used by the British Army to house Boer prisoners-of-

war. Darrell's, along with Burt's Island (which appears to have been

called  Riche's Island  in 1612; presumably for Robert Riche) to the

immediate North-West, formed one of the four military zones used

for POWs in the Great Sound. The two islands lie on the southern

side of  the  Granaway Deep,  formerly  the main shipping  channel

into Hamilton Harbour.

Although Darrell's  and Burt's were the first two islands to

house  POWs  in  the  Great  Sound,  most  of  the  Boers  would

ultimately be imprisoned on the larger cluster of islands that lies on

the northern side of the Granaway Deep. Others were placed on

Tucker's  and Morgan's  Islands,  on the western side of  the Great
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Sound. The prisoners were divided between camps on the different

islands  primarily  in  accordance  to  their  perceived  adherence  to

their cause and animosity to British rule in South Africa. The most

hardened  prisoners,  known  as  "Irreconcilables",  appear  to  have

been housed on Burt's Island. The eastern end of Darrell's held a

school for under-age prisoners, a condensing unit and a telephone

exchange, connecting all of the Great Sound islands used to house

POWs to the Main Island via a submarine cable to Burnt House.

After the war, the island saw little use until the end of the

1930s. With the development of long-range flying-boat airliners, the

(British) government-owned Imperial Airways and the American Pan

American  both  planned  to  launch  regular  routes  between  the

Bermuda and New York. Areas of the Great Sound were designated

for flying-boats to take off and alight. Darrell's Island was levelled,

and Imperial Airways built a marine air terminal there, along with a

hangar and tarmac areas onto which flying boats could be hauled

ashore for servicing.

Both airlines made their first flights between Bermuda and

New York on the 17th of May, 1937, with Imperial Airways' Shorts

C-Class flying boat the "Cavalier" flying from Bermuda to New York

while  Pan  Am's  Sikorsky  flying-boat  flew  the  reverse  route.
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Subsequently, Pan Am also extended its service across the Atlantic,

using  Bermuda  as  a  staging-point.  Imperial  Airways'  service  to

Bermuda was brought to a tragic halt in January, 1939, when the

Cavalier  was  forced  down  by  engine  failure  and  sank  midway

between New York and Bermuda with the loss of three lives.

With  the  declaration  of  war  on  3rd  of  September,  1939,

Imperial Airways (which was to become  British Overseas Aviation

Corporation in April, 1940) was fully engaged with supporting the

war effort and unable able to replace the Cavalier on the Bermuda

route. It would not restore its regular air service to the colony 'til

the conclusion of the Second World War.

Pan Am continued to operate flights to Bermuda, but the

main user of Darrell's Island became the Royal Air Force, which took

control  for  the  duration  of  the  war.  The  RAF  used  the  island

primarily  as  a  trans-Atlantic  staging point  for  its  Ferry  Command

and Transport Command.

Ferry Command was tasked with the delivery of long-range

aircraft from North American factories to the operational squadrons

in Britain and elsewhere. Large numbers of aircraft were delivered

via Bermuda or Newfoundland, sometimes with further staging
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 points at the Açores, West Africa, Gibraltar or (for those taking the

northern  route  via  Newfoundland)  Iceland.  The  flying-boats  that

were delivered through Bermuda included Consolidated Catalinas.

With  their  maximum  range  of  2,520  miles,  these  were  vital  for

maintaining anti-submarine patrols over the Atlantic, contributing

vastly to Allied victory in the Battle of the Atlantic and protecting

the trans-Atlantic chain of supply to Britain and beyond. Transport

Command ensured the rapid trans-Atlantic  delivery of  personnel,

including  the  aircrews  needed  to  ferry  more  aircraft  to  Europe,

critical supplies, and communications.
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Darrell's  Island  also  housed  the  Bermuda  Flying  School,

which trained around eighty  volunteers  from the local  territorial

forces  as  pilots  for  the Royal  Air  Force  between 1940 and 1942

(when an  excess  of  trained pilots  led  to  its  closure).  Bermudian

pilots were to fly virtually every type of aircraft used by the RAF

during the war and served in all theatres. After the school's closure,

sixty  more Bermudian men were recruited to train in Canada as

aircrew for  the Royal  Canadian  Air  Force  by  the Bermuda Flying

Committee. Sixteen Bermudian women were also selected to train

for ground-based roles.

The US Navy flew air patrols around Bermuda from Darrell's

Island  from  the  Spring  of  1941  (having  first  deployed  seaplanes

there in November, 1940) until its own US Naval Operating Base (a

combined flying boat base and naval dock) became operational in

1942.

Prime Minister Sir  Winston Churchill  flew into Bermuda in

January,  1942,  on  BOAC's  Boeing  314  flying  boat  "Berwick"

following  his  meeting  with US President  Franklin  D.  Roosevelt  in

Washington DC. After addressing the Parliament of Bermuda and

giving  his  thanks  for  Bermuda's  contributions  to  the  war  effort

(most notably the sacrifice of a tenth of its land area for the US
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bases),  he  was  meant  to  have  completed  his  journey  back  to

London  aboard  the  battleship  HMS  Duke  of  York.  Instead,  he

decided  to  fly  3,330  miles  directly  from  Bermuda  to  Plymouth

aboard the Berwick, becoming the first Prime Minister to cross the

Atlantic by air.

Darrell's Island resumed its role as Bermuda's international

civil airport after the war. The completion of Kindley Field in 1943,

however,  had  removed the  monopoly  of  seaplanes  on  flights  to

Bermuda. Airlines were rapidly replacing their flying-boats with a

new  generation  of  large  land-plane  airliners,  and  the  Civil  Air

Terminal on Kindley Field became the terminus of all air routes to

Bermuda. With the end of flying-boat air  services, the airport on

Darrell's Island closed in 1948.

Most of the Great Sound islands  passed to the Bermuda

Government in 1951 and are used as parkland. Darrell's Island was

used as a set for films and television in the 1950s, including for the

British television show "Crunch and Des".

Since its closure as an airport, Darrell's Island has reforested

with casurina trees introduced from Australia. The slips and tarmac

area  still  survive,  but  most  of  the  wartime  buildings  have
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disappeared. The pre-war terminal was replaced after the war, and

its successor still remains on the water's edge beside the southern

slip. The control tower has been removed, and the pre-fabricated

buildings the RAF had erected during the war were relocated to

Kindley Field after the war, where they were used to piece together

the first air terminal. The hangar was razed in the 1980s. Today, the

island is used primarily to host summer camps for children.

Other Great Sound Islands

The Admiralty's  islands on the northern side of Granaway

Deep were also used to house prisoners-of-war during the Second

Boer War. These included Port's,  Hawkins', and Long Island (which

were  joined  together  by  bridges),  as  well  Nelly's  Island.  Some

smaller islands and rocks also lay within the surrounding military

zone.

The  Royal  Navy's  quarantine  Hospital  on  Port's  Island

formed part of the POW camp, but most of the buildings erected

were  temporary  wooden  structures.  Little  evidence  of  the  POW

camps survives, today, other than a cemetery on the eastern part of

Long Island.

These  islands  were  transferred  to  the  Bermuda
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Government, along with other Admiralty lands, following the 1951

reduction of the HM Dockyard to a base, and several remain public

property.

Ports'  Island is used, like Darrell's,  primarily  as the site of

summer camps for children. Hawkins Island was purchased by the

Kitson's boating company and used as a landing place for pleasure

cruises. There is a small bar beside a beach on the eastern side, but

it is not generally open to the public. There are a number of private

homes on the western end of Long Island, but the eastern half is

largely undeveloped and the cemetery (which is split between the

graves of sailors and Boer POWs) can be visited. There is no public

ferry service to any of these islands, so visitors will  require their

own boats.

The expanse of water between these islands (especially that

between Ports, Nelly's, and Long Island, is a popular anchorage for

pleasure boaters known as "Paradise Lakes".

Warwick Camp

(including earlier defence works)

After passing to the South of Darrell's  Island, the Harbour

Road turns inland, climbing over the ridge-line at  Burnt House Hill
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and descending to end at a T-junction with the Middle Road. Turn

right (West) and follow Middle Road until you pass behind Heron

Bay then turn left onto  Camp Hill  Road  (opposite the Heron Bay

Marketplace). This climbs another ridge. At the top, turn left onto

Spice Hill Road, then take the first right onto Camp Road, which will

deposit you at a T-junction with the South Shore Road.

As the names of Camp Hill Road and Camp Road indicate,

this area has long had a military association.  It  is  the location of

Warwick Camp, which housed the main rifle ranges of the Bermuda

Garrison and is the only active military facility in Bermuda today,

housing the Bermuda Regiment.
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Warwick Camp resulted from the lack of a safe area for a

rifle range at Prospect Camp, and dates to January, 1869, when "F"

Company  of  the  61st  Regiment  of  Foot  constructed  the  Military

Road (now called the  South Shore  Road)  through the area,  then

created the rifle  range.  Two companies of  the 15th Regiment of

Foot  continued the  road works  and  built  a  new coastal  artillery

battery at East Whale Bay, on the western edge of the camp.

A  handful  of  buildings  were  constructed  on  the  northern

side of the military road,  but barracks were not built  there until

after the First World War. This was due to the fact that soldiers

were not normally stationed at Warwick Camp, but deployed there

from barracks elsewhere in the island for purposes of riflery and

field training.

The Bermuda Volunteer  Rifle  Corps  (retitled the Bermuda

Rifles  in  1951)  would  frequently  occupy  Warwick  Camp  for  the

period of its annual camp. After the Second World War, it closed

down its three drill halls and collected its companies permanently

at Warwick Camp. The Bermuda Militia Artillery, which manned a

battery at the camp from 1939 to 1945, converted from the artillery

to the infantry role in 1953 on the closure of St. David's Battery, and
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joined the BVRC at Warwick Camp.

With the 1957 withdrawal of the last regular British Army

units from Bermuda (the Command Headquarters staff, a company

of the Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry and various detachments

and  attachments  from  supporting  corps)  and  the  closure  of

Prospect Camp, Warwick Camp with its two part-time units became

the  only  remaining  army  base  in  Bermuda  (not  counting  the

combined headquarters of the BMA and BVRC at Admiralty House).

In 1965 the two units amalgamated to form the Bermuda

Regiment,  and  the  headquarters  was  subsequently  moved  to

Warwick Camp from Admiralty House. Most of Warwick Camp lies

on the southern side of the South Shore Road and includes the two

largest and most popular of Bermuda's public beaches, (Warwick)

Horseshoe Bay and (Warwick) Long Bay, as well as smaller coves,

woodland and grassy areas.

This area between the South Shore Road and the water's

edge now does double duty as "South Shore Park" (this had begun

in 1948 when the lack of beaches accessible to the general public

had led to the transfer of 3.09 acres of land at Long Bay from the

War Office to the Parks Department of  the colonial  government,
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following  the  recommendation  of  a  Beaches  Commission,  for

£6,500).  When  military  training  requires,  parts  of  this  area  are

closed off  to  the public  (mostly  Long Bay  and the land between

Long Bay and Horseshoe Bay),  but the Bermuda Regiment avoids

doing  this  during  the  summer  months  when  the  beaches  are

thronged with pleasure seekers.

A  stone's  throw  east  of  the  Camp  Road  intersection,  an

access road descends the slope from the South Shore Road to a car

park  at  the western end of  Long Bay  (there  is  another  car  park

further to the East). On the rocky outcrop immediately to the West

of this beach (and east of Jobson's Cove) are the targets of the 100

metre rifle range, the firing point of which lies further inland, beside

another car park which is reached by descending a lane that leads

from the South  Shore Road  a  short  distance  to  the west  of  the

Camp  Road  intersection.  The  arrangement  of  this  rifle  range

ensures that fire is directed out to sea (the Bermuda Regiment's

Boat  Troop  posts  vessels  offshore  to  prevent  pleasure  boaters

wandering into the danger zone).

The  Regimental  Headquarters,  barracks,  messes,  armoury,

and  other  military  buildings  all  lie  in  a  small  glen  between  two

nameless  knolls  on  the  northern  side  of  the  South  Shore  Road,
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immediately to the West of Camp Road, with a main gate directly

opposite the lane that  leads  down to the 100 metre  range.  The

parish  boundary  actually  runs  through  the  middle  of  this  glen,

dropping to the shore on the western side of the 100 metre rifle

range,  and  much  of  Warwick  Camp  is  actually  in  neighbouring

Southampton Parish (for the purposes of this book, all of the land

historically  within  Warwick  Camp is  treated as  being  in  Warwick

Parish).

Atop the small hill on the west side of the camp's buildings is

a battery built in 1939 to house two 6 inch RBL guns, identical to

the pair at St. David's Battery. This was the last British battery to be

built in Bermuda, and served to prevent enemy vessels bombarding

the Royal Naval Dockyard from off the South Shore. As this battery

is  not  accessible to the public,  the two guns have recently been

remounted at Alexandra Battery in St. George's.

Separated from the firing point of the 100 metre rifle range

by the car park is the old rifle range, which lies more-or-less parallel

to and between the South Shore Road and the shore. This range,

which allowed firing up to 800 yards (731 metres),  has not been

used for decades as modern infantry assault rifles use much smaller

ammunition than it was designed for, and are not effective at much
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over 300 yards. The current standard British Army infantry rifle, the

L85A2,  has a maximum range of 750 metres (820 yards),  but it's

maximum effective range is little more than 300 metres (328 yards).

By comparison, the  Lee-Enfield  rifle used at Warwick Camp at the

end of the Nineteenth Century had a maximum effective range of

2,900 yards (2,652 metres).

The seven firing points of the old range (at 200, 300, 400,

500,  600,  700,  and  800  yards)  still  exist,  as  does  the  masonry

structure  that  supported  the  targets  above  the  eastern  end  of

Horseshoe  Bay.  The  area  is  much  overgrown  with  scrubby

vegetation, however, and is mainly used for tactical training today.

Fire from this range was directed along a path diverging from the

shore as it passed Horseshoe Bay, falling 400 yards (366) beyond

the targets onto a headland on the western side of Horseshoe Bay.

This headland is still littered with bullets fired from weapons

including the .45" Enfield, Snider-Enfield and Martini-Henry rifles of

the Nineteenth Centuries,  the .303" Lee-Metford and Lee-Enfield

rifles  used between 1895 and 1964,  and the 7.62mm L1A1 Self-

Loading Rifles used by the territorials between 1964 and 1983.

On the other side of this headland is a smaller beach at East
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Whale Bay, which was the westernmost extent of Warwick Camp.

At this point, another sizeable packet of land on the northern side

of  the  South  Shore  Road  extended  over  Ackermann's  Hill  (also

known as Turtle Hill). This parcel of land was evidently acquired in

1941 (and paid for by the colonial government in 1952), and it was

here  that  the  United  States  Army  placed  a  battery  of  the  57th

Regiment of the United States Army Coast Artillery Corps, with two

155mm coastal artillery guns and an anti-aircraft searchlight during

the Second World War to strengthen the colony's defences.

This  area  was  incorporated  into  the  development  of  the

Southampton Princess Hotel in the 1960s. The battery position was

at the top of a densely wooded area that separates the hotel (on

Beek Hill) and its golf course from the densely populated residential

area  on  the  eastern  flank  of  Ackermann's  Hill  (which  is  behind

Horseshoe Bay).

From  the  South  Shore  Road,  opposite  the  Tio  Pepe

restaurant (which sits at the foot of Ackermann´s Hill),  an access

lane descends the slope to a car park that is situated behind the

headland separating Horseshoe Bay from East Whale Bay. This car

park was built to serve the public beach at Horseshoe Bay. It would

also give access to East Whale Bay, but the gate between is kept
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locked as that land, too, was sold to the Princess Hotel chain (which

built the Whaler Inn restaurant, now called the Ocean Club, there)

in  the  1960s  for  use  as  a  private  beach  for  guests  of  the

Southampton Princess Hotel and the Princess Hotel.

The first military use of this area actually far pre-dated the

creation of Warwick Camp. Several of the original Seventeenth and

Eighteenth Century coastal batteries built by the Militia were in this

area. The eastern end of Long Bay was the location of Warwick Fort,

and at the western end of the beach was Jobson's Cove Fort, on the

headland (behind the targets of the current 100 metre rifle range)

that  separates  Long  Bay  from  Jobson's  Cove).  Great  Turtle  Bay

Battery ("Great Turtle Bay" having been an alternate name for Long

Bay) was placed on the slope between the two forts, evidently in

the 1790s.  A fourth battery,  Jobson's  Fort,  was  also built  on the

slope,  possibly  somewhere above  Jobson's  Cove,  and shared the

magazine used by Jobson's Cove Fort.

These  forts  were  intended  to  work  together  with

overlapping fire. The earliest of them could have been built in the

Seventeenth  Century,  although  none  appeared  on  Richard

Norwood's map. Like most of the mainland militia batteries, they

fell out of use at some point in the early Nineteenth Century and
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nothing remains above ground of any of these forts, today.

Horseshoe Bay and East Whale Bay also had to be guarded.

Hunt's  Fort (called  Lighthouse Fort in  Judge Green's  1798 report,

although  it  is  unclear  if  the  lighthouse  it  was  named  for  was  a

beacon  on  the  same  location  or  one  that  preceded  the  current

lighthouse  on  Gibb's  Hill,  above  it) was  built  on  the  headland

separating  the two beaches,  and  Ingham's  Fort  was built  on the

high  ground  behind,  near  to  where  the  driveway  from  the

Southampton Princess Hotel  to the Whaler  Inn passes under the

South Shore Road (the 1899 Ordnance Survey map shows it on the

northern side of the road). Both were contemporaries of those built

at Long Bay, and Hunt's Fort fell out of use along with them in the

Nineteenth Century. Ingham's Fort, however, was evidently the site

rebuilt by the 15th Regiment of Foot in 1869 and it remained in use

for decades as a prepared position to which mobile guns could be

deployed as required. Nothing remains to be seen above ground of

either fort today.

Outside the area of Warwick Camp, the man-made  Khyber

Pass  (not  to be confused with the one of  the same name in St.

George's) which allows passage between Middle Road and Spice Hill

and the South Shore Roads, also recalls the Afghan battlefield.
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8
SOUTHAMPTON PARISH

Southampton  Parish  (to  which  the  name  Port  Royal  was

sometimes applied) was like the rest of Bermuda, mostly a quiet

wilderness  before  the  Twentieth  Century.  Large  expanses  of  the

parish are still wooded. There was very little commercial activity in

the parish, historically, except minor maritime activities. Although

its South Shore had few easy landing places, other than Horseshoe

Bay  (mentioned  under  Warwick  Parish),  the  narrow  Hogfish

Channel that enters through the reef off its shore ensured that it

was provided with coastal artillery.

The  1798  survey  of  the  defences  by  Judge  Green  had

resulted in a proposal to establish a central munitions depot in the

parish to supply all of the West End batteries, but this was never

carried through.  Although neither the Royal  Navy nor the British

Army had much involvement in the parish, one of the most visible

heirlooms of Bermuda's past as a naval and military base graces the

top of Gibb's Hill in the parish.
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Gibb's Hill Lighthouse

Continuing  south-westward

about  1.6  miles  (2.6  kilometres)  along

the  South  Shore  Road  from  the

intersection with Camp Road, turn to the

right,  behind  the  Henry  VIII  pub,  onto

Lighthouse Road. Follow this to the spine

of  the  ridge,  keeping  left  at  the

intersection  with  St.  Anne's  Road  to

follow  the  lane  that  spirals  to  a  peak

called Gibb's Hill, the first former military

site encountered after passing outside the boundaries of the former

Warwick Camp.

About 550 yards (500 metres) from Ackermann's Hill, Gibb's

Hill  is  located  firmly within  Southampton Parish.  A lighthouse of

some description existed in the area previously as evidenced by the

naming of Hunt's Fort in Judge Green's 1798 survey, tough whether

that was on the hill or on the shoreline is unclear. Standing like a

Colossus  atop  the  hill  today  is  the  Gibb's  Hill  Lighthouse.  The

lighthouse  was  fabricated  in  England  from  wrought  iron  plates,

transported to Bermuda disassembled,  and erected by the Royal

Engineers with a total cost of £5,500 (not including the light).
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The erection of  the tower began in December,  1844,  and

was  finished  on  the  9th  of  October,  1845.  The  lighthouse  was

completed in April, 1846, and first lit on the 1st of May. A plaque

was mounted outside recording that the lighthouse was designed in

London by civil engineer Alexander Gordon and was erected under

the  direction  of  Lieutenant-Colonel  Philip  Barry,  the  officer

commanding Royal Engineers in Bermuda (some sources state that

it  was  erected  under  the  superintendence  of  a  civil  engineer,

George  Grove,  the  designer  of  the  Trinity  Church  in  the  City  of

Hamilton that was destroyed by arson in 1884 and replaced by the

present Cathedral).

As originally constructed, the top of the lighthouse was 362

feet above sea level  (a marine radar has since been added to its

crown), the highest point in Bermuda (although Town Hill,  which

looms over Flatt's Village, is higher at 260 feet than Gibb's Hill at

245feet). Gibb's Hill also served as a signal station, with its use for

this  purpose  possibly  pre-dating  the  lighthouse.  There  is

consequently a tall mast beside the lighthouse similar to that beside

Fort George, which was used for hoisting signal flags.

The  lighthouse  appears  to  have  been  entrusted  to  the
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colonial government to operate, but the War Department retained

possession  of  most  of  Gibb's  Hill.  The  colonial  government

purchased 0.474 acres  of  this  land from the War Department in

1913 for £20, and another 0.7 acres in 1928 for £540, the year the

last Royal Engineers units were withdrawn from the garrison (the

part-time  Bermuda  Volunteer  Engineers  was  raised  in  1931,  but

initially took on responsibility only for manning the Defence Electric

Lights at the coastal batteries).

Signalling by flags appears to have stopped during the same

decade,  probably  at  the  same  time,  as  other  methods  of

communication  had  superseded  it.  The  Royal  Engineers  Signal

Service had, in fact, been separated in 1920 from the rest of the

corps to become the Royal Corps of Signals). This was not to be the

last military use of the site, however.

During  the  Second  World  War,  the  United  States  Army

erected here one of the thirteen Base End Stations it used to co-

ordinate  the  fire  of  the  various  batteries  it  had  placed  around

Bermuda. NASA also used Gibb's Hill, from where its Glotrac high-

frequency radar  tracked rockets  launched over  the Atlantic  from

the US.
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Gibb's  Hill  is  entirely  in  civil  hands,  today,  with  the

lighthouse operated by the Department of Marine and Ports and

open to those members of the public who are willing to climb the

long, spiralling stairway to a platform that rings the light. From this

vantage, the view of the Great Sound, and of the western half of

Bermuda, is unsurpassed. The American Base End Station is visible

nearby, but in a state of disrepair.

Church Bay Forts

Leaving Gibb's  Hill  Lighthouse,  return to St.  Anne's

Road  and  turn  left,  following  it  'til  it  ends  at  a  T-junction  with

Church  Road.  Turn  left  onto  Church  Road  and  follow  it  as  it

descends to its own demise at a T-junction with the South Shore

Road.  This  is  the site of  St.  Anne's  Church,  the parish church for

Southampton  that  was  first  erected  in  1626,  which  sits  on  the

eastern side of Church Road and the northern side of South Shore

Road. On a cliff-top across the South Shore Road is the eastern end

of a public park.

At some point before 1738, the militia placed a fort on this

high ground, which sits to the east of Church Bay, linked by a trench

to an older fort a hundred and fifty paces away on the western side

of the bay (which is shown on the 1627 revision of the 1616 map by
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Richard Norwood). These forts were still  in use at the end of the

Eighteenth Century, but fell out of use after 1815 after the Militia

faded  from  existence.  The  location  was  still  deemed  of  military

significance, however, and was also the location of a watchpoint for

the pilots who brought ships through the West End channels.

Among the many pockets of land formerly used for defence

by the colonial government that were taken over by the War Office

was the strip of shoreline from a point opposite St. Anne's Church

westward to where the South Shore Road turns inland (towards its

terminus  at  the  Barnes'  Corner  intersection  with  Middle  Road),

including  the  sites  of  both  forts.  The  Royal  Artillery  presumably

used the site in the latter Nineteenth Century as one of the many

prepared locations along the South Shore military  road to which

field guns could rapidly be deployed as required to act as coastal

artillery against boats attempting to navigate through the reefline.

By the Twentieth Century, Church Bay was of no value for

defence purposes and 9.2 acres of land there was transferred from

the War Office to the colonial  government on the 23rd of  April,

1928, for £290. Today, nothing remains visible above ground of the

two forts there, but the location is now public parkland and worthy

of a stop while passing.
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Cedar Hill

From Church Bay, the old military road had continued along

the  shoreline  towards  Wnitney's  Bay,  but  the  South  Shore Road

now turns inland,  crossing the island to end in a T-junction with

Middle Road,  which at  this  point runs along the northern shore.

Turning westward (left) onto Middle Road, the next site of military

significance  lies  about  875  yards  (800  metres)  along,  where  the

road bends to  the right.  This  is  the area  where the Main Island

begins to curve northward.

On the left side of the road at about this point,  Granaway

Lane, and Granaway Heights Road shortly after it (the first merges

into the latter after about 228 yards, or 250 metres), lead through a

densely  populated  residential  area  towards  the  south-western

shoreline, an area identified on the 1899 Ordnance Survey map as

Cedar  Hill  (not  to  be  confused  with  the  Cedar  Hill  in  Warwick),

although this name is not shown on current maps.

The 1627 Norwood map shows a coastal  artillery battery,

presumably fortified, on the shoreline below Cedar Hill. This battery

is not shown on the 1899 Ordnance Survey map, but would have

been directly adjacent to, if not under, the firing point of a later 200
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yards rifle  range that  was arranged parallel  to,  and hugging,  the

shoreline to the North of Cedar Hill on the 1899 map (at which time

the range was indicated as being disused).

The rifle range was presumably built in the latter part on the

Nineteenth Century as rifles did not become standard issue for all

infantrymen  until  the  1853  Pattern  Enfield  replaced  the  1842

Pattern percussion musket.  This range therefore was presumably

built  by  the  regular  British  Army  rather  than  the  by  then  non-

existent Militia.

Presumably,  the  area  was  among  the  former  colonial

defence lands appropriated by the Board of Ordnance or the War

Office  during  the  course  of  the  Nineteenth  Century,  but  was

disposed of at some point prior to 1951. The South Shore Road was

presumably re-routed to end at Barnes' Corner after the Cedar Hill

area ceased to be of military significance. The former locations of

the  battery  and  the  rifle  range  are  now  covered  with  private

housing.

West Whale Bay Fort and West Whale Bay Battery

From  the  Granaway  Heights  Road  intersection,  continue

northward  along the  Middle  Road  until  you  come to  the  easily-
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missed  Whale Bay Road,  on the left  (shortly  before  Evans'  Pond

parallels  the Middle  Road on  the right).  Turn  into  this  road and

follow it 'til it ends at a car-park behind the eponymous Whale Bay,

which is usually referred to as West Whale Bay to distinguish it from

the one at Warwick Camp.

Offshore at  this point the narrow channel called Hog Fish

Channel gives passage through the reef and leads northward, close

to shore. It gives vessels as large as sloops and schooners access to

Ely's Harbour  (from which small boats can pass between the Main

Island and  Somerset Island  to enter the Great Sound),  Mangrove

Bay  and  as  far  North  as  Ireland  Island.  Larger  boats  can  pass

between Mangrove Bay,  at  the northern end of  Somerset  Island

into the Great Sound.

This  channel  was  frequently  used  before  the  end  of  the

Eighteenth Century to access the small western harbours and the

Great Sound from the open Atlantic,  but fell  out of use with the

discovery  of  the  channel  around  St.  George's  Island  into  the

Northern Lagoon. Today it is used primarily by tour boats, fishing

boats and pleasure craft operating purely within local waters.

During  the  previous  centuries,  however,  this  channel
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required constant guarding lest it be exploited by an enemy. The

colonial  Militia  built  Whale  Bay  Fort  here  to  watch  over  the

approach to Hog Fish Channel before the late Eighteenth Century

(as with most of the mainland batteries, there is no record of the

date of its construction). It does not appear on Norwood's map. The

fort remained in use into the Nineteenth Century when it, and the

area surrounding it, was taken over by the Board of Ordnance or

the War Department (the date is not clear).

The Royal Artillery evidently continued to use the old fort, or

re-utilised  it  after  a  period  during  which  it  had  lain  derelict,

although the coastal artillery battery was repositioned into the new

Whale Bay Battery  that was built beside it in the 1870s. The new

fort was originally armed with three RMLs, but was rearmed in the

1890s with 4.7-inch RBLs. The original path of the military road that

is now the South Shore Road appears to have turned inland after

passing  West  Whale  Bay,  crossing  part  of  what  is  now the  Port

Royal Golf Course to end in a T-junction with Middle Road behind

Evan's  Bay.  This  would  have  enabled  field  guns  to  be  quickly

deployed to Whale Bay Battery, but as it retained emplaced artillery

in  the  breech-loading  period  this  was  presumably  not  seen  as

necessary. No trace of the military road remains, today, between

Church Bay and West Whale Bay.
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The coastal artillery battery fell out of use before 1914, but

the site still saw minor military usage during the First World War.

On the 8th of December, 1914, the Bermuda Volunteer Rifle Corps

embodied  a  contingent  of  volunteers  there  to  prepare  for

deployment to the Western Front. After a few weeks the contingent

moved to Warwick Camp. The contingent departed from Bermuda

on the 1st of May, 1915, and its one officer and eighty-eight other

ranks arrived in France attached to the Lincolnshire Regiment on

the 22nd of June. It was posted to the trenches near Ypres a week

later. After the Battle of Guedecourt (during which it had lost more

than half of its already reduced strength) on the 26th of September,

1916, the contingent was left with fewer than two dozen men and

merged with a second contingent that had recently arrived from

Bermuda.

The  Bermuda  Militia  Artillery  would  also  send  two

contingents (titled the Bermuda Contingent Royal Garrison Artillery)

totalling  264  officers  and  other  ranks  to  France  during  the  First

World  War  under  the  command  of  a  Bermudian,  Major  (later

Lieutenant-Colonel) Thomas Melville Dill.

Bermuda lost more than a hundred servicemen and women
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during the First World War, a number which has steadily grown in

recent  years  as  new research  uncovers  more  islanders  who had

served in units other than the BMA and BVRC (Bermudians served

in  every  branch of  the British  armed forces,  as  well  as  in  other

Imperial units and in the armed forces of the United States).

West  Whale  Bay  remained  in  War  Office  hands  until  the

Royal  Artillery  and  Royal  Engineers  companies  were  withdrawn

from  the  Bermuda  Garrison  in  1928.  8.8  acres  of  land  were

transferred to the colonial  government on the 23 April  for £340.

West Whale Bay is now public parkland, with a small beach beyond

the car park. Whale Bay Fort and Whale Bay Battery remain atop

the small  hill  between the northern side of the car park and the

links of the Port Royal Golf Course. There are no guns left at Whale

Bay Battery, but the structure is intact. Little remains above ground

of Whale Bay Fort.

West Side Fort

About  a  third  of  a  mile  (550  metres)  further  along  the

coastline  from  Whale  Bay  Battery  is  another  old  militia  fort,

squeezed between the Port Royal Golf Course and the water's edge

on the northern side of Whitney's Bay. As with most of the colonial

forts, there is no record of the date of construction of  West Side
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Fort (or Whitney's Bay Fort). It does not appear on Norwood's map.

It evidently was not re-utilised by the regular army after the Militia

faded from existence. Although its site has escaped redevelopment,

little survives of the fort other than its foundations.

This area can be reached via the access road for the Port

Royal Golf Course, which climbs a gentle slope from Middle Road (it

is the next left after Whale Bay Road, with a hill between). A short

distance after leaving Middle Road, this drive passes the location of

"The Grove",  formerly  the home of  Colonel  Henry  Tucker  of  the

Militia,  who  plotted  with  Benjamin  Franklin  the  theft  of  the

gunpowder from the St. George's magazine in 1775. Whether the

house is still in existence is unclear.

This area had come to be in the possession of the Tucker

family  through  a  notorious  abuse  of  authority  by  the  early

Governor,  Captain  Daniel  Tucker.  When  Norwood  completed  his

first survey in 1617, he revealed that Bermuda was comprised of

207  acres  more  than  had  previously  been  estimated.  As  the

previous estimates had been used when the shares in the Virginia

and  Somers  Isles  Companies,  equivalent  to  plots  of  land  in  the

colony,  had  been  distributed,  the  excess  land  was  effectively

unowned.  This  should  presumably  have  made it  Crown land (or
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public property), but Tucker appropriated the surplus acres, which

he took from this area on the boundary of Southampton and Sandys

Parishes, for himself. The resulting scandal led to Tucker's removal

from office, but the land remained in his possession 'til passing to

his nephew, George Tucker, the ancestor of Colonel Henry Tucker.

After passing the turn-off for the clubhouse, the drive turns

to the left to follow the shore southward to West Whale Bay. At the

point where it turns, a row of cottages stands between the drive

and Whitney Bay. The cottages were formerly a hotel called Munro

Beach Cottages, but this went out of business in 2007. The site is

currently  in  the hands  of  developers  with plans  to build  a  small

resort.

The remains of West Side Fort lie on the opposite side of this

row of cottages, atop a low cliff. As private property, the area is not

accessible to the public, but can be viewed from a boat offshore (as

with all other beaches in Bermuda, that at Whitney's Bay is public

up to the hight tide line, but it is not possible to see the remains of

the fort from below).

Tudor's Hill

About  a  third  of  a  mile  (500  metres)  up  the  coast  from
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Whitney's  Bay  is  an eminence named  Tudor's  Hill  (although it  is

increasingly  referred to as  Tudor  Hill),  which is  named for  some

member of the once prominent Tudor family of Southampton. The

Tudor  surname  has  long  been  extinct  in  Bermuda,  but  was  a

common middle name of members of the Tucker family, including

Colonel Tucker's son Thomas Tudor Tucker, indicating that some of

the Tudors' lines of descent merged with their neighbours.

John Tudor was a Member of the Council in the 1780s, along

with the younger Henry Tucker, and was evidently a neighbour of

Colonel  Henry  Tucker.  Colonel  Tucker's  body  was  borne  from

Tudor's house to St. James', the Sandys' Parish church on Somerset

Island, for burial on the 9th of February, 1794. On John Tudor's own

death on the 22nd of October, 1802,  Frances Tucker  of Somerset

Bridge acted as executrix of his estate.

Tudor Hill does not appear to have been used by either the

Militia or the regular army, but was leased to the United States in

1941. The US Army placed a fixed coastal artillery battery of two six

inch  guns,  an  anti-aircraft  searchlight,  and  a  radar  station  there

during the Second World War. The site was abandoned when the

US Army withdrew its ground forces after the war, but re-utilised by

the US Navy from the 1950s onwards.
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The  US Naval Facility,  commonly referred to as  Tudor Hill,

was completed there and became operational on the 1st of June,

1955,  and  was  responsible  until  the  1995  US  withdrawal  from

Bermuda for eavesdropping on Soviet submarines. The US Navy also

permitted  the  site  to  be  used  by  civilian  scientists  for  climate

research. Tudor Hill is currently operated by the Bermuda Institute

for Ocean Sciences (BIOS), with support from the National Science

Foundation (NSF) of the United States Government.

To reach Tudor Hill, follow Middle Road uphill from the Port

Royal Golf Course entrance, pass the station of the  Bermuda Fire

Service, then take the first left onto  Pompano Beach Road, which

ultimately leads to the Pompano Beach Club. Despite the name, this

is actually perched on the shore of  Smith's Bay.  At a bend in the

road to the left, two roads lead of to the right, the second of which

is called  Tudor Hill  and leads up the actual  hill  to the former US

Naval Facility.

Atop the hill is a large warehouse-like building that housed

the  listening  station,  and  which  is  surprisingly  well  hidden  by

surrounding trees and terrain. One of the two gun emplacements

survived the construction of  the US Naval  Facility,  although both
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guns were removed after the war. The area can also be viewed to a

degree from a boat off Tudor's Bay, a small inlet at the foot of the

hill.
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9
Sandys' Parish

Sandys'  Parish  was  named  for  Sir  Edwin  Sandys,  a

shareholder  in  the  Virginia  and  Somers  Isles  Companies.  It  is

comprised by the northern tip of the westernmost part of the Main

Island Somerset Island, Watford Island, Boaz Island, Ireland Island,

and a number of smaller islands and islets. Bermudians habitually

refer  to  the  parish  by  the  name  of  its  largest  component,

"Somerset"  (referring  to  the  Island,  although  the  name  is  also

applied  to  Somerset  Village,  which  is  the  closest  thing  to  a

metropolitan centre for the parish).

"Somerset" is also used as shorthand for Bermuda's entire

West End (contrasted with St. George's at the East End). Thanks to

the placement of  the Royal  Naval  Dockyard and various  satellite

facilities here, the parish has the heaviest concentration of sites of

naval and military significance in Bermuda, after St. George's. Prior

to the establishment of the dockyard in the Nineteenth Century, the

parish was rural, with a small number of inhabitants, mostly around

Ely's Harbour and Somerset Village. This did not in fact change with
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the establishment of the dockyard as most of Ireland Island, as well

as most of the remainder of the parish, remained forested well into

the Twentieth Century. Still, the build up of the Royal Naval base (as

well  as  of  British Army facilities)  on Ireland,  as  well  as  on Boaz,

Watford, and parts of Somerset Island, was to drastically increase

the population of Bermuda, and of Sandys' Parish in particular.

Civilian  labourers  brought  in  from the West  Indies  at  the

start of the Twentieth Century whe the South Yard was built also

added to the population, and many settled permanently in Sandys',

contributing to the unique character of that part of Bermuda.

Although  the  Royal  Naval  establishment  in  Bermuda  was

reduced  to  a  forward  operating  base  in  the  1950s,  with  only  a

handful  of naval  and civilian personnel,  a US Naval  base, serving

both seaplanes and ships,  had already been placed in the parish

during the Second World War and would remain until 1995.

MAIN ISLAND

Morgan´s Point

The  boundary  line  between the parishes  of  Southampton

and Sandys' crosses over Tudor Hill, and also bisects another site of

significance to naval and military history. The area now known as
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Morgan's Point  was, before the Second World War, a part of the

Main Island and two smaller islands, with adjacent areas of water.

The area of the Main Island contained within this parcel is on the

eastern coast, directly opposite Tudor Hill. It extends inland as far

as the right-of-way of the former Bermuda Railway. The southern

section of  this  (south of  George's  Bay)  falls  within Southampton,

and was historically glebe land (the rent from which was intended

to support the parish church). A short peninsula called King's Point

had jutted into the Great Sound on the northern side of George's

Bay.

The two smaller islands extended in a line from King's Point

and  were  named  Tucker's  Island  (which  had  been  noted  for  its

beautiful  cave  and  which  is  the  location  of  Bermuda's  second

Horseshoe Bay)  and  Morgan's  Island.  The 1899 Ordnance Survey

map shows no structures other than the a single ruin and a water

tank on each island. This would change during the Second Boer War

when the two islands became the third of the four military zones

declared in the Great Sound for housing prisoners-of-war.

Tucker's Island received 800 prisoners,  and Morgan´s 750.

Soldiers  were posted  on each island to  watch over  them,  and a

guard post was also placed at King's Point. A Royal Naval gunboat,
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HMS  Medway,  was  anchored  on  the  southern  side  of  the  two

islands (HMS Medina  was also place between them and Hawkins'

Island,  and  HMS  Hotspur  between  Darrell's  Island  and  Hawkins'

Island), an area of water which is actually called the  Little Sound,

although it is effectively part of the Great Sound.

When the British Government agreed to grant leases to the

United States (before that country's entry into the Second World

War)  for  base-lands in  Bermuda for  the purposes  of  building an

airfield, a Naval Air Station for seaplanes, and a naval base. The area

around King's Point, including Tucker's and Morgan's Islands, was

identified as the ideal location for a US Naval base. This was to be in

addition to the American airbase that was also originally envisaged

to be on  the Great  Sound,  which was already  used both by the

Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force.

These projects were highly secret while the US negotiated

for the land it desired. Bermudian parliamentarian and lawyer Sir

Nicholas Bayard Dill  (a son of Lieutenant-Colonel  Thomas Melville

Dill),  at  that  time  an  army  Captain,  Second-in-Command  of  the

Bermuda Volunteer Engineers,  was sent to the US in September,

1939,  to  obtain  a  lease  for  Morgan's  Island  from  his  sister,  the

owner, as the tele-communications of the time were not deemed
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secure  enough.  The  plans  for  the  American  bases  originally

envisaged  a  joint  land-plane  and  sea-plane  base  on  the  Great

Sound, but this was ultimately revised to place the US Army airfield

on Castle  Harbour  and the US  Naval  Air  Station  (seaplane  base)

combined with the US Naval Operating Base on the Great Sound.

The  99-year  leases  were  granted  in  January,  1941.  The

construction work included infilling the waterway between the two

islands,  making  a  single  landmass,  and  George's  Narrows,  the

waterway that had separated them from King's Point, turning them

into  part  of  the  peninsula  extending  from  the  Main  Island.  The

"Naval  Operating  Base",  as  it  was  originally  named,  became

operational  for  aircraft  in  February,  1942,  although  construction

work  continued  over  the  next  year  as  US  Naval  flying-boat

operations gradually transferred to the US Naval  Air Station from

RAF Darrell's Island.

The primary use of the US Naval Air Station was as a base for

anti-submarine  air  patrols  to  protect  merchant  shipping  from

German U-boats. After the war, with the emerging threat of Soviet

ballistic missiles armed with nuclear warheads, the US Navy's flying-

boats continued to hunt submarines from Bermuda, but primarily

to prevent nuclear attacks on the United States itself.  The Naval
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Operating Base remained in operation as a Naval Air Station (NAS

Bermuda)  until  1965, when the US Navy replaced its flying-boats

with the Lockheed P-3 Orion, a wheeled land-plane that required an

airfield. Air operations were consequently transferred to Kindley Air

Force Base. When the US Navy took over the airfield from the US

Air Force, it was renamed NAS Bermuda.

The  base  on  the  Great  Sound  was  re-designated  as  an

"annex"  to  that  base  (NAS  Bermuda  Annex),  serving  only  as  a

dockland.  As  the  airfield  had  its  own  docks  (on  St.  George's

Harbour), the utility of the annex was limited and it became ever

more derelict  from the 1970s onwards.  By the 1990s,  there was

only a handful of personnel at the base tasked mostly with care-

taker duties. It was increasingly used by the Bermuda Regiment as it

contained extensive wooded areas suitable for field training, empty

suburban  areas  suitable  for  Internal  Security  training,  and  the

tarmac area formerly used for bringing flying-boats ashore, which

was  ideal  for  full  rehearsal  of  parades.  The  US  Naval  officer

commanding the Annex would stand in for the Governor, taking the

salute during the march past.

The  US  Naval  Annex  was  closed  in  1995,  along  with  the

other US Naval bases. As with NAS Bermuda, concerns about toxic
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waste left behind by the US Navy kept the base-land fenced off for

many years. The Bermuda Regiment continued to use it, however,

as its largest training area within Bermuda. This use has now come

to an end as the site is in the process of being redeveloped as a

resort hotel  and golf  club.  Virtually all  of  the buildings,  including

those  that  pre-dated  the  US  Naval  base,  have  been  bulldozed.

When the area becomes open to guests, there will be no trace of its

former usage,  but  there may be a museum dedicated to the US

Naval Operating Base.

The former NAS Bermuda Annex base-lands can be reached

from Middle Road. Proceeding from  Pompano Beach Road, follow

Middle  Road  up  a  long,  shallow incline.  Shortly  before  the  road

begins to drop again, take  George's Bay Road  on the right (nearly

opposite  Oleander  Cycles,  which  rents  motor-scooters).  Shortly

after crossing the former railway line, this road passes through the

main  gate  of  the  US  Naval  Operating  Base  and  becomes

Constitution Road.

Access, however, is currently closed to the public. A view of

the base can be had from Scaur Hill Fort (see below), or from a boat

on the Great Sound or the Little Sound.
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Wreck Hill

At virtually the most extremity of the western end of the

Main  Island  is  a  peninsula  that  partly  encloses  Ely's  Harbour,  a

formerly  more significant  port  that  lies between the Main Island

and Somerset Island. The area was identified as "Flemish Wreck",

after a ship that  came to grief off  its  shore, on Norwood's map.

There is a high point on this peninsula called Wreck Hill and a short

distance  beyond  is  a  small  inlet  called  Wreck  Bay).  The  name

Flemish Wreck has fallen out of use, and "Wreck Hill" is generally

taken today to refer to the hill and the surrounding area.

The  hill  overlooks  the  Hog Fish  Channel,  the  entrance  to

Ely's  Harbour,  and  Ely's  Harbour  itself,  as  well  as  the  narrow

waterway that leads between Ely's Harbour and the Great Sound,

and was consequently selected as the site of a colonial fort. As is

generally  the  case  for  the  colonial  batteries,  the  date  of

construction has not been left to posterity (it does not appear on

Norwood's map of 1616).

Wreck Hill Fort gained infamy when it became the site of the

only invasion of Bermuda (disregarding the burning of moored ships

by the French) during the American War of Independence. On the
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13th of June, 1777, it fired upon two South Carolinian sloops that were

attempting to navigate Hog Fish Channel (the ships were commanded by

brothers  Charles  and  Francis  Morgan,  actually  two  of  the  numerous

Bermudian  expatriates  that  had  settled  in  South  Carolina  since  that

former colony had been established from Bermuda in 1670). The sloops

returned fire and then landed a party to press the attack. As most of these

coastal batteries were undermanned and not defensible against infantry,

the  gunners  fell  back  and  abandoned  the  fort  to  the  enemy.  The

Americans spiked the guns and damaged the walls before making good

their own escape.

The fort was still derelict by the 1780s, but was subsequently

repaired  and  rearmed.  Judge  Green,  in  his  1798  survey  of

Bermuda's fortifications, said of it that it was "capable from natural

stregth of situation of making a formidable resistance". A proposal

by  the  Royal  Engineers  to  build  a  lighthouse  on  Wreck  Hill  was

forwarded by Captain Sir Andrew Hammond, the Comptroller of the

Royal  Navy,  to  the  Duke  of  Portland,  in  1795,  but  this  was  not

followed up on.

Although  Wreck  Hill  Fort  fell  out  of  use  after  the  Militia

became moribund, and a new fort built behind it on Scaur Hill (see

below) in the 1870s rendered its location unnecessary. It had not

seen its last use for defence purposes, however. During the Second
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World War, the US Army placed one of its Base End Observation

Stations here, and a searchlight to illuminate targets for the guns it

had positioned on Scaur Hill. It also placed radar here. All of these

were withdrawn after the end of the war.

No naval or military activities take place at Wreck Hill today.

Ely's Harbour was once a useful, if minor, port, but is used primarily

as an anchorage for pleasure boats, today. Its pretty shores are a

mixture of trees and houses and it is well worth a visit by boat.

To visit the area of Wreck Hill itself, follow the Middle Road

northwards from its junction with George's Bay Road, passing Hog

Bay Park  (a woodland sprawling over a hill on the left side of the

road, from which an excellent view of the western shore and the

Hog Fish Channel can be had) and taking the next left onto Wreck

Road. This passes behind Wreck Hill and Wreck Bay before coming

to its end. The hill, as the rest of the peninsula, is almost completely

wooded.  There  are  few  houses,  though  one  of  these  is  on  the

hilltop,  evidently  beside  the  fort.  The  site  appears  to  be private

property, and nothing remains above ground, now, of the colonial

fort.  Wreck  Hill  can  be  viewed  from  Scaur  Hill,  which  is  public

property (see below).
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SOMERSET ISLAND

Scaur Hill Fort

Scaur Hill Fort was built in the 1870s with the primary aim of

preventing an overland attack on the Royal Naval Dockyard by an

enemy most likely to have landed on the South Shore of the Main

Island. The narrow waterway separating Somerset Island from the

Main Island was itself a defensible barrier, but - should that have

failed - a moat was cut across Somerset Island from the eastern to

the western shore, directly through Scaur Hill.

Presumably,  it  was  envisaged  that  this  ditch  would  be

defended by infantry, but artillery support was to be provided by

two RMLs on disappearing mounts placed in a hexagonal fort atop

the  hill.  Scaur  Hill  Fort  was  also  well  placed to  act  as  a  coastal

artillery battery, with an excellent view over Hog Fish Channel, Ely's

Harbour,  and  the  Great  Sound.  However,  the  fort  was  obsolete

before its completion.

Scaur Hill was used as a field training area by the garrison

during  the  early  part  of  the  Twentieth  Century,  but  played  no

further role in the defence plans for the colony until  the Second

World War when the US Army placed two 8 inch railway guns here

as coastal artillery in 1941. As with other US Army batteries, this
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was removed by the end of the war.

Scaur Hill is public parkland, today, and the Scaur Hill Fort

and the moat  have  survived intact,  other  than  a  cutting  for  the

Middle  Road  made  through  the  western  side  of  the  hill,  which

crosses the line of the ditch at right angles. The two RMLs and their

mounts had long been missing, but an original gun of the same type

on a reproduction disappearing mount has been set in one of the

two emplacements. The mount actually includes one original part:

the counterweight, which was found in the fort.

The fort and the surrounding parkland are not to be missed.

The view of the Great Sound, Morgan's Point, Ely's Harbour and the

West  End will  reward even those without  an interest  in  military

history. To reach the fort from Flemish Wreck, return to the Middle

Road and turn left. The road drops to Somerset Bridge, reputedly

the  world's  shortest  drawbridge  (thanks  to  a  plank  that  can  be

raised to allow the mast of a small sail-boat to pass through), which

crosses the narrow gap to Somerset Island. Continue on the same

road  'til  it  passes  through  the  cutting  through  Scaur  Hill  (the

perpendicular  defensive  cutting  will  be  obvious  as  you  pass

through),  and  turn  into  the  lane  on  the  right  immediately  upon

emerging from the cutting. This lane leads to the top of the hill and
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ends at a small carpark beside the fort.

The  Parks  Department  does  not  staff  the fort,  but  leaves

open to visitors (although the lower levels are kept locked) during

the  day.  The  gate  is  locked  after  hours,  but  the  surrounding

parkland is still accessible.

Naval Recreation Ground

From Scaur Hill,  return to the main road, which by now is

called  Somerset Road,  and continue northward for roughly three-

quarters  of  a  mile  (1.2  kilometres).  At  this  point,  a  playing  field

appears  on the left  side of  the road (about  50 yards  before  the

Somerset  Market  Place  supermarket).  This  does  not  immediately

appear to be a site with naval or military significance, but is actually

the former Naval Recreation Ground.

The various sports that are popular in Bermuda today are

among the most indelible links between the colony and the Imperial

armed forces. Although games such as football, cricket, and tennis

had existed for centuries, the introduction of the public schools that

churned out the large number of Imperial civil servants and army

and  navy  officers  that  the  growing  Nineteenth  Century  empire

required  led  to  the  formalisation  of  many  games,  especially  the
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team sports, giving us the versions we know today. Former public

school boys engaged in these pastimes throughout their lives, and

introduced  and  popularised  them  in  Bermuda  (they  also

popularised  less  obviously  militant  sports,  including  rowing,  sail

racing, and golf).

Cricket  was reportedly  introduced to the colony  by Royal

Naval Rear Admiral John Moresby (at the time a Captain), who held

a tournament at Somerset in 1872 to mark "forty years since the

unjust thraldom of slavery". The naval  base and the army camps

had cricket teams that dominated the sport for  decades, and an

annual  competition  between  the  two  services  developed  into  a

rivalry between the East End and West End of Bermuda (resulting

from the locations of the St. George's Garrison and the Royal Naval

Dockyard at Ireland Island).

Servicemen were also instrumental in starting civil clubs in

Bermuda.  Captain  Moresby  founded  the  Somerset  Cricket  Club

which continues the tradition of celebrating the end of slavery each

August when it plays the St. George's Cricket Club in a game that

has developed into a two-day public holiday called "Cupmatch".

The north-western corner of the grounds of the Somerset
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Cricket  Club  is  exactly  100  metres  (109  yards)  from  the  south-

eastern corner of the former Naval Recreation Ground, following a

line that crosses Somerset Road and Broom Street. On the eastern

side of the Naval Recreation Ground is Somerset Road. School Lane

and Gilbert Lane mark the northern edge. It is separated from Long

Bay Lane on the western side by a small neighbourhood of houses,

and  from  Hook  n'  Ladder  Lane  on  the  southern  side  mostly  by

undeveloped land  (to  visit  the  Somerset  Cricket  Club,  turn  back

down Somerset  Road  to  the  first  junction.  Turn  left  into  Broom

Street,  and take the first  right into Cricket Lane which skirts  the

western side of the club grounds.

Daniel's Head and Daniel's Island

From  Ely's  Harbour,  the  western  shoreline  of  Somerset

Island  curves  for  roughly  a  mile  and  a  quarter  (2  kilometres)

northwestward,  then  a  third  of  a  mile  (500  metres)  eastward,

where it turns to the North-East. This forms a triangle of land that

tapers to a point known as  Daniel's Head.  Roughly 100 yards (91

metres) off this point is Daniel's Island, which was used for defence

purposes even before the headland.

At some point prior to the end of the Eighteenth Century, a

fort was built here by the colonial government to prevent enemy
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vessels  rounding  Daniel's  Island.  Shortly  before  reaching  Daniel's

Head,  the  Hog  Fish  Channel  joins  with  the  Chubb  Cut,  a  longer

channel  that  arcs  through  the  reefs  from  the  West.  North  of

Daniel's Head, it leads across Somerset Long Bay (or Chamberlain's

Bay)  and  past  King's  Point,  from  which  point  a  boat  can  cross

eastward  over  Mangrove Bay  and between Somerset  Island and

Watford  Island  to  reach  the  Great  Sound  (or  take  the  more

dangerous  path,  continuing  northward  off  the  western  coasts  of

Watford, Boaz and Ireland Islands, before turning eastwards, across

the northern end of Ireland Island, and into the mouth of the Great

Sound.

The fort was also intended to deter the enemy from landing

on any of the many small beaches on either side of Daniel's Head,

most particularly Somerset Long Bay to its East. This fort was not re-

utilised by the regular army after the Militia faded away, and little

remains above ground to be seen of it  now. The island is public

parkland, but cannot be reached except by boat or by swimming

from Daniel's Head. It has no easy landing place, however, and is

best viewed from the afloat.

Daniel's Head is easier to reach. This was mostly farmland

with patches of woods at the end of the Nineteenth Century. The
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Admiralty had purchased land here in 1809, but had made little use

of  it  through  the  Nineteenth  Century.  The  naval  property  was

described as the Daniel's Head Observing Stations and Test Rooms

in 1892.

The  Admiralty  purchased  seven  neighbouring  acres  for  a

wireless station under the Admiralty Land Act 1914. Another fifteen

acres were acquired the following year under the  Admiralty Land

Act  1915.  The station was the site of  four of  Bermuda's  earliest

casualties during the First World War. A party of soldiers from the

Bermuda  Militia  Artillery  was  engaged  in  erecting  a  radio  mast

when it toppled on the 17th of February, 1915, killing a sergeant

and three gunners.

The  wireless  station  was  heavily  used  during  the  war  for

communicating with ships on the surrounding ocean, but fell out of

use after, partly due to the introduction of High Frequency (short-

wave)  radio  which  made  its  Medium  Frequency  equipment

obsolete.  Two masts  were  taken down in  1926.  The Royal  Navy

added a short-wave transmitter in 1928, but it is not clear if this

was at Daniel's Head. A wireless facility operated from on Ireland

Island between 1939 and 1949, and the 1928 transmitter may have

been placed at the same location. After 1926, parts of the Daniel's
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Head land returned to use as a farm, while other parts were used

for camps for youths.

During the Second World War, the US Army placed one of its

Base End Observation Stations at Daniel's Head, which still survives

today. The site would return to naval use, however. In 1961, the

Royal  Canadian  Navy  began  construction  of  its  own  radio

transmission station at Daniel's Head, which became active in 1963

as NRS Bermuda. Following the 1968 amalgamation of the Royal

Canadian Navy with the Canadian Army and the Royal Canadian Air

Force to form the Canadian Forces, the station was renamed  CFS

Bermuda  (although  popularly  referred  to  as  Daniel's  Head).  The

station operated until 1992 when the property was turned over to

the  Bermuda  Government,  which  earmarked  part  of  it  for

development as a tourism resort and the rest as a public park.

To reach Daniel's Head from The Naval Recreation Ground,

turn left, off Somerset Road into School Lane, then left again into

Gilbert Lane and follow this to its end at a T-junction with Long Bay

Lane.  Turn  right  onto  this  lane  and  follow  it  'til  it  ends  at  a

waterside  T-junction  with  Daniel's  Head  Road.  Turn  left  onto

Daniel's Head Road and follow it to its end at the 9 Beaches resort,

which  is  the  former  naval  base.  Part  of  the  property  is  actually
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parkland,  but  obviously  does  not  include  the  surviving  naval

buildings.

Alternately,  this  area is  popular  with boaters,  and can be

reached  from  Hamilton  Harbour  or  the  Great  Sound  by  passing

under  Watford Bridge  (joining Watford and Somerset Islands) and

around King's  Point. Small  boats can then anchor in the shallows

between Daniel's Head and Daniel's Island (boaters can also reach

the area by passing between the Main Island and Somerset Island,

under Somerset Bridge and through Ely's Harbour, though novice

seamen would do best to avoid this route).

HMS Vixen

A  short  distance  from  Daniel's  Island  is  a  site  that  will

definitely require a boat to view, although a glass-bottomed boat

tour  will  be  preferable  to  taking  your  own  powerboat.  The

introduction  of  steam  engines  and  torpedoes  in  the  Nineteenth

Century gave rise to a new threat, the torpedo boat. The Admiralty

was  very  concerned  with  the  vulnerability  of  the  anchorage  at

Grassy Bay to attack by vessels of this size, which were small and

agile enough to navigate the western channels. As all of the colonial

batteries covering the western shore had fallen into dereliction and

not  been  replaced,  the  Royal  Navy  determined  to  render  the
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channel  impassable  by  sinking  a  blockship  in  it.  This  was  first

authorised in 1887 by  The Daniel’s Head Channel Act,  but did not

happen until 1896 when HMS Vixen, an obsolete gunboat, was sunk

in Chubb Cut by explosives (roughly 200 yards off Daniel's Island).

This  would  not  have  prevented  torpedo  boats  passing

around Daniel's Head and Island, but would have forced them to

travel nearer to shore where they could be more easily engaged by

shore  batteries  (presumably  of  field  guns)  and  small  arms.  The

Observation Station at Daniel's Head in the 1890s was presumably

tasked with watching for precisely such intruders.

When the Vixen was sunk, her bow was caught atop a reef

and  still  protrudes  from  the  water.  She  was  an  experimental

armoured  and  steam-propelled  ship,  built  in  the  1860s  with  a

ramming bow. Unfortunately, her iron hull was vulnerable to rust

and this was countered by cladding her in teak, which rendered her

slow and unseaworthy. She and her two sisters were consequently

assigned to the Bermuda dockyard as floating batteries (relying on

their secondary armament of RMLs).

Although  a  failed  experiment,  the  Vixen  is  a  noteworthy

example of the first generation of iron-clads. Her proximity to shore
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and the shallow depth at which she lies has made her the primary

destination  for  most  of  Bermuda's  glass-bottomed  tour  boats,

which incorporate inspections of her into tours of the surrounding

reefs. It is also possible to visit her in one's own boat, but care must

be taken as her site is very busy with boat, jet ski, and snorkelling

tours.

Mangrove Bay Fort and King's Point Redoubt

Continuing north-eastwards from Daniel's Head, the channel

leads past Somerset Long Bay and a stretch of shore that belongs to

a peninsula on one side of Mangrove Bay (which opens to the North

East. Three small islets extend in the same direction from the end of

this peninsula, and the entirety is known as King's Point. Rounding

the point and turning southwards, a vessel can cross Mangrove Bay

and pass  under  Watford  Bridge into  the  Great  Sound.  Travelling

eastwards  from  King's  Point,  an  enemy  could  slip  through  the

tighter passage between Boaz Island and Ireland Island (there was

also a waterway between Watford and Boaz,  but this was closed

when the army joined the two islands at the end of the Nineteenth

Century).

King's Point was almost the last point from which defensive

guns might stop an enemy from passing into the Great Sound, and it
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was defended by a fort. The Militia had placed Mangrove Bay Fort

on  the  north-eastern  side  of  Somerset  Long  Bay  at  some  point

before the end of the Nineteenth Century, which evidently had a

field of fire overlapping with that of the battery on Daniel's Island.

Dr. Edward C. Harris, in his "Bermuda Forts: 1612-1957", notes that

a second work was under construction at that time on the King's

Point  peninsula,  which  would  have  been  able  to  fire  on  vessels

passing to the West of the point, as well as on Mangrove Bay. This

fort was evidently never completed, and nothing remains of either

structure today. This was not the last military use of King's Point,

however, as a rifle range was placed here in the latter part of the

Nineteenth Century.   This  had firing points at  200, 500, and 600

yards on the peninsula, with targets placed on the small islands.

To  reach  King's  Point  from  Daniel's  Head,  return  down

Daniel's Head Road (passing the Long Bay Lane junction), and follow

it to its far end at a T-junction with Cambridge Road. Turn left onto

Cambridge Road,  then take the next left  onto King's  Point Road,

which leads onto the peninsula. The shallows on the Mangrove Bay

side of King's Point are also popular with boaters as it is  easy to

anchor and a pleasant and safe place to swim.
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Boaz Island (a.k.a. Gates') and Watford Island

From King's Point, return to Cambridge Road and turn left,

then take the first right into Mangrove Bay Road. Mangrove Bay is

on the left. Where the road meets the shoreline, the old Somerset

police station and post office were on the right. The road ends at a

Y-Junction with Somerset Road. The new Somerset Police Station

and Post Office share a building on the side of Somerset Road, to

the right (at the next left, which is a T-junction with Beacon Hill).

Turn left, however, through a lightly urbanised, but pretty,
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area that is the heart of Somerset Village. Somerset Road forms the

village  high  street  for  about  a  hundred  yards  before  the  bank,

shops, pub and boat club are left behind. After another 300 yards

(274 metres) or so, Somerset Road ends at Watford Bridge.

The 1899 Ordnance Survey map reveals the name Watford

Bridge  was originally  applied to the span built  between Watford

and Boaz Island in 1850, which was retitled Little Watford Bridge

when  Watford  was  joined  to  Somerset.  Between  Somerset  and

Watford there was only a horse ferry prior to 1901, pulled across

the Somerset Narrows by rope. The slips used by this ferry are still

visible on either side of the narrows, on the Great Sound side of the

present bridge. In between, the masonry ramps that had led to the

original bridge are also visible.

That  first  bridge  was  completed  in  1903,  and  could  be

opened by  swinging  to  allow the  passage  of  boats.  The  colonial
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government contributed £3,800 towards its construction, with the

Admiralty and the War Office each paying £1,000. The bridge, along

with the other bridges to the North, actually belonged to the War

Office,  not  the  Admiralty.  The  bridges  were  transferred  to  the

Admiralty in 1930,  along with Boaz  and Watford Islands and the

ordnance depot in the dockyard. They were transferred back to the

War  Office  in  1951  as  part  of  the  planned  reduction  of  the

dockyard, and transferred to the Bermuda Government in 1954.

As  the  bridge  served  to  join  the  Admiralty  and  War

Department  lands  to  the  rest  of  Bermuda,  the  Bermuda

government’s  expenditure  was  presumably  one  of  its  belated

efforts  to  contribute  something  towards  the  colony's  defence.

However, many residents of Somerset were employed by the naval

and military bases (as shipwrights, carpenters, ironmongers, and in

other  skilled  positions),  so  the  civil  government  achieved  some

return on its investment through the benefits the bridge brought to

civil society.

In addition to paying the lion's share for its construction, the

colonial  government  made annual  grants  thereafter  towards  the

upkeep of Watford Bridge. It also contributed £40,000 towards the

renovation of the bridge, and the other bridges in the naval base, in
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1947.  Despite  this  investment,  the  dockyard  was  slated  for

reduction to a forward operating base in 1951. Although the North

America and West Indies fleet would continue to use the berthing

area, most shore jobs, naval and civilian, were to be cut.

The Bermudian investment into the bridges was one of the

colonial  government's  points  of  contention  when  the  Imperial

Government attempted to selling it Admiralty and War Department

lands at full market value, rather than transferring them freely. The

swing bridge was converted into a non-swinging bridge in 1957, and

replaced by the current bridge (which is high enough to allow most

boats to pass under it) in 1983.

From  the  northern  end  of  the  bridge,  the  thoroughfare

becomes Malabar Road. HMS Malabar was the name of a string of

surface  vessels  and  shore  stations  in  Bermuda,  including  the

ultimate naval  base in  the South  Yard  of  the dockyard  that  was

paid-off in 1995, hence the name of the road (the namesake of all

these Malabars is a district in Madras, India).
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Although it  had  failed  to  obtain  them  from the  Board  of

Ordnance by trade in 1823, overcrowding of convict labourers on

prison  hulks  led  the  Admiralty  in  1848  to  take  over  Boaz  and

Watford Islands  where  it  built  Clarence  Barracks,  named for  the

Duke of Clarence. Following the removal of the last convicts from

Bermuda,  Boaz  and  Watford  Islands  were  transferred  from  the

Admiralty to the War Department in 1863.

The  army  garrison  was  divided  into  three  sectors:  the

eastern sector,  controlled from St.  George's  Garrison; the central

sector,  controlled  from  Prospect  Camp  (where  the  overall
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Command Headquarters of the Bermuda Garrison was located); and

the  western  sector,  controlled  from  Boaz  and  Watford  Islands,

which were co-joined in 1974 when the Little Watford Bridge was

replaced by a narrow infilling.

In addition to infantry based at Clarence Barracks, the army

replicated the supporting corps structures found in the other two

military zones. On Watford Island, the Royal Engineers had a yard

and buildings on the northern-eastern side of the island. Also on

Watford was the Station Hospital,  an isolation hospital  for  those

afflicted with Yellow Fever. Watford also has a cemetery built by

the Admiralty for the burial of convicts. With the steady reduction

of  the  garrison  in  the  early  part  of  the  Twentieth  Century,  the

military establishment on the two small islands dwindled and many

of the buildings fell vacant.

Both islands were returned to the Royal  Navy,  along with

the Royal Army Ordnance Corps magazines in the Keep on Ireland

Island,  in  August,  1930.  The  Admiralty  had  little  interest  in  the

buildings on the islands. The Fleet Air Arm, which was managed on

behalf of the Royal Navy by the Royal Air Force, operated a small

repair and resupply (holding spare seaplanes to replace those lost

by ships operating from the dockyard) base from within the North
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Yard of the Dockyard beginning about 1931, but the requirements

of  that  facility  had  grown  beyond  the  space  available  on  the

dockside.

Boaz Island was designated as a replacement facility in 1937.

Virtually all of the existing buildings were bulldozed to make way

for  a  tarmac  area  where  seaplanes  could  be  brought  ashore,  a

hangar and workshops. The high cost of construction in Bermuda,

however,  considerably  delayed the project.  Titled  HMS Malabar,

this Royal Naval Air Station did not become operational until 1942,

three years after the start of the Second World War.

As  the  Royal  Air  Force  had  no  Coastal  Command  unit

assigned to Bermuda for anti-submarine duties, the Fleet Air Arm

(which had been taken over by the Royal Navy in 1939) flew patrols

from Ireland Island and Boaz Island using whatever aircrew it had to

hand  (including  RAF  and  Bermuda  Flying  School  personnel  from

Darrell's Island). These patrols ceased, however, with the US entry

into the war. The main role of HMS Malabar continued to be repair

and supply.

With victory in the Battle of the Atlantic, the air station was

reduced to caretaker status shortly before the war's end. Boaz and
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Watford Islands were among the Admiralty and War Department

lands transferred to the Bermuda Government in exchange for a

£750,000 payment in the 1950s.

Most of the former Admiralty buildings at the West End, an

area  cut-off  from  the  colony's  economic  heart  in  the  central

parishes,  sat  vacant  for  the  next  four  decades.  Until  the  1980s,

there  was very little  development on Watford or  Boaz.  The FAA

hangar remains, in use as a workshop, and some of the machine

shops can still be found derelict behind it. Most of the buildings on

Boaz,  however,  belong  to  a  condominium  housing  development

built in the late 1980s by the Bermuda Government.

The  Canadian  Forces  had  contributed  to  the  cost  of  this

development as  it  had been intended to use part  of  it  to house

personnel  from  Daniel's  Head.  With  the  Canadian  Forces

withdrawal  from Bermuda in 1993, this never happened and the

entire  development  is  civilian,  today.  These  condominiums,  with

every other building on the island, are only a short distance above

sea level, and have proven vulnerable to storm surges.

Malabar Road, from Somerset Narrows, leads from Watford

Bridge north-north-eastward along the north-western shoreline of
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Watford Island, past a small hill on the right side of the road. The

water catchment and tank on the flank of this hill survive from the

island's Nineteenth Century use by the army (and possibly from its

previous use by the Admiralty). After passing the old Fever Hospital

(a small building on the right), the road curves to the East-North-

East. A side road on the right leads to a modern building on the

south-eastern shore. Between this building and the wooded hill is

the old cemetery.

The  road  bends  again  to  the  North-East  shortly  before

another side road on the right leads to what had been the Royal

Engineers  compound.  None  of  the military  buildings  in  this  area

survive, however. Shortly beyond this point, Malabar Road crosses

over  a  narrow  causeway  to  Boaz  Island  which  has  turned  the

channel between the two islands into a sheltered inlet.

The only building on the left side of the road on Watford or

Boaz now here comes into view. This is a petrol station built on the

water's  edge,  allowing  it  to  fuel  both  road  vehicles  and  boats.

Immediately beyond this building is one of the two slips built for the

Royal Naval Air Station. This enabled seaplanes to be hauled ashore

for storage or servicing from the water on the western side of Boaz

Island.  About  twenty  yards  further  along  Malabar  Road  is  a  T-
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junction with Runway Lane. Turn into this lane, which leads to the

other slip (which gave seaplanes access to the water of the Great

Sound).

Kitchener Lane leads to the left directly before you reach the

Great Sound slip. Immediately obvious on the eastern side of this

lane is the old Fleet Air Arm hanger, which is currently used as a

commercial  workshop.  From  the  intersection  of  the  slipway,

Runway Lane and Kitchener Lane, another lane leads to the right

(southwards). Called Seawall Drive, this moves around the area that

had been occupied by the military barracks, but is now occupied by

the condominium housing development.

Return via the same route to Malabar Road and turn right

(North-East),  or  follow  Kitchener  Road  (which  is  an  original

Nineteenth  Century  thoroughfare)  to  its  northern  end  at  a  T-

junction with Malabar  Road.  The road leads  to Ireland Island by

crossing over across  Grey's Bridge,  which was completed in 1850

and named for the British Government's Colonial Secretary,  Henry

George Grey, 3rd Earl Grey.

Ireland Island and the Royal Naval Dockyard

Grey's Bridge leads onto a triangle of land that is almost a
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separate island from Ireland Island, thanks to a lagoon that slices

between. This triangle of land had held the Royal Naval Hospital, a

small  Fever  Hospital  used  to  isolate  those  afflicted  with  Yellow

Fever, and various smaller buildings.

Take the second right onto Lagoon Road and keep left at the

next  intersection.  A  Nineteenth  Century  waterside  building  with

several smaller structures on the right side of the road is the former

Fever  Hospital.  It  was  built  in  1899,  replacing  the  Ports  Island

quarantine  hospital,  and  is  now  a  senior  citizens'  home  called

Lefroy House. The large Royal Naval Hospital, which was completed

in 1818, stood on the hill on the opposite side of the road, but was

destroyed in 1972.

After  passing  Lefroy  House,  Lagoon  Road  crosses  a  small

bridge  at  one  end  of  the  lagoon  and  passes  behind  the  vacant

former site of  the Sailors'  Home, completed in 1885.  This  had a

Petty  Officer's  Club  nearby.  Lodge  Point,  beyond,  was  in  the

possession of the War Office. The Sailor's Home was renamed the

Royal Naval Canteen during the First World War, and became part

of the NAAFI in 1921. Retitled the Fleet Canteen, it remained in use

'til the dockyard was slated for reduction. It burnt to the ground on

the night of its  closing,  the 25th of  December, 1950,  following a
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farewell dance.

The Fleet Canteen was subsequently placed in the stables at

the Commissioner's House. From here, Lagoon Road then takes a

pretty route up the eastern shore of Ireland Island before leading

back to the main road. For the purposes of this guide, however,

return  to  Malabar  Road,  which  becomes  Cockburn  Road  after

crossing a causeway over a channel cut in 1850 between the north-

western end of the lagoon and the ocean.

Immediately after the lagoon, the Foresters' Hall stands on

the higher ground on the right side of the road. This was built in

1857, evidently as a lodge by dockyard artisans, and later became

the Roman Catholic chapel for the dockyard. It is the last building

on  Ireland  Island  still  retaining  a  naval  use,  having  housed  TS

Venture, the Somerset unit of the Bermuda Sea Cadet Corps since

1973.

About a hundred yards onwards from Forester's Hall, a lane

leaves from the left side of Cockburn Road at a Y-junction (inside

the  fork  of  this  junction  had  been  the  Masonic  Lodge,  but  the

building no longer  survives).  On the right  side  of  this  road,  in  a

green  glen  between  two  wooded  slopes,  is  the  park-like  Royal
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Naval Cemetery.

The Royal Navy Chapel is also on the right side of the road,

immediately after the cemetery. This was built  in 1852 and used

until  September,  1950.  the  chapel's  alter,  pulpit  and  font  were

transferred to St. Anne's Church in Southampton.

On the left side of the road at this point is a line of houses

called  Albert Row,  which was originally built  as married quarters.

Cockburn Road is moves inland as it passes these homes (Cochrane

Lane, at the far end of Albert Row, stays nearer the shore and gives

access to an old cemetery on the shoreline that lacks grave stones),

curving around Maria's Hill to the meet the northern end of Lagoon

Road in a T-junction.

Maria's  Hill  was the location of the first defence work on

Ireland Island, a colonial fort built at some point in the Eighteenth

Century. The fort was manned by the Militia into the Nineteenth

Century,  despite  the  island's  acquisition  by  the  Admiralty.  The

location on a hilltop was not ideal for the coastal artillery guns of

the time. Although re-armed in 1811, and still extant in 1828, the

fort  did  not  become  a  part  of  the  permanent  defences  of  the

dockyard. The 1899 Ordnance Survey map shows a large building
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housing the Mechanics' Quarters occupying its location atop Maria's

Hill.

Down the slope,  on the water's  edge,  is  the Royal  Navy's

former Spar Yard, which became a torpedo boat slip in 1888 and is

now a commercial boat yard. It sits in a triangle of land between

Cockburn  Road,  Lagoon  Road  and  the  Great  Sound.  Continuing

along Cockburn Road, the Victoria Row married quarters are on the

high ground to the left, and The Cottage (a naval residence that was

used by the Resident Naval Officer after the 1951 reduction of the

dockyard to a base) and the Prince Alfred Terrace are on the right,

which was split  between the last  HMS Malabar  and  HM Prisons

until the closure of the former in 1995.

The far end of Cochrane Road meets Cockburn Road in front

of  Prince  Alfred  Terrace.  Immediately  after,  Ireland  Island  had

narrowed to less than a hundred yards across. The Royal Navy cut a

channel  called Cockburn's  Cut through the island at this point in

1817 to create a defensive moat for the dockyard. It was filled in

again in 1823, but reopened in 1843.

Cockburn's  Cut effectively turned Ireland into two islands,

and  they  are  frequently  referred  to  as  Ireland  Island  North  and
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Ireland Island South. The Cut Bridge was first erected there in wood

in 1845. It was rebuilt from poured concrete in 1892, the first bridge

of its type in Bermuda (a new bridge was built alongside it in 2009

to add a second lane for traffic).

The heaviest concentration of the naval facilities was on the

northern half of Ireland Island North, and there was very little on

the  southern  half  until  the  South  Yard  was  constructed  under

contract  by  C.H.  Walker  &  Co.,  Ltd,  in  the  first  decade  of  the

Twentieth Century (it  was for  this  project  that  large numbers  of

West Indian labourers were brought in to Bermuda).
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Immediately  upon  crossing  the  Cut  Bridge,  a  lane  drops  to  the

water's edge on the right to where Cut Pier is located. This was used

by  the  Royal  Navy  into  the  1990s  for  the  operation  of  Harbour

Defence Launches, which were too small to operate from the South

Yard berthing area.  From Cut  Bridge onwards,  the road is  called

Pender  Road.  It  moves  up  a  gradient  from  this  point,  but  an

accessway drops to the right to give entrance to the South Yard

berthing area.

Following the completion of the South Yard, the floating dry-

dock had been moored alongside this area. After the dockyard was

reduced to a base in the 1950s, losing its dry-dock, the South Yard

berthing area became the only wharf the Royal Navy still controlled.

The small  concrete buildings behind the wharf  have been

emblazoned for decades with the colourful emblems of the ships

that have visited the base. Visiting naval crews attempt to maintain

this tradition, and the emblems are touched up by school students

and other volunteers, but the badge collection is in danger of being

lost as the area is slated for development.

The government has recently proposed placing low income

housing here, but the decision to hold the America's Cup races in
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Bermuda poses the most immediate threat to the artwork as the

South Yard is to be the hub of shore activities associated with the

competition. The South Yard is enclosed by a breakwater extending

from a point on the shore between the Cut Pier and the wharf.

There  is  actually  a  gap  in  the breakwater  near  the shore

through which small boats can pass. This breakwater is also to be

redeveloped due to the America's Cup to create an artificial island

on its inside.

Behind the gate that leads into the South Yard, on the hill on

the left  side of the road,  is  Moresby House,  built  in 1899 as the

residence of the "Officer-in-Charge, Works" (who, despite his title,

was  a  civilian  employee  of  the  Admiralty)  and  named  after  the

founder of the Somerset Cricket Club.

When the South Yard berthing area was commissioned as

the eighth HMS Malabar in 1965, Moresby House became the office

of  its  Commanding  Officer  and  his  staff,  as  well  as  the  shore

headquarters of the  Supreme Naval Officer West Indies  (SNOWI),

the successor of the Commander-in-Chief of the North America and

West Indies Station (the office of SNOWI had actually been created

in 1951, but became the highest in the region after the naval base
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was reduced to "Forward Operating Base" status in March, 1956, on

the departure of the naval Commander-in-Chief from Bermuda).

Bermuda proved too remote from the West Indies to be an 
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effective headquarters for the region, and the position of SNOWI

was  ultimately  abolished  in  1976.  HMS  Malabar  continued  in

operation until the end of the Cold War led to its closure in 1995.

Moresby House was not the only naval building on the hillock above

Cut Bridge. The  Royal Navy Officers' Club  was built there in 1883.

With  too  few  officers  remaining  to  justify  an  officers'  club,  the

building  became  a  NAAFI  Fleet  Canteen  in  1961.  Behind  the

Officer's Club had been a number of sporting facilities, including a

bowling  alley,  a  squash  court,  and  Moresby's  Plain (frequently

called Moresby Field), which was used for both football and Rugby

games, and also contained tennis courts.

Continuing along Pender Road, which moves along the top

of a vertical escarpment behind the South Yard, the navy only ever

built a handful of minor buildings on the left side of the road in the

200-or-so  yards  (183  metres)  between  Moresby's  Plain  and  the

defensive wall of the North Yard. It also placed a rifle range here,

with fire direct along the shoreline (the 1,000, 900, and 800 yards

firing points were on the Plain,  with further firing points at  700,

600, 500, 400, 400 and 200 yards placed along the shoreline, and

the targets on a small spit of land below the western corner of the

Keep that  has  now been co-joined with land to its  south by the

infilling of a small bay between; an area formerly called the  Sally
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Port Dump, in reference to the nearby sally port that was intended

to allow defenders to make forays outside the walls).

At  the base of  the defensive wall  was  a  Lower Ordnance

Yard (there was also an Upper Ordnance Yard beside the Casemates

Naval Barracks above), in an area now occupied by the  Westgate

Correctional  Facility.  Beyond this,  Pender  Road descends to  pass

through  a  narrow gateway  through  the  defensive  wall  that  cuts

across Ireland Island, then continues up the western shore to meet

the inner fortress, or "The Keep", at the northern tip of the island.

Before the construction of the South Yard, the entire dockyard was

therefore one vast fortress.

Both  the  fortifications  and  the  warehouses  and  other

buildings they protected, were developed in phases, beginning from

about 1809. The Royal Engineers sent Colonel (later a Lieutenant-

General)  James  Robertson  Arnold,  the  son  of  Brigadier-General

Benedict Arnold, in 1816 to begin the fortification of the dockyard

(he  spent  two  years  in  Bermuda).  Other  Americans  had  already

been employed on building works at the dockyard.

During the American War of 1812, British forces operating

from Bermuda had blockaded American harbours on, and carried
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out  raids  along,  the  Atlantic  seaboard,  occupying  some  coastal

islands. This was part of a strategy intended to achieve maximum

effect from the minimal force that was available. The amphibious

forces were boosted by encouraging American slaves to defect to

the Crown. Of these defectors, Military aged men were recruited

into a Corps of Colonial Marines, which was employed in operations

along the American coast.

Women, children, and other non-combatants, were sent to

Bermuda where they were given employment in the dockyard. This

work  force  was fortuitous  as  the Admiralty  was  discovering  that

unskilled  labour  in  Bermuda  was  both  scarce  (virtually  all

Bermudian  men  were  skilled  seamen  or  tradesmen  engaged  in

shipbuilding)  and  expensive.  In  addition  to  their  labouring  in

construction work, former slaves at the dockyard were organised as

a militia tasked with the defence of the naval base.

Following the war's end in 1815, the Colonial Marines had

been sent  to  the  West  Indies  to  be  disbanded.  All  of  the  other

former American slaves who had been employed at the dockyard

were similarly resettled in other British territories.  The Admiralty

ultimately  replaced  this  pool  of  labour  with  convicts  sent  to

Bermuda from Britain and Ireland.
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Passing through the entrance through the defensive wall, a

hill is on the left, atop which the  Casemates Naval Barracks looks

over the wall (and hence its name). The barracks at various times

housed Royal Marines, British Army and other personnel. After this

area  of  the  dockyard  passed  to  the  colonial  government,  the

barracks was converted into a maximum security prison.

Designed to keep an enemy out, it proved less optimal for

keeping  prisoners  in,  and  was  replaced  in  the  1990s  with  the

purpose-built prison that now occupies the Lower Ordnance Yard.

The  barracks  has  recently  been  renovated  by  the  Bermuda

Maritime Museum (BMM) (which had previously occupied only the

Keep  since  the  1970s)  to  create  exhibition  space  for  the  new

National Museum of Bermuda (a mis-nomer, given that Bermuda is

a colony, which resulted from the popularity of the word "national"

with  the  independence-minded  Progressive  Labour  Party,  which

had been in power at the time the museum was conceived).

The  BMM,  which  had  already  been  dedicating  exhibition

space  in  the  Keep  to  non-maritime  areas  of  Bermuda's  history

before  gaining  the  Casemates  Naval  Barracks,  now  forms  a

component of the NMB.
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In the low ground between the Casemates Naval  Barracks

and the Keep are a number of large and small  buildings built  as

storehouses, workshops, and office space. The first large building

on the left, separated by the road from the Great Wharf (where the

floating dry-dock was moored prior to the construction of the South

Yard),  is  the  Storehouse  building,  with its  two clock towers  (one

telling the time and the other the tide).

This building was among

the  first  to  be  re-developed  in

the  1980s  when  the  West  End

Development  Corporation

(WEDCO)   was  formed  by  the

Bermuda  Government  and

tasked with turning the derelict

naval base into a thriving tourist

destination, and it now houses a

small  shopping  mall.  The

building  was  actually  the

dockyard's  second Storehouse,  built  in  the 1850s to replace one

that had been built in 1810 (and which was demolished in 1857).
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At the northern end of this building, the road turns to the

left,  then  to  the  right,  to  skirt  behind  an  inlet  which  has  been

fashioned into a large boat slip where ferries, commercial boats and

yachts  can  usually  be  seen  undergoing  repair,  cleaning,  or

repainting below the waterline. Between 1930 and the completion

of the air station on Boaz Island, this was actually where the Fleet

Air Arm hauled aircraft ashore for servicing, and Walrus and Sea Fox

seaplanes were once parked on the roadway behind the slip.

On  the  northern  side  of  the  slip,  a  number  of  buildings

enclose  the  Victualling  Yard.  Today,  these  buildings  house

restaurants and shops, or are under restoration. The road passes on

the western side of these buildings, then turns eastward between

them and the Keep. The entrance to the Keep, and hence to the

Bermuda Maritime Museum, is here, via a bridge crossing over a

dry moat.  The Keep was carved out of a hill  that once extended

over the area now occupied by the Victualling Yard.

As  a  fortress-within-a-fortress,  it  contained  the  munitions

storage facilities of the dockyard, and was long under the control of

the  War  Office,  rather  than  the  Admiralty.  The  Royal  Army

Ordnance Corps handed the Keep over to its naval counterpart in

1930, along with Boaz and Watford Islands and the bridges, when
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the army withdrew from the West End. Atop, and at the northern

end of,  the Keep is a massive building called the  Commissioner's

House. This was originally built as the residence and offices of the

Commissioner  of  the  dockyard  and  his  staff,  who  oversaw  the

construction works.

A scandalous portion of the construction budget was spent

on  this  one  building.  After  the  position  of  Commissioner  was

abolished  in  1837,  the  building  became  the  residence  of  the

Superintendent of Convicts. After the removal of the last convicts in

1864, the building was transferred to the War Office for use by the

Royal  Engineers  and  the  Royal  Artillery,  then  returned  to  the

Admiralty for use as a Royal Marines barracks. The building was also

commissioned  during  the  Twentieth  Century  to  house  a  shore

establishment called  HMS Malabar  (not  to be confused with the

Royal  Naval  Air Station or the final Royal  Naval  base in Bermuda

that closed in 1995).

The  Commissioner's  House,  with  the  rest  of  the  Keep,

became  the  home  of  the  Bermuda  Maritime  Museum  in  1975.

Although  the  museum´s  remit  is  Bermuda's  maritime  history

generally, it dedicates a considerable part of its floor space to the

history  of  the  dockyard,  and of  Bermuda's  role  as  a  naval  base.
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Most of the original exhibition space was in the former ordnance

stores buildings in the Keep Yard, with the museum's offices in the

Commissioner's  House.  Following  renovation  in  the  1990s,

however,  much  of  the  Commissioner's  House  was  added  to  the

exhibition space of the museum, allowing new exhibits on areas of

Bermuda's  history not entirely  connected with the sea,  including

the Bermuda's Defence Heritage exhibit, which looks at the role of

Bermuda as an army and naval base, the history of its Militia and

other  reserve  forces,  as  well  as  service  by  Bermudians  in  the

defence of the colony and in fighting overseas during the two world

wars. There is also an exhibit on the American bases, and others

dedicated  to  slavery  in  Bermuda  and  the  history  of  Portuguese

Bermudians.

Circling  the  Commissioner's  House  are  a  number  of  gun

positions, with several coastal artillery pieces mounted or awaiting

restoration  and  mounting.  The  view  over  the  dockyard  and  the

Great Sound, as well as of the northern lagoon and the ocean to the

West, is surpassed only by that from the Casemates Naval Barracks.

After passing between the Keep and the Victualling Yard, the

road turns down the eastern side of the Victualling Yard compound,

where another  road leads  from it  to  the left  onto  the  northern
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breakwater that protects the North Yard. This breakwater has been

modified to provide a dock for  cruise liners that  are too vast  to

enter  the  North  Basin  or  the  South  Basin  (the  areas  of  water

enclosed by the two breakwaters, also called cambers). Most of the

cruise liners now visiting Bermuda are also too gigantic to squeeze

through Town Cut into St. George's Harbour or Two Rock Passage

into Hamilton Harbour. This has proven a boon for businesses at the

dockyard, which is left as the only port capable of being visited by

these ships.

Immediately past the turn-off for the cruise ship dock is the

public ferry dock, from which ferry service connects the dockyard

with the City of Hamilton. The road then turns westward again to

close  a  loop  at  the  north-western  corner  of  the  boat  slip,  and

closing this book.
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APPENDIX

The  following  report  by  Major  John  Green,  of  the  Militia  of

Bermuda  (who  was  also  a  Magistrate,  and  acting  Judge  of  the

Admiralty Court), in his role as head of the joint Committee of the

Council and the House of Assembly, made to the House on the 28th

of  March,  1798  (as  recorded  in  the  Minutes  of  H.M.  Council,

Saturday, the 5th of May, 1798). This was a  survey of all  of the

defence  works,  other  than Bailey's  Bay  Battery  and  those  of  St.

George's Parish (which appear to have been under the control of

the Board of Ordnance and manned by the Royal Invalid Artillery by

that  point,  whereas  the  remaining  works  were  still  under  the

control  of  the  colonial  government's  volunteers),  with

recommendations  for improvements.

The  Fort  on the high  Hill  of  Ireland  commanded by Captain

John V. Seymour is of a square form, sunk in rock...some part of the

platform,  which  is  stone,  is  found  to  be  soft  and  therefore  will

require to be laid with wood; here are nine twelve pounder cannon,

as  good  as  new,  unmounted,  and  new  carriages...a  sufficient

magazine will be necessary, and one or more large tanks to supply

water in case of siege. This Hill is well situated to annoy an enemy

passing  round  Ireland  and  should  be  capable  of  defending  the
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passage into the Great Sound.

Mangrove Bay Fort commanded by Captain T.  Jones is of an

oval form sunk in the rock and a breast work in barbet, there are

two  insufficient  platforms...here  is  also  wanting  a  flagstaff...a

magazine is unnecessary, there being a store at hand equal to the

preservation of the powder; this Fort is well situated to annoy an

enemy passing round Somerset and sweeps Long Bay, the cannon

here should be eighteen pounders, and three in number.

Daniels Island Fort in Sandys, commanded by Capt. John Gilbert

Junr. is a square at two sides, sunk in the solid rock, the other two

sides are built with stone in barbet, but on proving a cannon the

explosion bursted the stone work...the said Fort has no magazine

nor flagstaff. This Fort is situated to annoy an enemy passing round

Somerset and acting conjointly with Jones' Fort and sweeping Long

Bay...

Rack Hill Fort commanded by Captain J. Burrows Junr. is of an

oval  form,  sunk  in  the  rock  in  barbet,  there  is  mounted  two

eighteen  pounders  and  good  carriages...ammunition  chest  and

some  ammunition,  wanting  a  flagstaff,  the  platform  of  wood  is

decayed and requires to be replaced with new - two more cannon
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will be proper for this Fort, it being in excellent situation to guard

the entrance into Eleys harbour and the passage round Somerset,

and  sweeps  several  Bays  that  be  exposed,  and  is  capable  from

natural strength of situation of making a formidable resistance - A

Magazine  well  supplied  with  ammunition  will  be  therefore

requisite.

West side Fort commanded by Capt. J. Burrows Junr., sunk in

the earth in an half  moon form in barbet, and has a platform of

wood that has not sufficient slope towards the breastwork, which

causes the cannon to recoil over the platform, there are mounted

one eighteen pounders and two six pounders...there is at this Fort a

Magazine which requires to be lined with Board three inches from

the wall to prevent damp...

Whale Bay Fort commanded by Capt. William Newbold, about

two hundred yards eastward of the above, is of an half moon form

in barbet, has a good platform of wood mounted with one eighteen

pounder and two six pounders proved...The Magazine at West Fort

answers also for this...these two Forts act conjointly by a cross fire

to guard the entrances into Hog fish Cut and protects West side and

Whale Bay.
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Church Bay W. Fort of a half moon form, sunk in the rock in

barbet,  mounts  one  twelve  pounder  and  one  nine  pounder

proved...a  good  platform  of  wood  properly  sloped  and  a  good

Magazine lined with board.

Church Bay E. Fort, one hundred and fifty pace from the former

and  of  the  like  construction  mounted  with  two  nine  pounders

proved...This  Fort  has  a  good hard stone platform; the aforesaid

Magazine  answers  for  both  Forts  and  a  communication  by  an

entrenchment from the one to the other. These Forts are intended

by a cross fire to sweep Church Bay and are both commanded by

Capt. F. Dickinson.

Inghams Fort at the westmost end of Common Land Bay at the

extreme of Southampton is on a high hill, sunk in the rock in barbet,

of a half moon form and stone platform mounted with one eighteen

pounder and one nine pounder proved and good carriages and has

a Magazine and necessary implements for said cannon.

Lighthouse Fort on a steep rock in a line before Inghams, is of

an oval form dug in solid rock in barbet, stone platform, wanting

cannon and every other utensil, two six pounders will be sufficient

for this Fort and Inghams Magazine answers for both.
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Jobsons Fort on an eminence, and Jobsons Cove Fort in a line

below, are both in Warwick and commanded by Capt. Tucker; they

are sunk in the rock, in barbet,  and stone platforms,  the former

mounted with one six pounder and two four pounders proved and

good carriages, with a Magazine and implements for the cannon;

the latter Fort is mounted with two four pounders proved, and the

above Magazine answers for both Forts.

Redout to the eastward of said Fort,  on an eminence with a

breast work of stone, being designed a defence for musquetry and

mounted  with  two  three  pounders,  this  breast  work  with  the

several  forts,  under  the  command  of  Ingham,  Lightbourn  and

Tucker,  are  calculated  to  defend  Common  Land  Bay  aforesaid,

conjointly by a cross directed fire and can also be brought to bear at

one point; this Bay is of great length.

Watch House Fort, commanded by Capt. Darrell, has a breast

work of palmetto logs with five embrasures, mounting one eighteen

pounder, one twelve pounder and one nine pounder proved and

good carriages,  platform laid with wood,  very good and properly

sloped; it has the necessary implements belonging to the cannon, a

very  good  Magazine  appertains  thereto,  this  Fort  likewise  co-
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operates with the afore-mentioned Forts by a cross fire to sweep

Common Land Bay.

Pagets  Fort commanded  by  Capt.  I.  Lightbourn  has  a  breast

work altogether insufficient, mounted with two four pounders and

one six pounder and one spare carriage, wanting a proper breast

work, and a platform of wood.

Pagets E'most Fort,  commanded by Capt. William Lightbourn,

has  embrasures  for  seven  guns,  it  is  mounted  with  two  six

pounders,  and  one  supposed  a  nine  pounder  proved  and  good

carriage belonging thereto, this Fort requires a Magazine , that will

serve for the other Fort, the embrasures of this last Fort had best be

filled up and constructed in barbet by building a wall with a large

block stone, four feet within the outer one, and the intermediate

spaces filled up with earth and stones, there are plenty of proper

stones for the purpose on the adjoining beach. It  is  necessary to

observe that these Forts were designed to defend a long Bay, the

most accessable of any other part of the southside coast, by reason

that ships of burthen can anchor within half a mile of the shore, and

therefore should be attended to.

Hungry Bay Fort, commanded by Capt. Francis Trimingham, is
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of an half-moon form in barbet  and required to be backed with

stones and earth, the platform is of stone and wants a Magazine;

this Fort is mounted with two twelve pounders proved; the wings of

the  axletrees  of  the  carriages  are  decayed,  the  carriages  are

otherwise good.

Watch House Fort in Devonshire, commanded by Capt. George

Harvey, is of a square form in barbet and defends Brackish Pond

Bay,  mounting four nine pounders proved and has  a good cedar

platform and a very good Magazine.

Sear's Fort in Smith's, of an half moon form in barbet, mounting

one six pounder and a good carriage, has a platform. A Magazine is

not necessary. This Fort is situated in a place difficult of access from

the high cliffs and rugged coasts it was intended to defend.

Albouys Fort in barbet to the Eastward of the above, mounting

two nine pounders, has a stone platform. This Fort commands two

Bays, one to E'ward and the other Westward, and two more cannon

will  be useful,  another  battery  is  necessary on the high bluff  on

Hinsons Land to protect the intervening Bays.

It is the opinion of your Committee that a battery of four heavy
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cannon on Cobblers Island Point will be useful to co-operate with

the high Hill of Ireland in shutting the enemy out from entering into

the Great Sound.

Your Committee are of opinion that the soft stone of Bermuda

is not well calculated for embrasures, as not having the firmness

sufficient  to  stand  heavy  shock,  but  in  barbet  there  cannot  be

better.

Your Committee are of the opinion that all the platforms should

be laid with cedar, as cheaper and more durable - they should be

raised on blocks six inches from the ground; at least such pieces as

are usually appropriated to flooring joist for houses will  be quite

sufficient,  and  should  be  laid  one  inch  apart  to  admit  air  and

prevent decay, that every Magazine should be lined with board at

least three inches from the wall.

Your Committee, by attentively investigating the best means of

defence, are of the opinion that the primary objects are to guard

our coasts by all possible means to shut them out from having an

asylum in any of our harbours.  In the former case, the Batteries

along  the  Eastside  coast  can  only  be  used with  effect,  to  guard

against the landing by boats, as they can have but little impression
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upon ships of force; therefore six pounders will be sufficiently heavy

to answer that end, being managed with less strength and being

fired quicker than large cannon; in the latter cases, the passages

leading  to  every  harbour  should  be  guarded  by  heavy  cannon.

Wherefore Rack Hill  should be strongly fortified with two tier  of

large cannon in order to shut out an enemy from possessing Eleys

harbour and annoy them in passing round Somerset. The high hill of

Ireland  should  also  be  mounted  with  two  tier  of  cannon  in  like

manner in order to secure the Great Sound; both these places, if

properly fortified, are capable of standing a siege, that will afford

sufficient time for relief being had from abroad, presuming that so

long as the enemy can be kept from making a harbour within our

Port  these  Islands  cannot  be  conquered;  which  we  suggest  are

objects worthy of the most serious consideration.

Your Committee are of the opinion that the chain of Forts along

the Southside coast would be much improved if all the cannon were

of one calabar and that six-pounders will be a good size - in such

case a supply of ammunition could be conveyed from one to the

other,  as  any  exigency  might  require,  that  can  be  alike

appropriated, which the present difference of the calabars renders

abortive  by  means  of  the  various  sizes,  which  your  Committee

considers an object worthy of attention, especially as the cannon
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almost without exception all along the said chain of Forts are very

old and rust-eaten, insomuch that no confidence can be placed in

them, and therefore should be replaced with new cannon.

Your Committee suggest that two general Magazines for the use

of the chain of Forts along the southside coast will be useful from

whence  the  said  Forts  might  be  furnished  occasionally,  such

Magazines to be placed under the charge of proper persons to be

held reponsible,  one of  which to be fixed in  Port  Royal  and the

other at or near Pagets.

Your Committee are aware that the expence which will accrue

by  adopting  the  proposed improvements  will  be  far  beyond  the

resources  of  these  Islands  to  enter  upon,  however  zealous  the

Inhabitants  might  be,  nevertheless  they judge it  an indispensible

duty  to  represent  things  as  they  find  them,  when  the  security

thereof was the object to which this enquiry was appointed. Upon

this  ground  your  Committee  supposes  should  be  founded  a

representation to His Excellency Governor Beckwith for the purpose

that Government might be apprized of the necessary means that

are required of affording security to these His Majesty's Islands.
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